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Preface
15, \

- The USMES Project

ad

Unified Sciences and Mathematics for Elementary Schools:
Mathematics and the Natural, Social., and Communications p
ScienCes.in Real Problem Solving (tiSMES) was formed in re-
sponse to the recommendations of the 1967 Cambridge Confer-
ence on the Correlation of Science. and Mathematics in.the
Schools.* Since its inception in 1970, USMES has been'
funded b)i the Natibnal Science Foundation to develop and

carry out field trials of interdiscip/inary.units centered.
on long-range investfgations of real and p.ractical problems.
(pr "challenges"),taken from the local school/comnunity en-
vironment. School planners can use these units to design a
flexible curriculum for grades kindergarteft through eight in
which real problem'solving plays an important role.

Development and field trials were Carried put by teachers
"and students in the cIassroom with the apsistance of univer-
sity.Cpecialis0 at workshops.and at occasional other meet-

.
ings. The work was coordinated by a staff at the Edutation
Development Center in Newton, Massachusetts. In addition,

the staff at EDC coordinated implementation prograns in-
volving schools, aistricts, and colleges that are carrylng
out local USMES implementation programa for teachers and
schools in their area.

Trial editions of the following units are currently,
available:

Advertising
Bicycle Transportation
Classroom Design
Classroom Management
,Consumer Research
Describing People
Designing for Human PropAtions
Design Lab Design
Eating in School.
Getting There
Growing Plants
Manufacturing
Mass Communications

Nature Trails
Orientation
Pedestrian Crossings
Play Area Design and Use
Protecting Property
School Rules
School Supplies
School Zoo
Soft Drink Design
Traffic Flow
Using Free Time
Ways to Learntreach
Weather Predictions

*See Goals for the Correlation of Elementary Science and
Mathematics, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1969.
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1. The USMES Guide: This book is a compilation

of materials that may be used for long-range
planning of a curriculum that incorporates

In reading to a long-range challenge, the students
and teachers often have need 9f a wide range of resources.

In fact, all of the people and materials in the school and

community are important resources for USMES activities. In

addition USMES provides resources for both teachers and stu-

dents. A complete set of all the written materials comprise

,the USMES library, which shOuld be available in each school

using USMES units. These materials include,-

A4 tilUSMES program. It describes the USMES
roject,Oreal'problem solving, classroom

'N- strategies, the Design Lab, the units, and

.
the support materials as well as ways that

tSMES helps students learn basiOkills.

2. Teacher Resource Books (one for each chal-

lenge): Each of these guides to using USMES
units describes a broad problem, explains how
itudents might narrow th4t problem to fq
their particular needs, recommends classfoom
strategies, presents edited logs from teachers
whose classes have worked on the unit, and con--

ins charts that indicate basit skills, pro-
saes, and areas of study that students may,

rn and utilize.?

\.
n,Lab Manual: This guide helps teachers

ministrators set up, run, and use a
Laba place with tools and materials
elk the students caz build things they

'dt ,theirliork on UgMES. A Design Lab

mi0) 'Cbrner of a classroom, a portable

cart,4r\aaeparate room. Because many "handa-

on" act.p4te8 may take place in e classroom,

every Ug ;eeacher should have Design Lab

Manual.

4. "How To" Arielis: These stud materials pro-

vide inforMat* to students about specific
problems that.m0,arise duv1n g USMES units.

The regular t'11040'0",Series covers problems
in measuring, eephing, data handling, etc.,
and is available in tWo,versions--a series of



xi

cartoon-style booklets for primary grades

and a.serieS of magazine-style booklets with
more reading matter for upper gra4es. The

Design Lab "How To" Series i6 avtalable In
two illustrated card versions--one for pri-
mary grades aitd one for upper,grades. A com-

plete list of the "How To" Series can be
found in the USMES Guide.

5. Background,Papers: These papers, correlated/

with the "How To" Series, provide teachers
with information and hints that db not appear
in the student materials. A complete list

, can be found in the USMES GUide.

6. Curriculum Correlation Guide: By correlating

the twenty-six USMES units with other curric-
ulum materials, this book helps teachers to
integrgte USMES with other school activities
and lessons.

The preceding materials are described in bridf. it the
USMES brochure, which can be 'used by teachers and adminis-
trators to disseminate information about the program to

the local community. A vAriety of other dissemination and
implementation materials are also available forystdividuals
and groups involved in local implementation programs. They

include PreRaring People Sor USMES: An Implementation
Resource Book, the USMES slide/tape show, the Design Lab
slide4tape show, the Design Lab brochure, videotapes of
classroom activities, a general report on.evaluation re-
sults, a map showing the locations of schools conducting
local implementation of USMES, a list of experienced USMES
teachers and university consultants, and newspaper and

magazine articles.

Because Tri-Wall was the only readily available brand of
three-layered cardboard at the time the project began, USMES
has used it at workshops and in schools; consequent]. , ref-
erences to Tri-Wall can be found' throughout the Teac

Resource Books. The addresses of suppliers of three-layered
'cardboard can be found in the Design Lab Manual.

e



Introduction

Using the Teacher Resource BOok When teachers try a new curriculum for the first time,
they ne44 to understand the philosophy, behind the curticulum.

The USMES approach to student-initiated investigations of

real problems is outlined in section A of this Teacher Re-

- source Book.
Section\D starti with a brief overview of possible stu-

dent activities arising from the challenge; comments on pre-
-

requisite hskills are included. Following that is a discus-

sion of the classroom strategy for USMES real problem-
solving activities, including introduction of the challenge,
student activity, resources, and Design Lab use. Subsequent

pages include a description of the use of the unit in pri-
/ .bov mary grades, a flow chart and a'composite-log that indicate

the range of possible student work, and a list of questions
that the teacher may find useful for focusing the students'

activities on the challenge.
Because students initiate all the actiVities in response

to the challenge and because the woes of one clasi may dif-

fer from that undertaken by other classes, teachers -familiar
. with USMES need to teed only sections A and B before intro-

ducing the challenge to students.
Section C of this book is the documentation section.

s These edited teachers' logs show the variety of ways in

which students in different classes have worked at finding

a soiution to the challenge.
: Section D contains a list of the titles of relevant sets

of "How To" Cards and brief descriptions of the Background
Papers pertaining to the unit. Also included in section D

is a glossary of the terms used in the Teacher ResourCe Book

and an annotated bibliography.
Section E contains charts that indicate the comparative

\ strengths of the unit in terms of real problem solving,
mathematics, science, social science, and language arts. It

also contains a list of explicit examples of real problem

solving and other subject area skills, processes, and areas
of study learned and utilized in the unit. These charts and

lists are based on documentation of activities that have
talen place in, USMES classes. Knowing ahead of time which

basV.c skills and processes are likely to be utilized, teach-

ers can postpone teaching that parC of their regular program

until later in the year. At that time students can study

them in the usual way if they have not already learned them

4as part of their USMES activities.



If life were of such a constant nature that
there were only a few chores to do and they were
done over and over 4n.exactly the saMe way, the
case for knowing how to solve problems would not
be so compelling. All one would have to do would
be to learn how to do the few jobs at the outset.
From then on he could rely on memory and habit.
Fortunately--or unfortunately depending upon one's
point of view--life is not simple and unchanging.
Rather it is changing so rapidly that about all we
can predict is that things will be 4ifferent in the
future. In such a world the ability to adjtist and
to solve one's problems is of paramount importance.*

USMES is based on the beliefs that real problem solving
is an important skill to be learned and that many math,
science, social science, and language arts skills may be
learned more quickly and easily within the context of stu-
dent investigations of real problems. Real problem solving,
as exemplified by USMES, implies a style of education which
involves students in investigating and solving real problems.
It provides the bridge between the abstractions of the
school curriculum and the world of the student. Each USMES
unit presents a problem in the form of a challenge that is
interesting to children becauSe it is both real and prac-
tical. The problem is real in several. respects: (1) the

problem.applies to some aspect of student life in the school
or community, (2) a solution i$ needed and not presently
known, at least for the particular case in question, (3) the
students must consider the entire' situation with all the
accompanying variables and complexities, and (4) the problem
is such that the work done by the,students can lead t'o some
improvement in the situation. This expectation of useful
accomplishment provides the motivation for childred to carry
out the comprehensive investigations needed to find some
solution to the challenge.

The level at which the children approach the problems,
the investigations that they carry out, and the olutions

*Kenneth B. Henderson and RArt E. Pingry, "Prob1eml.Solving

in Mathematics," in The Learning of Mathematics: Iti Theory

and Practice, Twenty-first Yearbook of the Natilonal Council

of Teachers of Mathematics (Washington, D.C.: The Council,

1953), p. 23*

3
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The USMES Approach

that they devise may vary according to theg and abtlity
of the children. However, real problem solving involves
them, at some level, in all aspects of the problem-solving

process: definition of the problem; determinaaOn of the
important factors in the problem; observation; measurement;
collection of data; analysis of the data using graphs,
charts, statistics, or whatever means the students can find;
discussion; formulation and trial of suggested solutions;
clarification of values; decision making; and communications
of findings to others. In'additi6a, students become more
inquisitive, more cooperative in working with others, more
critical in their thinking, more self-reliant, and more in-

terested in helping to improve,social condifions.

To learn the process of real problem solviiig,.tiOrltu-

dents must encounter, formulate, ani find some solution to

complete and realistic problems. The students themselves,
not the teacher, must analyze the problem, choose the vark
ables that should be investigated, search out the facts, and
judge the correctness of their hypotheses and conclusions.
In real problem-solving ativities, the teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not an authoritative answer-
giver.

The problem is first reworded by students in specific

te hat apply to their school or community, and the,
v4rtus aspects of the problem are'discissed by the class.
The spudents then suggest approaches to'khe problem and set
priorities for the investigations they plan to carry out.
A typical USMES class consists of several groups working on
different aspects of the problem. As the groups report

,periodically to the class on their progress, new directions
are identified and new task forces are formed as needed.
Thus, work on'an USMES challenge provides students with a
"discovery-learning" or "action-oriented" experience.

Real problem solving does not rely solely on the

discovery-learning concept. In the real world Oople have
access to certain facts and techniques when they +cognize
the need for them. The same should,be true in the classroom.

When the students find that certain facts and skills are
necessary for continuing their investigation, they learn
willingly and quickly in a more directed way to acquire
these facts and skills. Consequently, the students shoula
have available different resources that they may use as
they recognize the need for them, but they should still be
left with a wide scope to ellore their own ideas and
methods.
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Certain information on specific skills is provided by the
lets of USMES "How To" Cards. 1(he students are referAd
frOnly to the set for which they have cTearly identified
need and only when they ste unable to proceed on their olg
Each "How To" Cards title clearlY indicates the skill in-
volved--"How to bse a Stopwatch," "How to Make a Bar Graph
Picture of Your tate," etc. (A complete 'list of the ''How

To" Cards can be found in Chapter IX of the USMES Guide.)'
Another resource provided by USMES is the Design Lab or

its classroom equivalent. The Design Lab provides a cen-
tral location for tools and materials where devices may be
constructed and tested without appreciably disrupting other

. classroom activities. Ideally, it is a separate room with .

space for all necessary supplies and equipment and work
space for the children. However, it may be as small as a
corner of the classroom and may contain only a few tools and
supplies. Since the benefits of real problem solvi,ng can be

4 obtained by the students only if they have a means to fol- 4

low up their ideas, the availability of a Design Lab can be
a very important asset.

Optimally, the operation of the school's Design Lab
should be such as to make it available to the students when-
ever they-need it. It should be as free as possible from
set scheduling or programming. The students use the Design
Lab to try out their own ideas-and/or to design, construct,
test, and improve many devices init.iated by their responses
to the USMES challenges. While this optimum operation of
Ite Design Lab may not always be possible due to varions
rimitations, "hands-on" activities may take place in the
classroom even though a Design La,b may not be available.
(A detailed discussion of the De(ign Lab can be found in .

Chapter VI of the USMES Guide, whi4ra complete list of "How
To" Cards covering such Design Lab ills as sawing, gluing,
nailing, solderi4g, is contained in Oiapter IX.)

Work on all USMES challenges is no only sufficiently
'complex to require the collaboration of the whole class but
also diverse enough to enable each student to contribute
according to his/her interest and ability. However, it,
should be noted that if fewer than ten to twelve students
from the class are'carrying out the investigation of a unit
challenge, the extent of their discovery and learning can be
expected to be less than if more members of the class are
involved. While it is possible for a class to workon two
related units at the same time, in many classes the students
progress better with just one.

The amount of time spent each week working on an USMES
challenge is crucial to a successful resolution of the

A.01
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prbblem. Each challenge is designed so that the various
investigationsewill take from thirty to forty-five hours,
depending on the age of the children, before some solution
to the prbblem is found andlsome action is taken on the

i results of the investigations. Unless sessions are held at
' least two or three timesle week, it is difficult for the

children to maintain their interest and momentum and to be-
come involved intelfsively with the challenge. The length of
each session depends upon the age level of the children and
the nature of the,challenge. For example, children in the
primary grades may proceed better by working on the challenge

more frequently for shorter Periods of time, perhaps fifteen
to twenty minutes, while older children may proceed better.
by working less frequently for much longer periods of time.

Student interest and the overall accomplishments of the
class in finding and implementing solutions to the challenge.
indicate when the class's general participation in unit
activities should end. (Pliemature discontinuanve of work

on a specific challenge is often due more to waning interest
on the part Of the teacher than to that of the studentb.)
However, some students may continue work on a voluntary
basis on one problem, while the others begin ;() identify
possible approaches to another USMES challenge.

Importance of the Challenge

0

Although individaal (or group) discovery and student
initiation of inveseigations is the process in USMES units,
this does not imply the constant encouragement of random
activity. Random activity has an important place in
children's learning, and opportunities for it should be
made available at various times. During USMES activities,
however, it is believed that children learn to solve real
problems only when their'efforts are focused on finding
some solution to the real and practical problem presented
in the USMES challenge. It has been found that students
are motivated to overcome many difficulties and frustrations
in their efforts to achieve the goal of effecting some
change or at least of providing some ubeful information to
others. Because the children's commitment to finding a fi
solution to the challenge is one of the keys to successful
USMES work, it is extremely important that the challenge be
introduced so that it is accepted by the class as an im-
portant problem to which they are willing to devote a con-
siderable amount of time.

(The challenge not only motivates the children by stating
the problem but also provides them with a criterion for
judging their results. This criterion--if it works, it's
right (or if it helps us find an ans6er to our problem, it's

r)



a good thing to do)--gives the children's iaeas and resUltS
a meaning within the contet of their goal. Many teachers

A have found this concept to be a Valuable strategy that not
only allows the teacher to respond positively to all ofthe
children's ideas but also helps the children themselvesto
judge the value of their efforts.

With all of ithe above in mind, it oan be said that the
teacher's responsibility ih the USMES strategy for open
classroom activities ia as follows:.

1. Introduce the challenge in a meaningful way

that not only allows the children to relate
it to their particular situation but also
opens up various avenues of approach.

2. Act as a coordinator and collaborator. Assist, ,

riot direct, individuals or groups of students,*
as they investigate different aspects of-the
problem.

i
3. Hold USMES sessio at least two or three times

a week so that t e-children have a chance to be-
comesinvolved i the challenge "and carry out
comprehensive investigations.

,

4. Provide the tools and supplies necessary for
initial hands-on wotk in the classroom or,make
arrangements for the children to work in the
lipsign Lab.

5: Be patient in letting the children.make their
,...

own mistakes,and find theii,ownway. Offer
as44Stance or point out sources of help for
specific information (such as the'"How To"
Cards) only when the children become frustrated
in their'approach tO the problem. Conduct
skill sessions as necessary--

6. Provide frequent opportunities for group reportp
.and student exchange's of ideas in class 04s-

cussions. In most cases, studentp will, by
their own critical examination of the procedures
they have used, improve or set.hew directic.nr-
in their investigations.
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USMES in the Total School Program

7." If necessary, ask appropriate questions to stim7
ulate tbe students' thinking so that they will
make more extensive and comprehensive investiga-
tions or analyses of their data.

8. Make sure that a sufficient number of students
(usually ten to twelve) are working on the
challenge so that activities do not become
fragmented or stall.

Student success in USMES unit activities is indicated by

the progress they make in finding some solution to the
challenge, not by following a particular line of investiga-

tion nor by obtaining specified results. The teacher's,
role in the USMES strategy is to prolAde a classroom at-
mosphere in which all students can: in their own way,
search out some solution to the challenge.

Today many leading educators feel that real problem
solving (under different names) is an important skill to

be learned. In this mode of learning particular emphasis

is plEked on developing skills to deal with real problems
rather than tbe skills needed to obtain "correct" answers
to cpntrived problems. Because of this and because of the
interdisciplinary nature of both the problems and the re-
sultant investigations, USMES is ideal for use as an impor-
tant part of the elementary scllool program. Much of the
'time normally spent in the class on the traditional ap-
proaches to math, science, social science, and language
arts skills can be safely assigned to USMES activitied. In

fact, as much as one-fourth to one-third of the total school

program might be allotted toWorkson,USMES challenges.
-Teachers who have worked with USMES for several years have
each Succeeding year successfully assigned to USMES activ-
ities the learning of a greater number of traditional

skills. In addition, reports have indicated that students
retain for a long time the skills and concepts learned and
practiced during USMES activities. Therefore, the time
normally spent in reinforcing required skills can be greatly
reduced if these skills are learned and practiced in the

context of real problem solVing.
Because real problem-solving activities cannot possibly

cover all _the skills and concepts in the major subject'
areas, other curricula as well as other learning modes
(such as "lecture method," "individual study topics," or
programmed instructionl need io be used in Conjunction with ,

USMES in an-optimal education program. However, the other

Of.
AwU
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instruction will be enhanced by the skills,,motiva , and

understanding provided by real problem solving, and, in
some cases, work on an USMES challenge provides the context
within which the skills and concepts of the major subject

areas find application.
In order for real problem solving taught by USMES to have

an optimal value in the school program, class time should be

apportioned with reason and forethought, and the sequence
of challenges investigated by students during their years in
elementary school should involve them in a variety of skills

and processes. Because all activities are initiated by stu-

dents in response to the challenge, it is impossible to
state unequivocally which activities will take place. How-

ever, it is possible to use the documentation of activities
that have taken place in USMES trial classes to schedule in-

- struction on the specific skills and processes required by

' the school system. Teachers can postpone the traditional
way of teaching the skills that might come up in work on an

USMES challenge until later in the'year. At that time stu-
dents can learn the required skills in the usual way if they
have not already learned them during their USMES activities.

These basic skills, processes, and areas of study are
listed in charts and lists contained in each Teacher Resource

Book. A teacher can use these charts to decide on an over-
all allocation of class time between USMES and traditional
learning in the major subject disciplines. Examples of in-

dividual skills and processes are also given.so that the
teacher can see beforehand which skills a student may en-
counter during the course of his investigations. These

charts and lists may be found in section E.

Wdys In Which USMES Differs From Other As the foregoing indicates, USMES differs significantly

Curricula froth other curricula, Real problem solving develops the
problem-solving ability of students and does it in a way
(learning-by-doing) that leads to a full understanding of

the process. Because of the following differences, some

teacher preparation is necessary. Some teachers may have

been introduced by other projects to several of-the follow-

" ing new developments in education, but few teachers have
integrated all of them into the new style of teaching and
learning that real problem solving invplves.

1. New Area of Learning--Real problem solving is a
new area of learning, not just a new approach or

a new cpntent within an already-defined subject
area. Although many subject-matter curricula
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inclpegTomething called problem solving, much ok
this problem solving involves contrived problems
dr fragments of a whole situation and does not
require the cognitive skills needed for the in-
vestigation of real and practical problems.
Learning the cognitive strategy required for real
problem solving is different from other kinds
of learning.

3. Interdisciplinary Education--Real problem solv-

ing integrates the disciplines in a natural wax;
there is no need to impose a multi-disciplinary
structure. Solving real and practical problems
requires the application of skills, concepts,
and processes from many disciplines. The number

and range of disciplines are unrestricted and
the importance of each is demonstrated in work-
ing toward the sglution of practical problems.

3. Student Planning--To learn the process of prob-
lem solving, the students themselves, not the
teacher, must analve the problem, choose the
variables that should be investigated, search
out the facts, andNiudge the correctness of the
hypotheses and conclusions. In real problem-
solving activities the teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not as an
authoritative source of answers.

4. Learning-by-Doing--Learning-by-doing, or discov-

ery learning as it is sometimes called, comes
about naturally in real problem solving since

the problems tackled by each class have unique
aspects; for example, different lunchrooms or
pedestrian,crossings have different problems
associated with them and, consequently, unique
solutions. The challenge, 'as defined lin each

situation, provides the focus for the children's
hands-on learning experiences, such as collecting
real data; constructing measuring instruments,
scale models, test equipment, etc.; trying their
suggested improvements; and (in some units) pre-
paring reports and presentations of their findings

for the proper authorities.

5. Learning Skills and Concepts as Needed--Skills
and concepts are learned in real problem solving

4.1 LJ
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as the need fOr them arises in the context
of the work being done, rather than having a
situaqyan imposed by the teacher or the text-

book being used. Teachefs may direct this
learning when the need for it arises, or stu-

dents may search out informatipn'themselves
from resources provided.

-6. Group Work--Progress toward a solution to a
real problem usually requires the efforts of
groups of students, not just individual stu-

dents working alone. Although some work may

be done individually, the total group effort
provides good opportunities for division of
labor aRd exchange of ideas among the groups

and individuals. The grotiPing is flexible

and changes in order to meet the needs of the

different stages of iviiestigation.

7. Student Choice--Real problem solving offers
classes the opportunity to work on problems
that are real to them, not just to the adults
who prepare the curriculum. In addition,

students may choose to investigate particular
aspects\of the problem according to their
interest. The variety of activities ensuing
from the challenge allows each student to
make some conlribution towards the solution of
the problem according to his or her ability and
to learn specific skills at a time when he or
she is ready for that particular intellectual

structure.

3,
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B. General Papers on School Supplies

1. OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES

Challenge:

Find effective ways to manage and/or
conserve school supplies.

Possible Class Challenges:

Find gotd ways to manage sch6ol
supplies for our class and for
other students.

Establish and maintain a school
store to sell supplies to
students.

How can we collect discarded
items and make them available
Lor use by students and
teachers in other classes?

Although most schools have an established system for
distributing classroom supplies, situations may arise/in
which students find that the-quantities are insufficient or
that they need other materials not provided by the school
for art or science class or for a special project. This
lack of needed supplies may lead to the direct introduction
of the School Supplies challenge. The challenge may also
arise during the study of e specific topic, such as a
science unit on ecology or a social science unit on con-
Wvation. In still other classes, another USMES unit,
such as Manufacturing or Growing Plants, may lead to"the
School Supplies challenge as a result of the children's
selling their manufactured product or their plants.

In some classes students may establish and maintain a
school recycling center to provide discarded items for re-
use by Pstudents and teachers. They usually conduct surveys
to assess the demand for particular items and then tally
and graph responses on,bar graphs or histograms. Requested
items may range from baby food jars, egg cartons, and old
T-shirts to carpet and lumber scraps, cardboard, and used
computer paper. While many items can be brought from home,
others often require the students to use both imagination
and hard work to find a good source.

Afterovalyzing the information on requested items,
students often form groups to work on various aspects of
setting up their recycling center. One group may concen-
trate on locating specific suppliek and thus spend time
devising and making announcements to the student body and

- writing and telephoning local businesses and industries.
Another group may be in charge of setting up a suitable
location for the recycling center, perhaps a corner of the
classroom or an unused closet or extra room-. They may con-
struct or decorate storage containers or they may decide to
build additional shelves or a display case.

As the materials begin to accumulate, the students sort
and categorize them. They may measure particular items,
such as jars or,poxes, to describe them more accurately,
and they will often devise an inventory sheet to maintain a
current record of sOpplies. The children must also decide
how to distribute their collected items, for example, free
use to teachers or to everyone, limited quantities,per
class or per person, or an exchange system where items pre
swapped for new contrilmtions.

A publicity campafgn often announces the opening of the

t../
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recycling center. Students set up a schedule of hours and
workers,,and they may devise simple order forms for their
customers. After initial opening problems are.resolved,
the class then needs to maet only periodically to discuss
any new problems and any suggested improvements. Should
some itemsihecome overstocked, the students might hold a
brainstormIng session on possible uses and then pass their
ideas on to other students.

Toward the end of the school year the class discusses
what should be done with their remaining inventory, for ex-
ample, holding a "grand give-away," sponsoring a contest
for the most inventive use of discarded items, or saving
special items for the next school year. Students may make
a final evaluation of their recycling center by analyzing
how many supply needs they were able to fill during the
operation of their center.

When students establish a school store to sell supplies,
they participate in many similar activities, such as survey-
ing to determine popular items, finding a suitable location
for the store, sorting materials, devising order forms,
keeping an inventory, scheduling student workers and busi-
ness hours, and advertising. In addition, the class handles
many financial operations, including comparative shopping,
calculating sales price and profit, bookkeeping, making
change, holding a sale day at the end of the school year,
and deciding how to use store profits.

Students who feel that existing school supplies are being
misused may work with school authorities to assess the sup-
ply needs of the,classes and to explore methods for more
efficient use of available materials, for example, using a

lower quality paper for practice work or cutting paper in
half for short assignments such as spelling tests. Besides
informing other classes of their suggestions for better
management of supplies, students may also devise and main-
tain inventory records on the quantities and types of
materials distributed to each cless or each grade level.
Based on their findings, the studehts may make recommenda-
tions to school authorities for decreasing waste and for
lowering costs by improving the methods of selecting and
distributing school supplies.

Although many of these research activities may require
skills and concepts new to the children, there is no need
for preliminary work on these skills and concepts because
the children can learn them when the peed arises. In fact,
children learn more quickly and easily when they see a need
to learn. Consider counting: whereas children usually
learn to coult by rote, they can, through USMES, gain a

,



supplies may provide the teacher with an ideal opportunity
to ask the children what they th4.nk can be done to solve

the problems they have identified.

One class of fifth-grade students became involved
in the School Supplies challenge when they en-
countered a shortage of materials needed to conduct
science experiments. While considering possible
ways to remedy the situation, several students sug-
gested bringing needed eye droppers and bottles
from home. This led to a discussion of other dis-
carded items that would be useful at school and then
to the introduction of the challenge--"Find waye to
colle6t and distribute discarded items for use by

students and teachers." The class collected re-
usable materials, such as magazines, old T-shirts,
crayons, bottles, and plastic containers, and dis-
tributed them to the school through their "Room 5
Supply House."

4 combined class of fifth- and sixth-graders noted
that a// their crayons were too short to use.
When they tried to obtain additional supplies
from the office, they were told that all classroom
supplies had been issued in September and that no
more were available. One student then proposed
that the class set up 1 classroom store tosell
needed supplies. During a class discussion of the
suggestion, the other children readily accepted the
idea and decided that students in other classes
might also find the services of a school supplies

store useful. After conducting a survey to deter-

mi e the demand for the store and the types of
ems needed, the class secured administration

pproval, purchased a basic inventory, designed
nd constructed a sales booth, and opened "The
School Supply Shop" for business.

A School Supplies challenge may arise from the children's

work on another USMES unit. For example, a class working on

a Using Free Time challenge may find that additional sup-
plies are needed for making games or for setting up an arts

and crafts center. They may decide to collect discarded
items for a particular use and then 'expand their operations

Qt.;



2. CLASSROOM STRATEGY FOR
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

The Process of Introducing the
Challenge ,

oat

better understanding of counting by learning or practicing

it within real contexts. In working on a School Supplies

challenge, children also learn and practice graphing,
measuring, working with decimals, and dividing. -Although
dividing seems necessary to compare fractions or ratios,

pribary children can make comparisons graphically; sets of
data can also be compared graphically or by subtracting

medians(half-way values). Furthermore, instead of using
division to make scale drawings, younger children can con-
vert their measurements to,spaces on graph paper. Division

may be introduced during c4lculation of percentages,
averages, or unit costs:

Each USMES unit is centered on a challenge--a statement

1

that says, "Solve his problem." The success br failure of

the unit depends 1 rgely on (1) the relevance of the prob-
lem for the studen s and (2) the protess by which they de-

fine and accept th challenge. If the children see the

problem as a real ne, they will be committed to finding a
solution; they will have a focus and purpose for their ac-'

, tivities. If the students do not think the problem affects
them, their attempts at finding solutions will likely be

\disTnted and cursory.

T,e School Supplies challenge--"Find effective ways to
manage and/or conserve school supplies"--is general enough
to apply to many situations. Students in different classes

define and reword the ,challenge to fit the particular prob-
lems of their school and thus arrive at a specific class

challenge. For example, some classes have restated the
challenge in terms of establishing a school store to sell
supplies, while others have concentrated on setting up a
distribution center for recycling discarded materials.

Given that a problem exists, how can a teacher, without
being directive, help the students identify the.challenge
that they will work on as a group? There is no set method

because of variations among teachers, clasbes, and schools
and among the USMES units themselves. However, USMES teach-

ers have found that certain general techniques in introduc-
ing the challenge are helpful.

One such technique is to turn a discussion of some recent
event toward a related School Supplies challenge. For ex-

ample, a discussion about a shortage of needed school



Initial Work on the Challenge

challenge is chosen.
Classroom experience has.shown that children's progress

on a School Supplies challenge may be poor if the teacher

and students do not reach a common understanding of what the
challenge,is,before beginning work on it. Having no shared

focus for their work, the children will lack the motivation
inherent in working together to solve a real problem! As a

result, they may quickly lose interest. -
A similar situation occurs if the teacher, rather than

ensuring that the children have agreed uPon a challenge,
merely assigns a series af activities. Although the teacher

may see how these activities relate to an overall goal, the

children may not.

A,tea her in one sixth-grade class issued a
Scho9Z Supplies challenge at the beginning of

the chool year when there was no shortage of

r ular supplies and e special need for par-
cular items not prov24ed by the school. Be-

cause the children saw io real problem, they
made only half-hearted attempts to scrounge

extra supplies. In trying to compensate for
the students' lack of enthusiasm, the teacher .

became more directifre, even telling the stu-
dents to conduct surveys and keep an inventoi

of their items. The children became bored
with the work, which had no meaning for them,

and the. unit was eventually discontinued.,

f

,

These problem" can.be avoided if the teachernissues the,
challenge at a time when the students have,encountered a
need for-additional supplies or when a supplies problem
surfaces naturally Agring a class discussion.

;0

Once a class has decided to work on'a School Supplies
challenge, USMES sessions should be held several times a r

week, but they need.pot be rigidly scheduled. When iessions

are held after lopg intervals, students often have diffi-

culty remembering exactly where they were in their in esti-

gations and their momentum diminishes.
During the initial session, students often list schoul

supplies that could be beeter managed or recycled or su -
plies that they could sell in their store. Sometimes

class will intermix e two lists. By combining simile

types of materials a4 by focusing on only one aspect o
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by organizing and maintaining a materials distribution cen-

ter for the entire school. Similarly, a Manufacturing or
Growing Plants challenge might develop into a school sup-
plies store should the class decide to expand their sales
of the manufactured item or plants.

When children working on another USMES challenge encoun-
ter a problem that lead's to a School Supplies challenge,
one group of children may begin work on this second chal-
lenge while -Another continues on the first. However, there

should be at least ten or twelve students working on any one
challenge; otherwise, the children's work may be fragmented
or superficial onlvy break dowc-aompletely.

The School Supplras challenge`may also evolve during a
discussion of a specific topic being studied by the class.
For example, cOnservation of resources can be a natural
lead-in to the recycling aspect of School Supplies and a
discussion of4how the students can participate in conserv-
in'g resources.

After studying a social science topic on the
conservation of their seate's natural resources,
an eighth-grade class began investigating ways
they could help the conservation effort by bet-
ter management of their school resources. The

students scrounged discarded materials from home
and from local industries, and.they obtained
permission to convert a large, unused closet
into the housing for their "Hilsman Recycling
Plant." The class also sponsored a sChool-wide
book exchange as an additional activity directed
towards reusing materials.

1

)
Sometimes thL discussion of a broad problem may encompass

the challenges of several related units. For example, a
dAcussion of a current student concern, such as raising
money for a class field trip, could lead to School Supplies,
Manufacturing, Soft Drink Design, or Growing Plants, de-
pending on the children's focus.

An experienced USMES teacher is usually willing to have
the children work on any one of the several challenges that
may arise during the discussion of a broad problem. While
this approach gives the children the opportunity to selec't
the challenge they are most interested in investigating, it
does place on the teacher the additional responsibility of
being prepared to act as a resource person for whichever

4-)
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specific procedures, the teacher asks open-ended questions
that stimulate the students to think more comprehensively
and creatively about their work. For example, instead of

telling the children that they should devise an inventory

prm to keep track of their supplies, the teacher might ask

how they will know when to restock their supplies. Ex-

amples of other nondirective, thought-provoking.questiona
are given at the end of this section.

Also, the teacher may refer students to those "How To"

Cards relating to specific skills, such as graphing, when
they are.needed for their School Supplies activities. If

dhny students, or even the entire class, need help in par-
ticular areas, such as taking a survey or finding averages,
the teacher should conduct skill sessions. (Background

Papers on topics relating to School Supplies activities may
be helpful for teachers.)

USMES teac4rs can also assist students by making it
possible for them to carry out tasks involving hands-on
activities. If the children need to collect data outside
their classroom--at local stores or in other classrooms--

the teacher can help with scheduling and supervision. If

the children's tasks require them to design and construct
items, such as a collection bin or display case, the
teacher should make sure that they have access to a Design

Lab--any collection of tools and materials kept in a
central location (in part of the classroom, on a portable

cart, or in a separate room). A more detailed description

of the Design Lab may be found in the USMES Guide.
Valuable as it is, a Design Lab is not necessary to begin

work on School Supplies. The Design Lab is used only when

needed, and, depending on the investigations chosen by the
_children, the need may not arise at all.

One class of fifth-graders worked successfully
on the School Supplies challenge without the use

of a Design Lab. The students initially secured
permission to convert an unused room into an

area for their recycling center; however, an

increased enrollment at school made the room un-

available for their use. Consequently, the

students set up the, storage area for their

supplies within their classroom. They scrounged

extra free-standing lockers and a two-sided

bookcase from the school and carefully labeled

all the compartments and shelves accoraing to

the contents. r.)Lel



Refocusing on the Challenge
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the School Supplies problem, the class can arrive at a

manageable challenge. If the students try to tackle too

many problems at once, their investigations will be super-

/ ficial.
Next the children often suggest and categorize various

tasks needed to complete their goals, and they set prior-
ities for these activities, most of which are carried but

by students working in small groups.
As various groups complete their work, their members

join other groups or form new groups to work on additional

tasks. Hoyever, if too many groups are formed, work on ihe

challenge can become fragmented. The teacher finds it

impossible to be aware of the progress and problems of each
group; in addition, the small number of students in each

group lessens the chance of varied input and interaction.

As a class imrks on a School Supplies challenge, the
children's attention should, from time to time, be re-
focused on that challenge so that they do not lose sight of

their overall goal. Teachers usually find it helpful to

hold periodic class discussions that include group reports.

Such sessions help the students review what they have
accomplished and what they still need to do to find some

solution to their supplies problem. These discussions also

provide an opportunity for students to evaluate their own

work and to exchange ideas with their classmates. Without

these sessions, there is a strong posdibility that the
children's efforts will overlap unnecessarily.

In one class the thirty-seven students divided
into eight groups to set up their school store.
The teacher acted almost tota//y as an observer
and neglected to ask the students what they were
doing in their groups or even what they planned

to do. Because the students had only a long-

range goal to open a school,store but no
priorities for their intermediate tasks, there
was much floundering. Students in some groups

started working Zpdependently and there was

little sharing of ideas.

When children try to decide on solutions before collect-
. ing and analyzing enough data or when they encounter

difficulties during their investigations, an USMES teacher

helps out. Instead of giving ans*ers or suggesting
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An eighth-grade class converted an unused closet
into the housing for their distribution center.
The students completed all their work, including
the construction of a table frpm scrap lumber,
without the use a-Design Lab. Once their
center start peration, the class also spon.rred
a school-wid o exchange with work on all ad-
vertising notices a d other needed materials being
completed in the cla sroom.

To carry out constructi n activities in schools without
Design Labs, students may s rounge or borrow tools and sup-
plies from parents, local bu inesses, or other members of
the community. The extent o which any Design Lab is used
varies with different cl)astes because the,children them-
selves determine the dbfection of the School Supplies in-
vestigatiAs.

Student astivities on a School Supplies challenge
generally continue until the children feel that they have
reached'an adequate solution to their supplies problem.
Often the unit will continue until the end of the school .

year, especially if the class is operating a school store.
or recycling center. Onceieither has been set up and is
running smoothly, the students may find that their major
tasks have been at least temporarily completed. They may
choose to have rotating groups of volunteers take turns as
managers who are responsibile for ongoing activities, such as
scheduling workers, publidity, inventory control, and book-
keeping. Periodic reports to the class provide a time for
acting on decisions that need to be,made by everyone. As

particular problems arise, the crass may become4involved
in related USMES challenges, for example, Consumer Research,
Advertising, or Manufacturing.

3. USE OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES IN THE Primary children may encounter a variety pf problems

\ asking classes to conserve materials or an actual lack of

PRIMARY GRADES with their supplies which cap lead to the introduction of a
School Supplies ctia'llenge. A letter from the principal

specific supplies may prompt primary children to scrounge
recyclable items or to obtain and sell needed items to
other students. The problem may be even more basic, as

1...,,
..; exemplified by the second-grade class whose greatest
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supply problem was keeping track of the supplies the chil-

dren already had.
Although more than one problem may be identified, primary

children will usually make mare progress if they are active-
ly working on only one School Supplies challenge at a time.
For example, the second graders who kept losing their sup-
plies, investigated the best location for a classroom

Lost-and-Found box. When their major tasks were completed
and they were simply collecting data on the popularity of
various box.locations, the students then focused their
attention on another supplies problem that had developed,

a lack of math folders.
Often during work on the challenge, the students may

decide to take a simple survey to determine whether the
problem is real to other students or to ascertain prefer-
ences for particular supplies. The survey-may be a simple

checklist of needed supplies or a list of questions with

yes/no answers. One group of second graders devised a
preference survey with open-ended questions. Realizing

that the students were likely to encounter diAiculties
with so many responses, the teacher asked how many answers
might be received for each question. In discussing the

inquiry, the children soon realized that a checklist of
possible answers would make their tallying4much easier.

Counting skills are learned and practiced as students
tally survey votes or perhaps numbers of supplies in their

inventory. The second-grade class began tallying their
survey of suggested locations for a Lost-and-Found box by

listing each location and underneath it, the names of the

children suggesting it. The teacher led a discussion on

tallying data, asking the children to consider the exact

information they needed. After some dshate, one child

suggested substituting the naMes with'Aines (i.e., tally
marks) which would indicate the number of votes for each

location.
One class of first graders learned that taking an inven-

tory was counting the number of each recycled item they
had collected as "Beautiful Junk." -The children listed the
name of each item, e.g., egg carton, gallon milk jug, paper

bags, and the quantity. Using a large supply of plastic

chips, the teacher gave a skill session on estimation, and
the children later checked their estimates by counting out
the exact number of chips.

Learning how to count money and make change is an impor-
tant skill piacticed by primary classes who sell supplies

to other students. Hands-on experience with money gives

the children a good opportunity to put their addition and
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subtraction skills to practical use. They may begin by

categorizing like coins and then learn about equivalents,
progressing from simple problems such as one dime equal's-

two nickels equals ten pennies, to more complicated compur. '

tations. ,

USMESApeachers have round that even students with limited

skills 4re able,to make price calculations that are accurate

enough for,theft purposes. For example, rather than using

division to find the unit cost of 30 pencil erasers selling
for,$1.00, the children could separate 100 pennies into 30

piles and find that each eraser costs Uflus. If,the stu-

dents are t g to compare the pieces of,different sizes

or weights e same ited, they can be taught how to con-
,

struct slope dgrams.
Graphing is.a simple activity for the children to learn,

especially the "stack 'em" graph. For example, numbers of

supplies or votes on a survey can be tallied by stacking an

appropriate number of blocks, with a separate color repre-

senting each item. Later., the teacher can explain how to

make bar graphs on paper by comparing the spaces on the
graph paper with the blocks stacked by the children.

Working with various types,,shapes, and sizes of contain-

ers often leads primary children to discussions of measure-

ment. Just what does "dozen" mean on an egg carOn? How
many quart milk cartons will fill a gallon milk :jug? These rib

and other similar questions were explored by the first
graders who took an inventory of their "Beautiful Junk."

Students in the secOnd-grade class used rulers to measure

the exact size of the mith folders they constructed.
Yogng children practice language arts skills when they

report to the class on what they have dohe, make inventory

sheets, and devise and administer surveys. Both comMunica-

tion skills and artistic talent are practiced as the chil-

dren conduct publicity campaigns with their notes, posters,
and announcements promoting the use or purchase of their

supplies.

The following flow chart presents some of the student
activities--discussions, observations, calculations, con-
structions--that may occur during work on a School Supplies

challenge. Because each class will choose its own approach

to the challenge, the sequences of events given here repre-

sent only a few of the many possible variations. Further-

\
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more, no one class is expected to unddrtake all the activi-
ties listed.,4,

The flow Alrt is not a lesson plan and should not be
used as one. Instead, it illustrates,how comprehensive in-
vestigations evolve from the students' discussion of a
School Supplies problem.

.*1



Challenge: Find effective ways to manage and/or conserve school supplies.

Optional
yieliminary
Activities:

USMES Units: Manufacturing
Growing Plants
Consumer Research

Possible
Student
Activities:

4

Classroom Management
Soft Drink Design
Design Lab Design
Using Free Time

Science topdc
on recycling,

conservation

Class Discussion: What can we do about securing needed supplies or finding an outlet
for our products? What supplies are needed: Who might be interested in using these
supplies? How can we prove there is a shortage of supplies or a need for better
management of supplies?

4 4

Data Collection: Devising, carrying out
school survey to detetmine types and
quantities of suppliea needed by other
.students and teachers. .

Data Collection: Working with school
authorities, e.g., principal, to deter-
mine types and quantities of supplies
provided by school.

4

Data Representation: Tallying dEita. Making
bar graphs, line charts, histograms.

6

Class Discussion: Discussion and analysis of collected data. Identification og
desired changes in distribution, management, or source,of school supplies. Deciding
on priorities for change an& working on a particular aspect, e.g., school store to sell
supplies, distribution center providing discarded items for reuse, or working with
school authorities to determine better methods of managing supplies provided by school.

School Store.

(See Flow Chart A.)
Distribution center'

for recycled supplies.
(See Flow Chart B.)

Working with school
authorities on management
of existing supplies.
(See Floe Chart C.)

Class Discussion: Final evaluation of class efforts at managing and/or
conserving school supplies.

Optiohal USMES Milts: Adveriising Designing for Human Proportions
Follow-Up Consumer Research Classroom Management
Activities: Manufacturing A$ Using"Free Time

4
A,/

4
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FLOW CHART A

School Store

Class Discussion: Brainstorming sources of supplies and ways\to obtain funds to purchase basic

inventory for store. Deciding on course of actibn to be undertaken and obtaining permission

from school authorities. Organization into groups.

IData Collection: Preliminary research to determine cost of supplies needed for

basic inventory. Comparative shopping using catalogs, local supply offices.

Data Representation: Making slope diagrarto compare prices and determine

source of "best buys."
a 1

Obtaining loan from student government
P.T.A., school office, or other source.

Sponsoring a
garage sale,

money-making activity, e.g., bake sale,

car wash, school carnival.

1
'Advertising
campaign.

FinanciaL
committee.

Scheduling.date, workers
planning final details.

Claas.Discussion: Reporting on available funds. Class decisions on quantities of supplies to

order, considering survey data on student needs, budget restrictions, and plans for payment (e.g.,

prepaid order, 30-day billing period). Planning how store will be run, advertising, physical setup.

Ordering priorities of tasks to be done. Organization into groups.

'Advertising]

Devising inven-
tory sheet,

charts for \

recording sales.

Purchasing supplies:
opening bank account,
filling out order forms,
figuring cost per unit,
figuring profit,
researching to determine
whether store must charge
sales tax.

Designing, constructing
sales booth, display
case, security system,
money box.

'Making flow diagram
of school store area.

1

VI"Grand-Opening" of school store.

1

Scheduling workers_
and business hours.

/
Class Discussion: Periodic evaluation of school store operation. Reports on number of customers,

financial transactions, any problems encountered. Recommendatfons for improvements. Deciding

whether to add additional supplies to inventory.

4 -1
i

Continued sale of supplies.

4
( L.)



Displaying data on

cumulative graphs.

1

Class Discussion: Deciding what to do with school store inventory

close-out sale, auction). Deciding how profits will be spent.

Keeping inventory to
determine when re-
ordering supplies is

necessary.

Developing advertising
gimmicks to stimulate
sales (e.g., discount
days for certain items,
free order to every

tenth customer).
a

Data Collection:
Comparing predicted
and actual number
of sales, number
of customers.

Handling
customer

complaints.

(Return to main flow chart.)

at end of year (e.g.,

4')

:)")
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FLOW CHART B

Distribution Center

Class Discussion: Brainstorming ways to collect discarded materials. Preliminary

discussion of ways to make materials available to other students and teachers.

Ordering priorities. Organization intagroup4.

Bringing reusable
items from home.

Asking local psusinesses by

telephone or letter for
scrap materials.

Setting up a collection center in classroom or unusee'area of

school. Measuring space, size of materials. Designing, con-

structing, decorating storage containers.

Tr-a

tie

Asking other students,
neighbors for discarded
materials:

Sorting, categorizing, counting
collected items.

Class Discussion: Reports on quantities of items collected, storage area arrangements. N

Discussion of ways to distribute materials,,opening of supply center. Organization into groups.

a a 4
Devising
order
forms.

Publicity campaign
promoting use of
distribution center
and discarded
materials

I

Scheduling business
hours and workers.

Making floW'

diagram of
supply area.

Opening of distribution center,. li

Devising invento6, sheet
to determine when restocking
of materials is necessary,

Class Discussion: Periodic evaluation of operation of supply center. Recommendations for

improvements. Discussion af ways to stimulate use of materials. a

Expanding distribution
to include other schools.

Making suggestions to other people on ways
they can reuse discarded materials.

7

st-

Sponsoring a book exchange
for the school.

Class Discussion: Deciding what to do with leftover supplies at end Of school year.

(Return to main flow chart.)

ft
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FLOW CHART C

Management of School Supplies

Class Discussion: Decidihg on additional data needed.' Ordering priorities.

Organization into groups.

Contacting school personnel for permission to investigate the ordering

and distribution of school materials.

Data Collection: Devising
inventory sheet to deter-
mine quanttties and types
of materials.distributed
to each class; each grade.

Data Representation: Dis-

playing results on bar
graphs, histograms, cumula-
'tive graphs. Displaying. .

several sets of data on

one graph

4

I

A

Class Discussidg: Group reports. Analyzing, comparing, and correlating data. Discussion

of further data required.

o

Data Collection:*DeVising
inventory sheet to deter-
mine use of materials for
subject areas (e.g., math,
language arts) and use of
materials within subject
area (e.g., practice work,
.work to be kept in files)
for sample classes.

r

Data Representation: Dis-

playing data on har graphs,
histograms, scatter graphs.

6

Data Collection:
paper from sample
termine amount of
'for various grade
subject areas.

Collecting waste
classes to de-
paper discarded
levela and

4

Data Representation: Displaying

results on bar graphs, histograms,
scatter graphs.

1

4

Data Collection: Re-

searjhing methods
school uses to obtain

supplies.

4.

Data Representation:
DispluJng data on
bar graphs, slope
diagrams to compare
costs from various
sources.

'29

pats Collection: Con-

ducting tests on
various brands of
school supplies to de-
termine if supplies
purchased by school
are "best buys" in
terms of quality and
price.

4,

Data Representation:
Displaying test re-
sults on bar graphs,
histograms.

4

Making cumulative graphs to assess
total amount ,of supplies used by
each elass, each grade level.

Data Collectibn: Devising, conducting a preference

survey to determine types and/or brands of supplies

preferred by classes.'

IData Representation:. Displaying survey results on

bar graphs, histograms.
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Class Discussion: Group reports. Analyzing, comparing, and correlating data.
Discussion of recommendations to be made to sthool authorities about purchase and
distribution of supplies and to classes about use of supplies.

Preparing, presenting
recommendations to
school authorities.

Preparing, presenting
recommendations to
classes.

Collecting, distifbuting
reusable paper (e.g., dittoed
only on one side) to classes.

(Return to main flow-chart.)



5. A COMPOSITg LOG*

This hypothetical account of an
intermediate-level class describes
many of the activities and discus-
sions mentioned in the flow charts.

. This compasite log.shows,only one
of the many progressions of events ,

that might develop as'a class in-
vestigates the School Supplies
challenge. Documented events
from actual classes are itali-
cized and set apart froth the

text.'

6

At the beginning of the school year a combination fourth/
fifth/sixth-grade class is involved in a discussion of the

various things the children had particulaflY enjoyed about

their summer vacation. Several of the girls mention that

they had worked with their scoutstroop to start a recycling

center for the community. They enlist the support of the
students and their parents to help keep the center operating

during the school year.
The class'is soon debating the meaning of recycle. Sev-

eral students feel that recycling doesn't necessarily mean
that items are used again for their original purpose. One

boy explains that old jars can be used for mixing paint in
art class or for storing nails in the Design Lab;-he feels

that this, too, is recycling. His examples inspire other

students to think of things that are normally discarded
which could be reused at School, and a lively discussion is

soon underway. The teacher finds this an ideal time to in-
troduce the challenge, "Develop a recycling system to pro-
vide school materials for use by teachers,and students."

An eighth,grade class in,Athens, Georgia, became

involved in the SChool $upplies challenge while'
they were studying a sacial sciencettopic on the
conserVation of,natural resources in their state.
The students discussed various ways they could

help the conServation effort, and they eventually

,focusedan two major activities:, (1) organizing

and maintaining a school,recycling, plant to pro-
vide discarded items for reuseby 'teachers and
stUdenta; (2) sponSoring a schOol-wide book exr.
change for trading books or buyiny donated books

at a low price. (See log,by Sherry Malone.)

Ih response to 4 disCUssion abOut what,they coUld

do ta help supply schoal needs,:a sixth-grade class
in Ganado, Arigona, decided to work on tWo prab-

.

lems':. (1) setting up and running a School store
and (2) proViding a .playground equipment rental
service for the school. (From log by Sara Keeney0

1

*Written by USHES staff
t) j ,
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The students are very excited over the prospect of set-

ting up their own recycling center. Together they compile

the following list of reusable items which they feel they
could supply to students and teachers:

cardboard boxes
plastic milk jugs
yarn, string
partially used paper
popsicle sticks
scrap paper
telephone books
dish liquid containers
magazines, books
rubber bands
broken crayons
old candles

jars, bottles
old T-shirts
egg cartons
butter tubs
paper bags
newspapers
styrofoam trays

.buttons
scrap fabric .

pencils

tin cans
cardboard cylinders

A class of sixth graders in Boulder, Colorado,
decided to expand their school store operation by
including a recycling bin. The students agreed
that because primary classes were more likely to
have frequent uses for discarded items, eight
"exchange" students would spend a day with first-
grade classes and record the types of recyclable
items they used. Reports were later given to
the entire class and included an interview with
one primary teacher on the types of materials

she could use. (See log by John Limon.)

When an extensive list has been placed on the board, the
teacher asks, "Suppose We start collecting these things,
and we have 200 egg cartons, but nobody wants egg cartons.
How can we find out before we collect a large quantity of
egg cartons whether people will really want them?" The

children realize that they ought to ask the teachers about
the need for the items they have listed, and they decide

to conduct a survey.

A fifth-grade class in Monterey, California, de-
cided to scrounge old medicine droppers from home

so that everyone would have the necessary equip-
ment to conduct individual science experiments.
The students also discussed other discarded items
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that could be used at school, and they decided to
set up a recycling center. To determine what
materials to collect, the class devised and dittoed
a survey letter which they distributed to all
teachers at $heir school. (From log by

0 William Kucher'.)

As the students are discussing the survey format,,one of
the boys asks, "How will we know how many of something a
teacher might want if there is just a check next to it?"
Another student adds that the teachers might not know the

exact quantity until they actually need something for class.
After further discussion the students decide to list sev-
eral ranges of numbers beside each item and ask the teachers
to/choose one range.

The children then work in three groups. One group con-
tinues refining the survey format. They decide that they
don't want to store a large quantity of items that won't be
used until a much later date, and so they include a January
deadline. After several other minor revisions, they care-
fully copy the format shown in Figure B5-1 on a ditto
master.

The other two groups prepare for the distribution of the
survey. One group obtains a teacher list from the office,
while the other drafts a letter to accompany the survey,
explaining the recycling plans of the class.

One group from the Ganado class decided to survey
the other classes in the school about their pref-
erences for items to be sold. They listed eight
items with approximate prices for each on a ditto
master and ran off enough copies for the school.
After practicing in their own class, they con-
ducted their survey in the other classes. When
the replies came back, they tallied the results
and made bar graphs of their data. (From log
by Sara Keeney.)

In February, when a combination fifth/sixth grade
class in Lansing, Michigan, discovered that all
supplies provided by the school -had been dis-
tributed in September, they set up a school store
to sell supplies to other students. Tb determine
which supplies were most needed, the class decided V'U
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to conduct a survey asking students to check the
items they would like the store to sell. After a

trial run of the survey, the students realized
that revisions were needed so that the results
would provide more data on the items that cus-
tomers not only liked but would actually purchase.

The directions were .lewirtten to ask students to

mark in order of their preference the first three

supplies they would pruchase with fifty cents.

(From log by Elnora Martin.)

In Boulder, Colorado, a fifth-grade class decided

that if their school store were to get the business

they wanted, they would need to sell items that

were both popular and acceptable to students,

teachers, and parents. The students devised a

separate survey format for each of the three

groups:

1. Students in each class listed suggestions
and then voted for the top ten choices.

2. Teachers were asked to check appropriate
items from a list of twenty-three possi-
bilities provided on the survey,

3. Parents listed five items which they felt

would be acceptable for their children to

purchase. (See log by,Margaret Hartzler

and Kathleen Schultz.)

The surveys are distributed and returned promptly by most

of the teachers; a few teachers are personally reminded, and

soon all the surveys are ready to be tallied. The students

immediately discover that they cannot simply add a column

of numbers to get a total estimate far each item because

the answers are in ranges. Some students feel that the

survey is useless, and there is much discussion about what

to do with all the numbers. Finally, one of the girls

solves the problem. She suggests that each item have two

tallies, one for the lower numbers in the ranges checked

and another for the higher numbers

The fifth-grade class fn Boulder tallied each of

the three surveys and displayed the results on

separate bar graphs. When the students decided

KJ 0
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to compile all their survey data, they realized

that one vote did not represent the same number of
people on each survey; for example, in the class
svrvey, one vote represented an entire class). To
solve this problem, the students found the average
class size (twenty-six students) and then con-
verted the class survey votes into individual
votes. The total tally was depicted on a bar
graph and used by the students to decide on both
the items and the quantities to order for the
basic inventory of their school store. (See log
by Margaret Hartzler and Kathleen Schultz.)

As the numbers are totaled on a master list, the children
began eagerly trying to pick out the most requested items.
When the teacher asks whether anyone knows of a simple way
to make a picture of their data, several children immediate-
ly respond, "Make a graph." However, because many of the
students are unfamiliar with graphing, the teacher conducts
a brief skill session using the overhead projector and the
set of "How To" Cards, "How to Make a Bar Graph Picture of
Your Data."

The Lansing class tallied the survey votes from
115 students and displayed the results on a bar
graph. From this data the students decided that
their store inventory should definitely include
folders, pencils, erasers, markers, notebooks,
crayons, and a small quantity of pens. (From log
by Elnora Martin.)

The class next discusses that their bar graphs will re-
quire a slight variation because each item has a range of
numbers. One girl, who has had prior experience in graph-
ing, suggests using one color for the bottom end of the
range and then continuing the bar with another color. She
gives a quick demonstration at the chalkboard, and the
children then make bar graphs similar to the one shown in
Figure B5-2.

With the graphs completed, the class begins to analyze,
the data. "By lookinp at our graphs, we'll know to collect
how many butter tubs? the teacher asks.

"At least 150," replies one of the boys, "and maybe
200."
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"That's right," sayd the teacher. "We can look at the
graphs and tell the least, or minimum, number we will
probably need and also the most, or maximum, number."

"But what happen4," interjects a student, "if we collect
150 tubs and then some teacher wants the maximum amount
in the column he checked and not the minimum. Then, even
if everybody else wants the minimum, we still won't have
enough."

The other children realize eRe potential problem of
undersupply if they collect only the minimum amount shown
on the graphs. Another student adds that similarly, over-
supply could be a problem if all the teachers should request
only the minimum amount.

Various solutions are discussed, and finally the class
agrees to collect the minimum amount "plus some, just to be
safe." The children reason that they will be able to fill
at least all minimum orders and also some additional ones.
And they agree that if the supply of any one item begins
to dwindle, they can then collect up to the maximum amount,
or enough to fill potential orders.

Later the class lists the activities they will need to
complete before opening their distribution center. They
categorize the tasks into three major areas and decide to
work in three groups accordingly:

(1) Collection Group: Find out where to get
supplies and start collecting.

(2) Location Group: Decide where the distribu-
tion center will be located and get it
set up.

(3) Distribution Group: Figure out best ways
to distribute materials and to let everybody
know about what's available.

The activities of the thtee groups are described in the
following paragraphs.

Collection Group

Members of this group first hold a brainstorming session
to think of as many sources of discarde0 items as they can.
They readily agree that not only their classmates but also
their schoolmates and other teachers and faculty members
will probably bring many items. Some parents might be able
to contribute materials from where they work, and one boy,
suggests looking for stores and businesses listed in the

1):-
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Yellow Pages. Another student says that posters asking
for donations of reusable materials could be placed in store
windows and that way they cohA reach many people in the
community.

One group of students in the Lansing class de-
cided to find the lowest prices of the supplies
on their inventory list by conducting a tele-
phone survey of local stores. So that they
would remember all the information, they made a
data collection sheet with spaces for the store
name, address, telephone number,'and the person
with whom they spoke, plus columns for brands,
quantities, and prices of the school supplies.
The data -collection sheet later provided the
students with a simple means of comparing their
'data. (From log by Elnora Martin.)

The Collection Group then decides on the priorities of
their tasks and makes the following list:

1. Write letters to parents in our class
explaining our scrounging and asking for
their help.

2. Write letters to businelOses and industries
asking for free samples, overruns, and
discards.

3. Make posters for school.
4. Make posters fOr local stores.
5. Make lists of "Do Bring" and "Don't Bring"

for our classroom and for the distribdtion
center.

Group members then decide to work on one of two major areas,
letters or posters.

The letters to parents are quickly written, revised, and
dittoed. The children spend more time composing the letters
to businesses and industries. While several girls are in-
corporating suggested improvements into a final draft, the
other group members begin listing requested items and types
of businesses that-might provide them. They combine the
following list and then use the Yellow:Pages to find nearby
businesses:
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textile mill (for thread, buttons, material scraps,

carpet scraps andispools)
paint/wallpaper and decorating shops (for old wall-

* paper books, paint cans1 old papit.brushes and

fabric gwatches)
grocery stores (for.wooden crates, cardboard boxes,

paper bags)
glass shop (for Plexiglass, glass,,and screen scraps)
building supply companies (for'scrap lumber, mails,

cement blocks, bricks, linoleum, tile)
beauty salon (for plabticAttles, glass jars)
office supply businesses (for various sizes of boxes)
fabric store (for fabric swatches, remnants, ribbons)

The class in Lansing compared information on their
data collection sheets and discovered that a local
discount store offered thegupplies they needed'
at the lowest 'prices. Because the students
needed parental permission to go there on a
shopping trip And also to visit other school
stores in the district, a committee was formed
to draft a letter. The group members Incor7
porated the things about their proposed trips
which they felt would most interest parents:
what,the class was working on, why the trips
were needed, and what skills the students would

learn and use. When the draft was completed,
the group consulted with the intern teacher,
whdemade a few suggestions and then typed the

letter Fol. them.. (From log by Elnora Martin.)

A group of students from the Athens class
scropnged discarded items from several local

industiies. First, they used the Yellow Pages

ko select twentyl-five companies which might be
able to supply overruns or discards.. Then
they composed and mailed, a form 'letter explain-

ing the class activities, and they enclosed a
list of items which they could use and also a
stamped, self-addressed postcard. Unfortunate-
ly, few industries replied, but those that did
offered plywood sheets, carpet scraps, and
string: 4See log bp Sherry Melon.)



The group members who are working op posters first con-
sult witWthe class to detide on a name for the distribution
center so that they can include it on their signs. After
much deliberation the students finally agree on "Over and
Over" Recycling Company, or "0 & 0," for short.

The Collection Group then uses a map of the school to
figure out poster locations and quantities. In keeping

with their challenge to reuse items, the students scrounge
used oaktag that has one clean side. Other posters are
made from old newspapers with letters cut out from scrap
construction paper.

The Advertising Group for the school-wide book
exchange in Athens used discarded_paper to make
leaflets, flyers,*and posters. Classroom signs
were dittoed on used typing paper that had one
clean side. To make 900 leaflets, one for each
student in school, the group typed five messages
per page and then cut them apart. When the
supply of used typing paper was depleted, the
students resorted to scrounging reusable note-
book paper from their classmates. (See log by

Sherry Malone.)

Before making posters to display in local stores, the
group decides that they should first make several samples
and check after school to see if the store managers will
agree to display them. The children also visit branch
libraries, banks, and the youth center. Later several stu-
,dents rlturn with various sizes of boxes already donated
by store managers. Since these are some of the first boxes
received, the.class decides to keep them in the room for
temporary.storage of supplies until an area for the dis-
tribution center has been set up.

With the posters and letters completed and distributed,
'some members of this group assist other groups, and several
students begin to scrounge items from all areas around the
school. They also speak with the cafeteria staff who agree
to save gallon cans and plastic bags. The office secre-
taries likewise promise to save ditto and typing paper that
has been used on only one side.

One group of fourth and fifth graders in Plains-
field, New Jersey, was very concerned about the1",

Ui



large amounts of school glue being wasted by stu-
dents, particularly younger ones. As they felt
that children in the lower grades would not be
able to read posters, they developed a presenta-
tion on the proper way to use glue and paste,
They gave their demonstration-to all primary
classes from kindergarten through second grade.
(From log by Barbara Briggs.)

Location Group

The group concerned with the actual setup of the recycl-,
ing center obtains permission from the principal to Convert
a small, unused closet into the storage area for their sup-
plies. The principal leaves the complete renovation, in-
cluding painting and making additional. storage shelves, to
the students.

An upper-intermediate cla s of physically handi-
capped children in Portl42d, Oregon, decided
that their school store n eded a display case
and counter. The first re ction of several
students was to order a cas or to have someone
else build it for them. How er, when they
found prices prohibitive, they greed to try
to build it themselves. In designing the case,
the Construction Group had to take into consid-
eration the special problems, such as maneuvera-
bility with wheelchairs and crutches, of both
the store clerks and their customers. Using a
meter stick, they figured the needed dimensions
of their Tri-Wall display case should be 150 cm
wide by 80 cm high by 50 cm deep. Thelstudents
decorated the case by covering it with contact
paper. Later they made impiovements by rein-
forcing the bottom of the case with lumber and
by installing casters so that the students could
independently move the case into the hall during
business hours. (From log by Sharon Baker and
Tari Querin.)

Students in one seventh-grade class in Howell,
Michigan, were upset when the school custodian
insisted on hiring a carpenter to build the-
display case for their Wool store. , The.
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students were determined to prove their ability
to.work with tools and therefore decided to
build items to use in their classroom, in-
cluding a table, greenhouse shelves and cup-
boards,,and a display case for their biology
specimens. (From log by Deborah Peters.)

After spending several sessions removing various materi-
als that had been stored in the closet and then cleaning it
from ceiling to floor, the Location Group is ready to deco-

rate. One of the boys mentions that his father will donate
some leftover yelldw paint, and everyone agrees that yellow
would make thesma11, dark closet much brighter. Later the

students use old T-shirts as smocks to protect their cloth-

ing when they are painting.
Because there are only two narrow shelves along one wall,

the group feels that they need more storage facilities.
The children are soon involved in a debate over what materi-
als to use; whether to construct boxes, shelves, or tables;
and how large they should be. Finally one student says,

"Before we can decide any of these things, we have to con-
sider what things we'll be storing."

The other students quickly see that his point is valid,
and they consult the bai graphs to determine what quantities
of items thty,yill need to store. Several students feel
that labeled cardboard boxes stored on shelves would be the
best way to stock many of the items because the boxes would.
serve two purposes: (1) they would keep similar items 0-
gether, especially smaller items such as buttons, and (2)
they could be decorated to give a neater apperance to the
distribution center.

This develops another idea from one of the girls who'sug-
gests that for items such as baby food jars the best storage
method would be one similar to that used in some grocery

stores. By obtaining baby food jar boxes and cutting the
sides to approximately two inches in height, the boxes could
serve as trays for storing the jars which could then be

,stacked one oi top of another. The group concurs that card-

board boxes are a good idea and that collecting them should

be top priority.
The discussion then turns to building the shelves. The

students feel that the easiest method would be simply to
place boards on top of cinder blocks. Several students
agree to scrounge the blocks from home, from neighbors and
even from a nearby building supplier. Two students check

with the Design Lab manager but firid thae there is no avail-
.,
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able lumegr for the shelves.

Two 4Ys inthe Athens class decided to use lumber
scraps for constructing additional shelf space for
the school recycling plant. When Ehey presented
their plans to the class, someone commented that
the shape was "odd." The boys defended their de-
sign by explaining that the dimensions represented
the measurements of available scrap wood which
they fe/t they should use to comp/y with their
challenge of making discarded items useful.
(See log by Sherry Malone.)

At the next meeting several students bring in cinder
blocks and then measure them to determine what distance
they will have between shelves. One boy's neighbor had
told him that the two cinder blocks he donated measure
8" x 8" x 16". But, when the boy measures them, he finds
that they are actually 7 5/8" x 7 5/8" x 15 3/8". He holds
a quick consultation with the Design Lab manager who ex-
plains that numbers are usually rounded off for building
materials such as cinder blocks with the 16" x 8" side on
the floor for stability. They then calculate that it woull''
take two blocks to a pile to have a distance of 16" between
shelves.

0

In Los Gatos, California, a group of students frOM

a combined seventh/eighth-grage class tried to
decide what height to make the counters for their
school store. Everyone began to shout out dif-
ferent numbers until one of the girls found a
solution. She asked the shortest student in the
class to bend his arm at approximately 450 and
then to put a mark on the board with his finger-
tip. She then asked the tallest person to do the
same thing. Just as she started to tcrke the aver-
age between the two distances, the other students
realized what she was doing, and everyone put a
dot on the chalkboard. The students later graphed
the distance of each dot from the floor and used
the median figure as the hedght for the counter
tops. (From log by John Pimente/ and Ron
Spangler.)
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The Ganado class decided to construct a counter
for their school store. TO obtain dimensions,
they compared tables in their room with their
own waist heights and checked several people's
arm measurements (for counter depth). In

addition they checked on the heights of fourth
graders to make sure the counter wouldn't be too
high. After making a scale draWing, they con-
structed the counter in the Design Lab.
(From log by Sara Keeney.)

The students next calculate how many shelves they will
need by estimating the shelf space required for different
items. For example, they measure the heights of baby food
jars and find that one is four inches and the other three
inches. With a sixteen-inch height between shelves, they
figure that allowing space for easy removal, they can stack
three trays of 4" jars and four trays of 3" jars. As each
tray contains 24 jars and measures approximately 14 1/2"
x 9 1/4", they decide that by placing the trays sideways,
they will need 29" lengthwise to store 168 baby jars in
two stacks.

When the group has determined the number of shelves
needed, two students, telephone several area businesses to
find the lowest price for the additional cinder blocks they
need; they decide to scrounge the lumber. They record their
information and get in touch with the principal and the
Design Lab manager who agree that the lowest quoted price
is reasonable and that the purchase money could be obtained
from the school miscellaneous fund.

In the meantime, some members from this group accumulate
cardboard boxes for storing materials. For smaller items,
such as sponges, nails, and buttons, they use shoe boxes and

statianery boxes. Each box is labeled according to its

contents. They also make a sign for the outside door. When

the lumber has been cut, painted, and arranged on the cinder
blocks, these students help to arrange the items on the
shelves, placing those things that have appeared most fre-
quently on the survey at lower levels within easy reach.

Although thetr original plans have been completed, the
group decides that the recycling center still needs a table.
,Several group members wOrk in the Design Lab designing and
donstructipg a simple rectangular_Tri-Wall table which they
plan to place in front of the entre ce to serve as a counter
during distribution times: They f 1 that this will prevent
people from just walking in and tak ng items without filling



out an order form. The principal gives permission for the

door to be locked at other times.

A sixth-grade class in Boulder, Colorado, inherited
a display case from classes that had spbnsored a
school store for thesprevious two years. Because
the sixth graders were concerned that the case had
no lock and could be easily opened, one group of
boys discussed various security devices. They

finally decided to install,a podlock, which they
mounted so that it closed 'over the screws, fas-
tening it to the door frame. They also placed a

long wooden rod inside the sliding glass door to
prevent it from being opened. The boys were

--\_later pleased to learn that their security system
had foiled an amateur burglary attempt by two
younger students. (See log by John Limon.)

The Ganado class built doors to enclose the back
shelves which could then be locked. Long-term

clerks, working in pairs, were hired by the
students from their class members and paid 250
each per day. The students devised a job
application which they used in selecting the

gtore clerks from their classroom. (From log

bY Sara Keeney.)

Distribution Group
The third group, which is working on the details of the

distribution, devises a simple order form for teachers to

use to request items. It includes the name and the room

number of the teacher, a spec4 for item(s) and quantity, and

the date when needed. The group decides first to place five

forms in each teacher's mailbox, along with a letter ex-
plaining where to turn in the forms and the hours when re-

quests will be filled. They designate three areas for col-

lection of orders (1) central office, (2) their classroom, ,

and (3) the distribution center during its "open" hours be-

fore and after school. Additional order forms are provided

at each area.
The students deliberate for quite some time about whether

the distribution center should fill requests from individual

students. They finally decide that as they are asking other
classes to help bring in items, it would be only fair for

frj ,
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them also to have access to the items. The group does worry
that they may be so swamped by requests from other students

that they won't be able to fill the orders from teachers.
They agree that they will post on the center door an up-to-
date list of abundant items which are available to individ-
ual students; any items in short supply will be reserved
for teacher requests as indicated on the survey form. One
student opposes free use of items to everyone; he fears that
a small number of students may constantly use their items
but never help collect them. Most members of the group
agree that while this is a possible problem, they alsOlfeel
that the distribution of supplies should not be prohibited
unless the problem actually occurs. As a possible solution,
someone suggests listing the children who contribute items;
they would then be the only students who would have permis-
sion to obtain supplies.

The group presents their distribution plan and alterna-
tive to the class, which approves of the free use of excess
items to all students. During the class discussion someone
mentions that the distribution center may,encounter diffi-
culties if the teachers feel that their students are obtain-
ing some things, such as rubber bands, which they misuse
during class. The other students concur that this-is a mat-
ter worth consideration, but they feel that they cannot
control the behavior of all the students who visit the dis-
tribution center. After furtheraiscussion they decide to
designate the after-school time as the only time student
requests will bef filled, thus lessening the chance of stu-
dent misuse of qipplies during class and allowing the work-
ers to devote t e morning time to filling teacher requests,
taking inventoir, and restocking the shelves.

The sixth graders in Boulder decided to expand their
school store operation to include a recycling bin
from which both students and teachers could'select
free discarded items. The students agkeed that

. accessibility should be a key factor in the design
of the bin. After various designs were drawn, the
class voted to choose the orAe which they felt best
suited their purpose. (See log by John Limon.)

During the discussion of the oversupplied items to be
available to all students, the Distribution Group realizes
that they won't know which Items are in excess supply unless
they keep a count of their materials. Therefore, they begin

40.
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to list the items and quantities that have already been col-
lected and they consult the bar graphs to determine which
supplies are still heeded.

A class of first and second graders in Lexington,
Massachusetts, collected discarded items to use
as "Beautiful Junk" durix their free time periods.
,The children stored the materials on a three-shelf
'bookcase in the classroom add then decided to take

an inventory. They divided into three groups to

record their supplies and quantities on a two,
column inventory sheet. (From iog by Judith White.)

As they are discussing how to design an inventory sheet,
2 4 5 9 o 1 /2 one of the students suggests graphing the information. Be-

"DINMs tw Nov PA BEA cause no one is qui4te sure how to set up the graph, the stu-
dents seek assistance from the teacher who explaihs that

Figure B5-3 what they need are two cumulative graphs for each item, one
to show the quantity of the item brought in and the other
to show the quantity of the item distributed. The teacher

uses baby food jars as the example. She points out that

when the collection and distribution data are plotted on
equivalent scales for equivalent time periods, the children

'a4Wle Foot, JARS Cot-Lec..TE-1) can use the two graphs together to find the amount of items

in stock. The teacher illustrates by recording the data on
distribution on a clear overlay which she places bver regu-
lar graph paper containing a cumulative graph of the collec-

50
ToTAL, A/WI/NT tion data. (See Figurei B5-3 and B5-4.) Then, just by

C4LA-ecrWsubtracting the amount distributed from the amount collected,

1
the children immediately know the exact quantity of jars in

Nu meet,.
I I the center. One child notes that theiline on thedistribu-

JAgs AO 14-NuMbe44. C01-1X-CfeC'
tion graph cannot be higher than the line on the collection
graph.

oN Nog. 3. The last task for this group is to schedule times for
students to work in the distribution cehter. They decide

o.
Z 3 14 0 c) /0 ii i that at least two students are needed for each time period,

" TA-re.5 ir4 Novemses before school and after school. During the first two weeks
of operation, they schedule a different pair of students for
each time so that everyone initially has an opportunity to

Figure B5-4 work in the center. Mterwards a team of students is as-
signed by the day. The group passes a two-month plendar

f-f, around the class, and volunteers are asked to select the
time and days they wish to work.

Before the center is open, the Class meets to hear final
reports from the different grouprand to,discuss last minute

pia,



details. The Collection Group reports that they have re-
ceived only seven replies from businesses and industries,
but among the items thit have been offered are cardboard
boxes in various sizes, rpet scraps, two small bags of
gravel, and scrap lumber. The group Adds that they plan to
follow up their unanswered letters with telephone calls.
They also report that they have displayed their posters and
signs and that two students have devised announcements which
they will read over the intercam.

Students in Los Gatos who worked in the Publicity
Group for the school store devised two types of
signs. One type, which promoted student patronage
of the store, was displayed in various locations

around the classroom, encouraged the reuse of paper
and included the slogan, "Save Our Trees By Twice
Using These," printed above a drawing of a tree
with leaves made from sheets of paper. (From log
by John Pimentel and Ron Spangler.)

The Location Group says that all supplies in the center
are ready for distribution. For those classmates who
haven't seen the finishing touches, the group explains the
location of various items, including order forms and col-
lection boxes. The Distribution Group explains their inven-
tory system and repeats the importance of keeping accurate
records of both distribution and collection so that an up-
to-date inventory can be maintained.

The distribution center is opened, and minor problems
are quickly resolved as they arise. Workers also report on
the operation to their classmates during class discussions.
After a few weeks of operation, the students notice that the
center is not being used on an everyday basis; the newness
seems to fiave worn off. Consequently, the class decides
to open the center only on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.

CNN "Emergency" orders can be filled on other days.

When the Boulder fifth gra ers had been operating
their school store for abou a-month, someone asked
to see how the sales were going. When the students
checked the weekly inventory sheet, they were sur-
prised to find that the sales of the past two

weeks were about fifty percent of what they had
been previously. One boy jokingly suggested having

Ff
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a sale to get more customers. The other students

thought it was a great idea, and they agreed that
as an order for new striped pens would arrive
shortly, they should have a sale on the old

pens. After figuring the wholesale cost per pen
at 90, the class decided to reduce their retail
price from 190 to 150. The Advertising Group
conducted a quick campaign, and the pens went on
sale the following week. The sale was so succes-
ful--more pens were sold that week than any other--
that the class eventually reduced prices on many

other items. (See log by Margaret Hartzler and

Kathleen Schultz.)

The students feel a great deal of satisfaction tien they
are able to fill requests for needeolPitems. Because the

response to their solicitation for discarded items has been
so great, the workers begin to complain that the center is
becoming overcrowded with supplies. Several students note
that thejrimary teachers and the art teachers are the most
frequent users, and they suggedt that other elementary
schools might like to share the goods they have collected.
One group of kudents volunteers to write to nearby schools
offering the center resources.

The Athens students found that their recycling
plant was becoming overstocked with some items.
To reduce their inventory, they offered supplies
to the visiting art director of three nearby
elementary schools. The director was delighted
and gave the students a long list of needed
materiaik incluoding egg cartons, egg shells,
plastic bowls, scrap material, magazines, plas-
tic pill bottles, styrofoam meat trays, old
light bulbs, and scrap yarn. (See log by

Sherryt Malone.)

One of the other classes, which has started work on a
Growing Plants challenge, requests small clay flower pots.
The students check at various locations but are unable to
find a free supply: However, they do locate a wholesale
pottery companylthat sells the needed pots for 9nly pen-

nies. The students who obtain the information-teport to

the class. One girl suggests that since the price is so

a.
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reasonable, perhaps 9e class could buy them and sell each

\ of them for lc proffi. Other students object, saying that

selling for a profit would be a misrepresentation of their

function.

Sixth-grade students in Boulder had many debates
about the prices they charged at their school

store. Some'children wanted to charge as much as
possible while others argued that the store was

a service and therefore shouldn't overcharge.
Rather than charging a flat percentage profit,
the class usually figured their per unit cost and
then added a few cents to it to arrive at their

sales price. (See log by John Limon.)

The class is soon involved in a lively discussion about
whether or not to sell items. Pros and cons are argued,

but everyone does agree that there are certain other sup-
plies that could be sold to students, s4ch as pens, pencils,

and notebook paper. However, they finally decide that the
flOwer pots do not fall into the same category. The stu-

dents who found the low price agree to infprm the other
class of the source and to let them decide whether to make

their purchase there. Several children have become very

excited about selling supplies and they suggest that, in
addition to the distribution cter, the class should oper-

at%ba school store.
For the remainder of the school year the students contin-

ue the operation of their,distribution center and, in addl.-

tion, they organize and maintain a school store to sell

supplies to students.

A class of second graders in IoPa City, Iowa,
worked on two supplies problems. First, to help

them keep track of their supplies, the children ,

investigated the best location for a classroom
Lost-and-Found box., After they had selected

several sites and were merely collecting data
on the most popular and useful location, the

students began work on a second school suppdies
problem that had arisen, a lack of folders for

their math work. (See log by Linda Lopos.)

V
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6. QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE FURTHER
INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS

Besides operating their school store, th9lea1gdo
class ran.a play equipment.rental servicgr ltfter
raising.funds through a doughnut and pOpcorn sale,
they purchased a tetherball, a basketball, A soc7
cer tall, and a rubber ball They rented these
to other classes for ten cents per recess period.
(From log by gara Keeney.)

How can we find out whether the supplies purchased by the
school are adequate in quantity (or quality)?

How can you determine what supplies ate needed by othdr
classes and teachers?

"Th

How can you determine what quantities of items are needed?

How can you display your data so that it is easily read?
What kinds of graphs will you make?

How can you provide for additional classroom supplies that
are needed?

How can you seops supplies from being wasted? What sup-'
plies are generally discarded at school that could be
reused in the'same or a different way?

Where can you obtain the needed supplies? ow can you
determine if you are getting the best buys'

How.,:can,you get funds,to purchase a basic inventoryefor.
your school store?

What sort of 'arrangements will you make for distribpting
discarded items? (check-out system, one item exchanged
for anothdr, limited quantity'available pr class,'per
student, etc.')

How can you determine a salea,price.for-iteMs? What will
you do'with the profits?

How will you keep track of finances? 'Where will you.keep
the money used in making change?

')



How can you make sure that other people know what supplies

are available?

How can you arrange the supplies so that they are acces-

sible when needed?

How can we keep track of the number of each item that we

have_on hand? How will you know when you'are runni%.,

short ofparticular supplies?

What will you do about customer complaints?

What advice can you give to people about ways to Use dis
carded items? Who else besides people in our school might

be interested in your reusable items? ttg

.How can you stimulate sales or use of recyclable items?

.What improvements can you make in your distribution center

or School store?

.
What will you do with leftover items at-the end of the.

4 school'year?-

What Suggestion would you make to the school on the Pur-

chase of.supplies for next year?

V



C. Documentation

1. LOG ON SCHOOL SUPPLIES

by Linda Lopos*
Ernest Horn School, Grade 2
Iowa City, Iowa
(September-December 1975)

I
la

ABSTRACT
This second-grade class worked on two School Supplies

problems-simultaneously: (1) to find the best place for a
Lost43nd-Found box in.their room arid (2) to make a supply '

of math folders for thempelves and the other primary
classes. After the children listed "good" places in the
roqm for a Lost-and-Found box,and individual students
offered other ideas, a box cvas placed in each of eight qn-
gested loCations. When the boxes had 1)een in their resAa
tive,locations for about a month, the children conducts-110p
opinion sUrvey of the class to determine which box was used
most often. After tallying the results, the'class found
that the box by the sink was most,frequently used. This box
remained in the room for the rest of the school year and
continued to collect lost-and-found articles.

To make a large quantity of math folders, the class first
decided on a design and a size and obtained the necessary
materials. After showing samples and taking orders from
the other primary classes, the children organized their work
into five steps and mass-produced sixty folders. An opinion
survey of the class was conducted to decide when and where'
to sell the folders: The sale was then advertised 'using
posters, notes, and announcements. The children set up a
work schedule and sold the folders at regular times each
day in their classroom until their supply was depleted.
Near the end of their School Supplies activities, the class
constructed a flow chart of what they had done to display
during "Open Nouse" for their parents.and other visitors.

As my second-graders began the school year, they found
that their first school supplies problem was not how to
obtain or recycle school supplies butshow to keep from
losing them. The challenge arose when the student who was
responsible for taking care of the recess equipment (e.g.,
balls, lump lopes) announced to the class that one of the
junp r pes was missing. This led to a discussion of what

*Edf ed i.y USMES staff ,
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other supplies, both individual and classroom, might turn up
missing during the school year. We first listed the sup-

plies that each person in the class should have: pencils,

erasers, crayons,'scissors, paint smock, water colors, water

,

container, paper, and glue.
I then asked the children where they would look for

things that were missing. One student suggested looking in
the area where the object might have been lost, and another
stated that she would look in a Lost-and-Found box. Since

we didn't have a Lost-and-Found box in the classroom, I

ii") d asked the class where they thought we coula place one.

r.heh\F\A/(e-- vivo KeePT booli Their suggestions included--

a
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Figure C1-1

in the back of the room,
in the front of the room, and
in the teacher's desk.

I next asked what would be the most effective way to
find out where everyone thought the box should be placed.
One girl suggested that each person write a location on a
piece of paper and then hand the paper to me. We decided

to try out this idea, and everyone listed a possible loca-.

tion. (See Figure C1-1 for a sampling of the suggestions.)
A igeek later we continued our discussion of the problem

of determining the best locatiOn for a Lost-and-Found box.
Showing the children the list of places they had suggested,
I asked what we could learn from the list. The class de-

cided that the list indicated only the places thatpeople
thought would be best for the Lost-and-Found box, not where
the best place actually was. One student suggested that a

box be placed in each location listed, and everyone agreed
that this would be a good way to test the popularity of the

various sites. Five children volunteered to find boxes for
the locations and another five agreed to keep track of how
many thing& were put in each box.

As the discussion contillued, the consensus of the class
was that the box collecting'the most lost article's would in-
dicate the'best location; however, one student felt that we
should also ask everyone which box he or she used most

often. As a result, a group of three children decided that
after the boxes had been used for a while, they would con-
duct-an opinion survey to "find out which box each student

use'd most frequently.
One student wondered aloud which place had been suggested

mOst often on the slips of paper. The class then realized

that they also needed information. on the number of differ-
ent locations suggested so they would know how many boxes

Cr "
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would be needed. Our problems were solved when four girls
volunteered to look over the slips of paper to see how many
locations were suggested and which location was suggested
most often.

As our discussion.came to an end, I brought up another
supply problem that had developed stnce our last session:
obtaining math folders for each Verson in the class. I ex-
plained that although I had already collected 15c from,each
child to buy math folders, I later found that the store
price had risen to 25. When I asked the class whether any-
one could think of a better way to supply the folders, one
boy suggested that we make them, and the whole class agreed.
'After deciding that the folders should be made from oaktag,
the children volunteered to be on committees to do the fol-
lowing:

1. Find our where to get the oaktag and how
much it would cost.

2. Find out how much oaktag we would need.
3. Design the folder.
4. Make the folders.

While half of the class experimented with various folder
designs, one group of children went to the office to obtain
information about oaktag. Another group took apart a pock-
et folder, measured it to see how much oaktag was needed -

for one folder, and reported that it was 201/4" long and 171/2"
wide. ,

When the group visiting the office returned, they re-
!.

\ ported to the class that packages of 100 24" x 36" sheets
1TIJf F "P6n C, r

r ,er-
of oaktag were available from the school office for $15 perrj package. The group then figured the cost of one sheet would

(0,1 _, .

be 15c.

When the class met again to work on their,$upply prob-
lems, no one had yet brought any boxes to make Lost-and-

) K !Eno ' Orr' ,

/ Foundoboxes. The class decided that over the weekend
fr

'1) 1' ',-, ',PK N. r roo, te \ everyone would try to find some suitable boxes.and bring
q

'-,r).
,

c''''1 them to school. The group working to find out how many-10-

4s
--.7_,, t n 1 cations lad been suggested for the boxes beian listing each( / c r

r, . e'' (41) Z .219.__J241 perdon's name and his/her suggested location on a large

hlr 1, _ sheet of paper.
"Opi.,5 n__ -- The group designing folders had completed their taskiand

1 displayed five different designs for the rest of the class.
The more complicated designs were madt-from two sheets of
'construction paper and assembled so that there were pockets
to hold the math patphlets. The group also showed the
class a sample of the folder that 'had been used the previous'

Figure C1-2
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year; it was made of only one piece of paper but that piece

was larger than the construstion paper used to make up the

new designs. To decide which folder design to use, the

class took a hand Vote on whether to use last year's design

5 R4 rook or one of the new designs. When the hands were counted,

a
1.4ound that the new designs had edged out last year's'de-

sign by fifteen to twelve.
The children then debated how they would aloose the best

of the five ne designs. They finally decided"to settle

Sink the issue by a practical test; they would put math materials

94:rTi4,- into each folder and then choose the one that worked best.

When the class, met again, still no one had broug4t in

any boxes for the Lost-and-Found locations. I asked the
recid,ny. comne.- children what we should do about'this probleMand one of

)11 the students auggebted askiv the custodian for some help

in finding boxes. It was 6%ood idea, and three children

art toblE immediately left to find tbe custodian.

4
Next I asked for a class report from the group that was

to determine the number of boxes we needed. The group

showed the class what.they had done so far (see Figure

Figure C1-3 C1-2), and I asked whether anyone could think of an easier

way to find the number of times each location had been sug-

gested. One girl said that we should write down the name
of each area once and then list the children's names under

the areas they suggested. I then asked whether we needed

to know the names or just the number of children for ech

location. The class agreed that only the number was im-

portant. Another student then stated that lines, e.g.,
tally marks, should be placed under the areas suggested

rather than names. The group then returned to the task of

organizing their information and later reported that eight

locations had been suggested; therefore) eight boxes were

needed (see Figure Clm3).* MeaniZIle, the students who had
left the roam returned with eight boxes supplied by the cus-

todian and placed them in the suggested locations.
We next selected by a hand Vote one design from thd five

submitted (see Figure C1-4). By opening up the winning de--

.sign and placing it on the oaktag, the students determined

that two folders could be made from each sheet. Several

children made samples of the folder, and the following day

a group of four girls went to the other primary classes to-

show them our desigmand to ask how many children would be

interested in buying one. 'Fifty-eight folders were re-

quested.

9.14,

5 4

Figure C1-4

. .

*The children might put their data in chart form and perhaps
later display it on a bar graph.--Ep.
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At the next class session, the children diAcussed how

theA would make the folders. They listed the f011owing

steps:,

1. Cut the sheets of.oaktag in half.

2. Trace an outline of the folder on each piece.

3. Cut out the outline.
4. Fold each piece into a folder.

5. Glue the tabs of the folder.

The class'decided that five children should work on each

step (there were twenty-five children present that day).

After all had volunteered for the job of their choice, sta-
tions were set up in the room for each,task. While some

groups waited t,o begin their step, they worked on making

signs for the Lost-and-Found boxes.
Soon each group was working on their step of the folder-

making process. Many children, however,.hurried through

their task .4aid a sloppy job. A few students who were

aware of this complained. At clean-ups time, I asked the

class how things were going, and several children commented
on the sloppy work. When I asked why they thought this was
happening, one child stated, "We were so excited, we wanted

to hurry." Other children made suggestions for improving
the quality of their work: (1) have a "checket" for each
group, and (2) .schedule more time to work on the folders.

Because it was dismissal time, the class decided to con-
tinue their discussion the next morning.

*hen we met again, the class offered many suggestions' for

improving the sloppy work:

All Groups:
Tracers:

Cutters:
Folders:

Gluers:

Work slowly and
Have onr person
another traces.
Make sure you cut on
Before folding, make
where to fold.
Before gluing, check
carefully.
Wipe excess glue with a paper
Hold the glued part down for a
of twenty-five.

carefully.
hold the pattern while

the line. i

a.Iine to show

folded areas

ser.

count

The class also decided that one person from each group
should inspect the work being done.

The groups then returned to making folders for about

twenty minutes. The checkers rejected poorly done work,,
I)
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and most of.thg children were more particular about how

they did their tasks. It was obvious that they.were taking

pride in'their work.
After we had spent two more class periods on.construction

work, the stack.of crompleted folders was quite large, and
some of the children began asking when they could start '

selling them and whether they could make posters adVerti4ng

the sale. A group of four girIls decided to figure out when

and where they could sellsthe folders. They thought that

they should surVley the other primary classes,,as well as
our own class, o find out a good time to sell the folders

(e.g., lunch period, recess, library period).
At our next class discussion the girls,brought up the

idea of the survey wixh the rest of the;class. :A majority

of the children didn't want to ask the,dther primary'-clgsses
where and when to'sell the folders;,r4ther our'class alone,
they thought, should decide these th'ings: AA a result, a

new group was foraed to develop'astirvey just for our class.

When the new Survey GrOup'met, they decided that the
survey should include two quesfiode:,

1. Where should we se1X-du folders?

2. When should_we sellieint folders?

I asked the group how'mamy afferent answers.to these
questionq they might get from'the class,'and one girl
realized that there should be a selectiOn of times and

places on the survey. After revising the survey'to include
these choices, the group made a dittomaster and ran off
twenty-seven copies (tee Figure Q.-5). The.class was al-
lotted about temminntes to answerlthe questionst then the

;

group collected the'results on the'board:*

/ 1 /I':
Gym' ...,, 'f

Our vicinity :: .

By frontidOcir

Other ,'

10

16

2

0

1 it
12

In
Recess
Before school
After school

.

.1 ,
.

I asked.the101ass whether anyone could think of another waY

to thow thiO data. One girl,with,previous USMES experience
said thate:could make a graPh. Most of;thelchildren were
interested in this idea, and so, two groups of ten aildren

were allowed more than one vote.--ED.
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were formed to make two bar graphs. After finding that each
box "should be worth two" the childrdn were able to-Complete
theirgraphs with little difficulty. (See examges in Fig-
ures C1-6 and C1-7:)

Meanwhile, the seven children who were not interested in
making graphs discussed who would sell the folders and when
they would do it. One girl suggested setting up a schedule
to m4ce sure that everyone had a tUrn at selling. , The group
also talked- about where in the room would be a pod place
Ifor selling the folders.

Since sj.xty folders had been completed, the class met to
decide how to advertise and sell them. The following sug-
vstions were listed on the board:

1. Mak posters.
2. Make notes to pase out to tbe primary classes.
3. Announce the sale of folders io other

primary classes.
4. Survey our class to find out where in tile

room the folders should be sold.
5. Make out a work schedule for those interested

in selling.

The children volunteered to work in one of the five
groups. The Poster Group designed posters on "pTactice
paper." \They pianned to copy their designs onto oakteg and
color them with felt7tip pens.

Another group of six children composed a note to be'dis-
tributed to each primary student.and wrote it,on a ditto
master (see Figure C1-8). Two members of this group got in
touch with the other primary teachers and obtained the num-
ber of children in each,class. They then ran off the cor-
rect number Of copies on the ditto maChine.

After making fOur copies of an announcement of the sale
(seaFigure C1-9), the Announcement Group used' their recess
time to practice their parts. They then made the,announce-
ment to the other primary c1asses,after recess. 1

-The Survey Group decided that the three best places in
the room to sell the folders were the art center, the read-
ing table, an0 the front of the room. They listed these
places on their survey (as well as "Other") and asked their
classmates to choose one of them as the beat place to sell
the folders (see Figure C1-10).

- After the survey had been given and tallied, the Survey
Group reported the following results:
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When I pointed outqhat use of the Art Centerwould be
limitettbeciUse irwas needed for art activities, the class
vot9d overwhelmingly to use the front of the room instead.

the Work/Schedule Group made a chart of times and days

for sellinefolders. After eliminating the names of the

seven children who did not wish to sell folders, they filled

in the sch u e with the names aft therethining twenty stu-

dents (se Figure C1-11). / ,

The g oups continued to work on thei, tasks and complfted .

a1.1 preparations for the sale. The posters were hung in all

ehe rooms of the Primary Unit and the work schedule was hung
in the front of our clhssroom.

Our sale of the folders was very successful. The stu-:

dents followed' the Work schedule carefully and visited the
other primary classrooms to remind people that the folders -

were on sale. They were quite disappointed on days when no

sale was made. After several weeks, when sales began to

dwindle, the_wdtk sdhedule was tiliscoritinuecf and announce-

ments-were made in each room that folders were still avail-
able before and after school. We continued our sales plio-

motions until all folders had been sold.
Several weeks ater the sale of folders began, several

students said they were carious about which Lost-and-Found
boxes were being used most often. The class devised a sa-
vey (see Figure C1-12), and when the results were tallied,

we learned that theboipby thd sink was in the mast popular.
,The other boxel, were removed from the room, and.

the Lost-and-Found box by the sink:temained in that area
for the rest of the year where it continued to collect our

lost-and-found articles.
Near the end of our work on.the School Supplies chal-

lenge, our school held an "Open House." 1 asked the stu-
dents how we might tell visitors to our room what we had ,

been doing, and they suggested writing everything we had

done on the board. Together; we constructed a flow Chart,

of our School Supplies activities,(dee Figure C1-13). When

,the chart was finished, the students enjoyed following.the
arrows and reading from the boxes the story of our activi-

ties:
Beaming faces, niggles, and sighs showed me their feel-

ings of pride and accomplishment in the work they had done.
ss,
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2. MINI-LOG ON SCHOOL1SUPPLIES
Surveying, Ordering, and Pricing

Items for a School Store

102

by Margaret Hartzler and
Kathleen Schultz*

Heatherweod School, Grade 5
Boulder, Colorado
(September 197240e 1974)
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I

ABSTR4CT
Two classes of fifth-grade.students in Boulder, Colorado, .

determined which supplies to sell in their school'stoie by
conducting separate surveys of pakents, students, and
teachersomkBach of the three survey _groups displayed the
results Mrseparate bar graphs and then compiled all their.,

data on one graph. Those iteMs receiving more than 100,

votes Were selected as the basic store inventory.s-The stu-
dents asked for assistance in pricing items from a. local :

supplies,Itore, which sailt a representative to explain thp
details:of ordering and to suggest various methods of calcu-

lating:retail prices. One group of students also did re-,,

searchljon sales tax and found that the store wee responsible

. for a ,1% county tax on all sales. The classes maintained,

a weekly ±nventory, and when sales were.lagging,'they in-

creased business by dffering a sale on,pens. The following

year two new classegrof fifth graders-assumed responsibility

for operating the school store. At the end of the Second

year.of business, the students sponsored a closingout sale

' and then auctioned,ofk the remaining suppdies to the student

hZdy. With their pi. fits, the classes purchased a glass

display case and.a c ete potter's wheel,for theschool.

Our combined classes organized and then maintained the
Heatherwood School Store, whiCh sold school supplies for

two consecutive years. ,After the first year, the students,
passed on the responsibilities of the store operation to

the upcoming fifth graders. Over the two-year period the
students were 1.nvOlved in all phases of the stoie manage-

ment and in tt;o other USMES units, Consumer Researcli and

Manufactdring, which were direct outgrowthii of work on the

School Supplies challenge. Several of the Children's
activities anoLinvestigations ate detailed in this-mini-log.

Among the foremost priorities of the students whg fir9t
worked on the school store was selecting the items they '

shguld sell. Them decided that since parents, students,
and teachers would all ke concerned about the store,mer-

*EditeA by USMES staff.
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chandise, each,of these groups should have a voice in our
decision making. Accordingly, the.students formed three
committees, and we spent the entire month of October devis-

... ing and conducting separate surveys of each group (parents,
stu4ents, and teachers) and then analyzing the results. .All
three sets of data were compiled to help determikle which
items should be sold in the store. The work of each survey
group is described in the'followirig paragraphs.,

Surveying Parents
The group first discussed how to take the survey. One of

Dear Parents, the boys iuggested that we follow the_tame procedure used
'

for sending school notes-to parents, that is, we should send
Ntrs. Schultz' and Mrs. Martzler's 5th grade classes' are going

the notes home witil the youngest child in each family.* With
to set.tela school store. We would like to know wIat kind of sup- the distribution method decided, the students quickly _com-

posed the notes, which gave a brief explanation of'the sur-plies you would like to have us sell. Please list 5 of the most

vey and asked the parents to listjive items that they
inportant it'ems and return,this list to school. thought the store should sell, (See Figure C2-1.)

Thank you After the notes were dittpbd, the children practiced what
.they would say when they dellvere0 the surveys to assigned4

0

;
classes. Each Ipoup member then.tounted thirty survey fo

2. and delivered them to the appropriate room. The students

3. themselves mentioned the importance of keeping accurate
records of the numbEir of surveys diatributed. I was very

4.
pleased, since only one or two of the children had ever
taken part in a survey and no one had previously adminis-

f tered one.
Figure C2-1 As the responses came trickling in, the child,ren collect-

ed them from the teachers. The group then met to discuss
how they would tally the surveys. They finally decided that
each student would read the suggestions from his/her re-
turned forms while two other students redorded the items and
the votes on the chalkboard. Three boys then copied the
total tally from the board so that we would have a record
of our results.

We later discussed the clearest way to present the in-
formation to the principal for his approval. The students
mentioned graphing right away, but as we began to talk about
organizing the data, we saw that some items had as many as
230 votes and that more than twenty items had fewer thtn 10

4 votes. At first the group decided.to.,vote on whether or not
to include those items with 10 or fewer votes on\ the graphs.
However, these items were so numerous that they later de-
cided tqrvote on only ttiose items receiving 5 or fewer

It1 votes. ;The students reasoned that if-only five parents in
the school wanted those items; maybe they weren't worth
selling.

31.



When ewo boys presepted to 'the-group a list of the items

with 5 or fewer yotes,,many of the students immediatelye noeiced discrepanties W,J.th our original tally.

-"Hey, glue got more than one vote!"
\"Mechanical penails got more votes than that!"
/t seemed that the three boys who had..coPied the total

taliy from the board prOvided us with threediffrent ver-
sions rather than the cheek system we had hoped for. We

realized that to getan accuiate tally, we would have to

recount all the surveys.
We had spent.a lot of time on these surveks and no one

was happy hlkustarting all over again, but we did. T

second time

e

nd, however, we changed our. tallying pro-

.
cedure. Each child was responsible for recording.seven
ei ht surveys on ihe boardv and our counting went much

w. f ter--one hour and.we wefe done. a

s-we were completing the second tally, I asked the stu-

, dents, "If you were going to do ehis again, What would yv

* do differently?" ,

The answers Veslly came flying back:* "Fe shoul(d list the

items add have parents check them. Then we'd know What kind

of paper they weretalking about." (Among our-resporises

were tablets, pads, paper, lOe pads, notebook paper, etc.

We had a difficult time deciphering all these.) Also they

thought it would be easier to have the teachers return the
surveys to the office.. The students had made several trips_

to each class only to find out that the teacher had lost

the surveys or had forgotten to hand them out or that some

other disaster had occurred.
Everyone agreed that rather than voting on items with 5

or fewer votes, we would simply eliminate them from the

graph. The Students were really excited when I distributed
the graph paper, and they immediately started counting the

aquares. Our grid had forty-eight squares, and since some
of our twenty-five items had as many as 230 votes, one stu-
dent announced that each square should stand for 5 votes.
Another boy suggested writing the item names on m separate

piece of paper and attaching it to our grid beca.use there

was no additional space on the graph paper. rSee Figure

C2-2 for facsimile of his graph.) No one seemed to`consider

changing the day or the number of votes per square.
A few of the children did encounter problems when they

were graphing. For example, one boy, who was trying to
represent thirty-nine Votes by using five votes per block,

correctly counted uksix blocks to represent thA.ty votes.

Yet for the nine botes,.he filled in nine squares. I

mentioned that his graph might be difficult to read if he

r63
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mixed his systems, but he didn't understand. We went

through how he could mentally divide the,square into five

parts. That wasn't clear, so I took a shuare and said that_

it could equal four votes on a different graph. Then, if he

hhd twenty-eight votes, how many would he fill in? Seven.

If he had nine votes, how many filled squares? Two and

part of the next square. I divided a square into four
equal parts and filled in two whole ones and a quartpr of

the.nextone. The light flashed! He went back to his ow4

graph, 40, Ifor the thirty-nine votes, he again counted six

squar.es,for thirty votes, then added one more 'squpre, and

colored in approximately four-fifths of the next square:,

After all the students had cdmpleted their graphs, they
decided to choose the best one to show to the principal.
Each graph was displayed so that everyone in the group could

view it. When the students.voted, they selected a very sim-

ple one which had been done in pencil. I asked the boy who

had made this graph' what he plannea,to say to the principal.
He replied, "Tell him each square stands for five votes, and

it's for the school store, and if he sees one he doesn't

like, he can cross it off."

1 03
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I heard a small voice in the baciground mumble, "I hope

he doesn't cross off 6he coild,c books." Someone Seemed

to have a premonition of what was to come, for the only

item our principal deleted was ,CommiclIbooks.
,

pr
Surveying Students

One'boy in this,group suggested that we survey the young-'

//
est child in each family, but another student qdickly point:

ed out that we wanted the ideas of all the children, not

just those of one child per family. Wu additional methods

for surveying were then suggested.

The firstidea was to sen& a note to each_student in

school asking for a yes or no vote on a_liat of items, with

1
additiousl:Spadd provided for other suggestions. While dis=

cussing this method, the students realized that this format.

would be difficult for kindergarten an&-prilaarl students

who could neither read the survey nor fill &tout. Someone

asked if we needed to survey every student,'and.a heated

argumerit followed. From'the arfument came ,Zhe gecond sug-

gested method, sending a note to all the teachers'request-

ing that they p61I thgir students and return their top ten

Heatherhocd TeachersTter suggestions to us. group Voted for thib sedbild'method7*-
Mrs. Rartzler and Mrs. Schultz' classps are planning a school After coiposing the surv4 form (see Figure C2-3), one-

store. We need the opinion of your class to help us decide what

to sell. Please ask your childAn to suggest items to sell.

Then vote to find ten items and send a list of those ten items

Mrs. ilartzler. Thank you for your help.

1111120-
I

Figure C2-3

child went to the office to get a count of the number of

teachers, and three other students compiled a list of teach-

ers' names. I tYped and dittoed-their, n6te for the next 1

adasion, and the children chose partners for 4stributing

the survey to the teachers.
Later this gxoup tallied their data but didn't think of .

putting their information on a graph until I started,to

draw one on'the board. Tlien they wereavery eager.t6 con-

tinue, and they tdok 6ver where I had stoplied. Because

they weren't working with numbers as large ag those of,the

Parent Survey Group, it- was-iasiér for them to graph their

data. One student wrote all the items'and votes on the

board. They looked over the total tally laud decided to

graph those items with 5 pr more votes separately flOM

those with 5,or fewer (See Figure C2,-4).

When the grapht had been completed, the students analyzed

their data. Looking at their graphs, they decided that

seven votes would be a good cut-off point; 1.1ey w4ld elim-

inate items with fewer votes from fuxther consideration.

*The children might discuss, whether obtait7ing a list of.

B
items from each class wduld give them en ugh information

about the quantity ofeach item to imy.-- il .

4 .
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They drew from a hat the names of two group members who
would seek the principal's approval of our list. He dis-
approved of five items--chalk, comic books, staplers, col-
oring books, and chalkboardsnone of which had received
4even or more votes since Ole others didn't coun* 'any-
way. It was a late observAtion, but it, nevertheless, '

showed le was thinking.

Surveying Teachers
. This group spent quiee some time deciding pn their survey
format. They first compiled a list of school supplies.
Some of the students wanted to add other items; especially
toys,..but this idea was rejected when someone mentioned that
childeen might play with them during class. Andtheestudent
said that the list sliould include special things for teach-
er& and not just items for students. Everyone'agreed, and
the list was expanded to include teacher supplies such as
chalk and staples.

This group did temporarily stray from their task by
compiling a list of -seven interview questions which they
planned to ask each teacher (e.g., Do you want the store?;
Where should the store be locateb; Who should explain the
store rules to the student0). While the Atudents were dis-
Cbssing when they might be able to Eonduct their interviews,
I joined their discu,ssion and asked why we had originally
decided to conduct surveys.

"To find out what to sell in the store," replied one
student.

A
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teachers were available.
When the group met to compile the data, two'girls Were ,.'

chosen to.make a master tally,sheet on the chalkboard. One

girl recorded the responies althe other group members, in,.
turn, read aloud theirdanswera.. After revipwing the tallied
information, they decided that the store should-Consider
seLling all items that received 5 or more votea, thus

eliminating pencil holders, clipboards, construction.paper,
staple, and chalk. :

Several members thought that the tallying wialfinished;
but someone mentioned that iftby had not yet taken cate of.

the "other" category. One student suggested using ell the .

"other" items, but one of the girls said, "If nl.y one
teacher wants it, it's not worth it." The additional tally7,

ing was soon cniipleted, and again they voted to eliminaie

those'items that had receivdd fewer than 5 votes.
At the beginfiing of the next session, wereviewed the

master tafly sheet. I mentioned that it-was difficult to,'

see which items were the most.popular, and I'asked the stu-

dents whether the7 knew of any better way to show their in- .

formation. Since there were only blank Jooks,_ I Want to

the board and started to draw a grid.. Immediately. two

girls said, "Oh,,a graph!" They then told me exactly how

it should.be set up. Each student made an individual graph

and.wrote an explanation for it. (See example in Figure

C2-6.) --
When the graphs'were completed, we met as a group to re-

view them. The students chose one graph and one explanation
and then drew from a hat the names of two stUdents who would

'bheck with the principal for approval of the list. (They

had seen the name drawing in the other sroup and.had decided

tq follow the same procedure.) The only item that the prin-
cipal eliminated was chalk: One of the girls then 'made a

list of the items'that had received 5 or more votes (see

Figure'C2-7). She planned to use it to comparewitkihe
survey results from .other groups.

By the end of Octqber we were finally ready for, all three

survey groups to compare their data. A representative from

each group.listed the most popular items on the.bOard., AB

we were reviewing the three sets of results, I nbAced that
e ' ,

114
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one vote did not represent the same number of people for

eaCh survey, i.e., in the student survey, one vote stood for

an entire class. At p.rst some of the.students wanted to

disregard all our data, but others voted them down. Hdwever,

no one seemed to have an§ idea of how to solve our problem.

I final2 suggested that if we used the aVerage class size,

we could convert the class votes into individual votes. Two

students ent to the office to get a list of class qizes.
In the meantime, we discussed how, to go attout finding an

average class size. bne of the girls quickly said, "Add up

the numbers and divide by how many classes." She wrote all

the.class aizes on the board and added the column of numbeis.

She and I got different answers, so everyone in the class
worked together to add'the numbers. To check,oü l. answer, we

used an'easier method. We multiplifid all the like numbers

and then added these. Our "average" gal came 'beck to the

board and divided our total sum brthe number of .classes.
We rounded off her answer to twenty-six pupils per classroom.

At the next session we multiplied the.class vote for each

item by twenty-six. Then I asked, "What do you notAce about

these numbers?"
"They are all in the hundreds."
"They are lots bigger than the others."
We figured out that this was because not all parents

had responded to tbeir survey, but all children had voted

in their classes. One of the girls made a master list of

our threa survey results.

Master List

Spiral notebooks
Paper
Notebooks

Glue
Pencil bag
Felt pens
Tablet pad
Primary pencils

Pencils
Rulers
Crayons
Kleenex
Colored paper
Erastrs
Pens

School box
Dividers

sum of 3 surveys

52

608

648

79

7 1

270

39

10

758

211

347

32 1

11

513

,299

9

8
L. 4
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Master List

Scissors

Flashcards
1Protractors

tlape

Magic Markers
Folders .

sum of 3 suiveys (cont.)\
. <2

.298

6

6

6

6

182

When I asked how we could see our information more 41ear-
ly, I added;-"Have you ever heard that before?"

Heads were nodding all over the room as the children
shouted, "Graphs!!"

BeCause some of*the numbeis were so large, someone sug-
gested-making two graphs, one for items under 100 votes and
one for the other items. One of the-girls said that each
...square should represent more than one vote, and a boy re-
marked, "Make a picture of each thing." With so many ideas
pouring in, I told the students to woik with a'partner to
devise the best graph they could.

When all students had completed their graphs, we again
met in a large group. Many different kinds of graphs were
made7some,of them quite complicated. I praised all their
fine work but also emphasized that for our purpose the graph
should be very simple so that we could find the information
we wanted at a glance. Several of the children had not
started the, bases of their bars on the same line, and so we
discussed the importance of it stTaight-line base for accu-
rate results. The students thenlvoted for several graphs
which were easieseto read.

Our next task was to analyze our informakon to determine
which items to hell. One'boy suggested that all items with
100 or more votes should form our basic inventory. Someone
else suggested that, the amount of money we had to work with
would also be an importaneonsideration.

With the survey completed, we decided to consult our
original list of priorities to help us decide.our next di-
rection. We discovered that our proposed tasks fell into
the pllowing two major groups:

anizin Building

1. Where to get things 1. Where to put it?
to sell? 2. How to build it?

2. How many to order? 3. -Where to keep money

3. What price? and aupplies?
4. Advertising?
5. Hours, manpower, etc. j 1 op,
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One oT the students suggested, "Let's split up7t,hen we can
work faster." Accordingly, the, sixty students selected one

of the two main groups, and we two teachers each worked with
one group.

The group working on the organizati'on of the store began
by comparing prices in f6m.1r supplies catalogs that they ob-
tained from the school secretaries. The,students worked in
pairs to price all items that had received more than 100
votes. Then te fun began! We suddenly were looking at
"reams," "gross," "sheets per pkg.," "dozens," etc.--multi-
plication all over 'the place!

Just as we were making progress, one of the boys piped
up, "Why are we pricing all these companies that are'far
away? We need things quickly, so why not buy them locally?"

Everypne was silent while we mulled over his suggestion.
The students agreed that it Fas really an excellent idea.
We spent the next few days trying.to determine how many of
'each item we would need. The students were really tost try-
ing to solve this problem, and I felt. the same. Our conclu-
sion was to seek expert help. Someone suggested asking the
local,supply office for assistance, and that is what we did.

AUPplies representatilie visited our class to answer
some of our questions abour quantities to order, prices for
large and Small orders, discounts, delivery, taxes, etc. He
offered us a straight 25% discount on all items, regardless
of the quantity ordered, and said that our first order would
be delivered from the store to the school;'we would have to
pick up subsequent orders. He was really kind and later in-
creased our discount to 30% when we were short of funds.
,Because he did not have his supply catalog with him, the

representative came Another day to help us determine quan-
tities of supplies to order.. We began with pencils. He

found in his catalog that they came by the gra*, 144 pen-
cils. Many of the students started randomly guessing var-
ious quantities to order.and finally they started to think
in terms of their own buying habits. Most of them said that
they would definitely use the store when it opened and that
they would probably buy from 2 to 5 pencils apiece. We then
calculated that if every one of the almbst 800 students in
our school bought 2 pencils, we would need to stock at least
1600! One of the girls noted`that not every student would
buy 2 pencils'and eventually, we agreed to make our order
for 800 pencils,'an estimate based on half the students
buying 2 pencils apiece. Dividing 800 by 144, we found that
we would need between five and six gross. We,agreed to or-
der six gross and later assess the sales rate by.keeping a
close watch on our4inventory.J
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We used the same method to estimate the quantity of paper'
to order. With two of the twelve items priced, the students
decided to tackle the others on their own. They were very
conservative in their estimates because they were concerned
thattthey would be left with a large inVentory if our store
should flop.. Completing our,order was a very time-consuming
task but\terrific for all the math skillt.used.

Another major task,was determining our- selling prices.
Many of the items, sucT'ai paper, came with a predetermined
price printed on them.. However, our best seller, pencil:El,
wag not one.of these. The wholesale price for pencils was
05* apiece. Some children suggested a_sales price of 3*
or two.for*6*, but others quickly saw we would be losing
money. The children again looked to the office supplies
representative for assistance, and someone asked"What
would be_a. fair profit?" He suggestdd several prices, in-
cluding.7* or 8* egCh o orie for-9*, two for 15*. He added_
that they could figure out an arrangement of this nature,
for four pencils or for any.number they wiShed. A greit
debate followed! Eventually, the students decided on the
one for,9*, two for 15* plan since it would encourage people
to buy t'Ore than one pencil and lit was less complicated than -

(- some of the options.
When the supplies representative.received the quantities

of items we wanted, he totaled'the bill and telephoned to
tell us the hews--$124 95.* Although the PTO had agreed to
loan us $41110Arto start the store, we were still short of
money. The'Organizing Group held an emergency meeting and
decided, temporarily, to exclude the large packages of,paper
and the glue. That made our total order just under $100.00.

In the meantime* one group of students,investigated the
laws, particularlwegarding taxes, which might affect our
store. The group first discussed who might be able to help
them find the needed information. They.listed the foflowing '

sources and then narrowed the possibilities to those that
are underlined:

4*.

Presidepkof,U.S.. Laiiyer

County CoMMISsioners Chamber of Commerce
GovertiOr Internal Revenue Service
Police Better Business Bureau
Sheriff

4 )

'*The students might calculate the bill themselves and then
make changes,in the amount of items'ardered, ifnecessary.

( \
= . 12 0
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When the studenV tried to telephone various offices, they
found that most Ylovided little or no information and offered

no assistance. The University Legal Aid did suggest that we

look through a copy of Colorado Revised Statutes.
The students finally asked for help from our principal

who contacted the school accountant. We learned that accord-

ing to official policy we were required to file a 3% county
sales tax but not the),E city tax because our school was

outside the city limits. We obtained a tax chart for use by

store cashiers and forms for filing. The news was relayed

to th0 other students, and everyone agreed that the best way

to keep track of the taxes would be to set aside 3% of our
total sales every Friday when our inventory was taken. The

students discussed writing up individual sales slips for
each purchase, but they recognized that this would be too
cdmplicated and time,cOnsuming..--

On the first Ftiday after our store opened in January, I

met with the clerks who had worked during the week to take

our first inventory. The students tallied the number of

each unsold item and entered it on our inventory sheet. As

we had also received a new order of pens, these, too, were

counted and.added toople inventory. Nextme counted our

money, $67.29 total, including $10.00 in change loaned by

the PTO. Several girls then straightened up the display
case so that everything would be ready for business the

following week.
Later that afternoon the entire group met together. ,I

put the inventorq sheet on the overhead projector so that

we could work together to figure out the sales tax and

evaluate our sales for the first week. We multiplied the

quantity sold of each item by the sales price of the item
and then added all the subtotals to determine our total

store sales for the week. When we compared this total with

the money taken in, we were $20.00 short!
The students really panicked (not to mention the teach-

ers). We immediately tried to find what went wrong, and we
discovered that on,the day we had transferred the newly
arrived supplies OF thex.display case, there were so many
activities going on atdrne time that the students forgot to
check the invoice against the order received. Sure enough,
after poking around, we found that only half the packages

of paper were delivered. Also in the process of the search,

we found a mistake on the invoice--a $4.80 error that was

not in our favor.
1 n
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,After the store had been operating for about a month, one

of.the students askedlf..we could see how our sales Were.

going. We took a look at the weekly inventories and found
that the sales had dropped about 50% during the past two

weeks. I asked the students'why they thought this had hap-

pened.

97 J rf . The new iiTworn
"We'7e out of some items."
"They're not as excited as they were before."
One of ihe boys said jokingly, "Maybe we could have a

sale." The other students picked up on his idea right away,

although a few were afraid weyould lose money..
SoMeone mationed that pens would be a good sale-item

because we would soon be receiving a ner ehipment of striped

N, ones and then everyone would bkiy those. We worked together

to figure the cost of our "old" pens which we purchased in

large boxes--forty-eight pens for,the prAce of thirty-six.
The students discovered that with our 30%.discount from the

supplier, we were paying only 9c apiece and charging 19C.

The group voted o lower She price to 15c, still a good

profit, and run the sale during the next week.
Our sale on pens was extremely successful. The number

of 15ens sold during a one-week period reached-a record high

and even with the price lowered by four cents, generated

more income that that received during any other previous

week of business. A-meager turnover of on y en pens

week before jumped to sixty-three pans during.the week of

our sile (see Figure C2-8).
The success of our pen sale prompted the students to as-

sess the profit on other items whose prices could also be

reduced. The only difficult calculation for the stu4ents

was taking 30% off the list price to determine our wilolesale

cost. Eventually, we compiled all the data we needed and
the students made bar graphs shoatg our profit on various
items (see Figures C2-9 and C2-10).

Later in the year a group was formed'in response to cus-

tomer complaints about the high price.of pencils sold in the

school store. This led to a discussion of prices at differ-

VA. Irma' emwast., 63 /so' y.s

Everyone was naturally relieved to find that our money

was only 65c short. We figured that part of this discrep-

ancy could be attributed to the sale of pencils. Since

they were priced at one for 9c and two for 15c, it was too
difficult to figure our exact revenue from pencils, based

on the number Sold.
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ent stores and then to the topic of cost versus quality.

We were suddenly into the Consumer Research unit. The stu-

'dehts actually built unbiased apparatus for testing our

pencils. Their conclusion, that the qualities of various
pencils were'so similar that the price was the most impor-
tant factor, convinced our classes to shop around for a

lower-priced wholesaler.

d 3 7 (2///6/17).6411.2,2/477,23.21-Mx71.21,71 c)3i
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Near the endon the school year we met in a large group

to consider plans for closing the\store. The students felt

that the store should be continued by our two fifth-grade
classes next year, but they decided that they would manage
the aore during the four-day registration period before
clasges began. During these four days they earned $35.00
profit from $.172.00 gross sales..

On the first day of school, then, the store was turned
over to the twp new classes. From there the progress was

slow. The new students knAw so little about the store and
their ideas seemed limited. It really made us realiie how

much the first students had learned.
Our business was dragging and our orders were taking too

long to be filled. While one group of students tackled the
problem of finding a new supplier, the other students dis-
cussed ways to revitalize our sales. Although some studenté
felt that we should do more advertising, the Majority felt
that thq were adequately covering this area.

One girl mentioned that she knew of another school store
that sold items made by studehts, and she added, "Couldn't

4
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we do that?" Everyone thought it was a great idea,
their suggestions came in fast and furious. Eventually we

decided to make knapsacks containing an emblem of t,h5, chool

mascot. There we were into the Manufacturing unit!

As the second year drew to a close, we teachers began
evaluating.the store and looking ahead to the next year. Ve-

both felt strongly that the first year's students, who had
had to plug through the.challenge in its entirety, gained
the most from their experiences.with the store. We feared
that simply handing over the store to a third group of stu-
dents would mean that they would spend their year just
learning to run the business. Therefore, we felt that the

best thing would be for the,store,to be gold out. Luckily,

another teacher was interested in sionsoring the store (see

log by John 'Limon). We were delighted since that would
assure a fresh approach and allow us to bow out still "lovin

. it."
We explained what would be happening to thy store'and

asked the students to decide how they wanted io _handl4 the._

closing. Theyvere concerned about many things (e.g., "Do
we give everything to them?" "What about the display

case?"). In the end, they decided to sell out everything
and to use their profits to buy a glass display case for the

new store.
As we had about four more weeks of school; some of the

,students organized a Closing Out/GoinvOut-of-Business Salt.
They cut all prices by 20% and advertised by intercom
announcements, notes, and posters. The sale lasted fot two

,weeks.

In the meantime, the other students organized the final ,

event, auctioning off the remaining supplies. To prevent

thy 800 students at school from yelling out many bVs at
once, the.group devised a numbers method and signeto hold

up for bids. Prior to the auction, all the classei in
school were given an opportunity to have a team of,our stu-
dents demonstrate how the bidding procedure would becon-

)

ducted. Tfie students'also made explanatory flyers that
asked parentsto practice with their children at home.

On the day of theTeution, approximately half the student
body, carrying their numbers, came to the gym. Our student .

auctioneer, who had been selected by pur Classes as the beat

in the auditions, then began. Much to our surprise, thinW
really went very smoothly, and we sold everything. Many

items were sold at the regular price (we stopped the iaant

1°-4,0



At Heatherwood

Students Turn Salesmen
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there), but some bargains made the bidders happy. After
the auction, we spent the rest of the day delivering good
and collectingmoney.

Once we were out of business, we paid off all debtslen
taxes. With our profits we purchased a new glass dilsp ay
case for the next school store, and_we even had enough.mo
to buy a complete potter's wheel for the school. The stu
dents were really thrilled to be'able to do something tha
sUnificant for the school. It was a very good two years
for all of us.
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STOREMINDERS From lett lath graders Kenny
Brown Paul Dohtrnann Jamce Cavanagh and

Karen Tesitor dtsOlay Some of the demi they'll soon
sell fl Heatherwood Elementary S schont
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3. LOG ON SCHOOL SUPPLIES ,

ts)

by John Limon*
Heatherwood Sdhool, Grade 6.
Boulder; Colorado '

(Aurst 1974-June 1975)

)4

ABSTRACT
This class of sixth graders at Heatherwood School,

Boulder, Colorado, spent an'afrerage of two and a Pali' hours

per week working on two phases of the'School Supplies Chal-

lenge. First, the students 'reorganized a defuneC'school

store previously sponsored by two fifth-grade,classes. To'

raise funds for purchasing their basic invedtory, the class
sponsored a garage sale from which they.earned just over

$100.00. The students then formed four groups to plan for

the opening of the store. #While the,Survey Group devised
and conducted a survey of the student body to determine the
most popular suppdies, the AdvertisingGroup developed a
trademark 6i footprine2 With which other students would
associate their slogan, "xp's Comingt" The Security qiimp

devised a loci4ing system to.protect the school store
play case, and the Catalog Group priced and ordered the most
poPular items on the survey. During the'Grand Opehipg $5.f

the.store, the class gave out bAlloons containing'discount
coupons and held a drahdng for a priip. The class late:

formed new pozmnitte6s, (Finance Board, Catapg/Ordering, New
Products, and Consumer Relations) which managed the stpre
for the remainder of the year. During February the stu-

dents decided to expand their store operation by including

a recycling bin for storing reusable supplies for ..free use

by students andteachers. One group of students visited
primary classes to determine the most frequently used items

` that could be &fleeted by tfie class. Groups.were formed
to scrounge itemsfrom locl induitries. .Although a bin

was designed and.construction was started th6,school year

ended before the students could implement their plans.

fiP

'Shortly after the fall term began, the topic of a school
store arose during a class discusSion. ,ome of my.students

. fihd previously helped with the operation of a now defunct

'. school store which had been sponsored by two fifth-grade

classes. Because our school is /boated in a resIdential
area and 1.6 rather isolated from businesses, the students
really feli the absence of a school store from which they
could readily obtain needed supplies.

*Edited-by USMES staff



'LET'S make-a,deal," "The price is
right." Super fantasticvarage and

bake sale. Help 6th graders raise
money for school store. 75th Street to
Heatherwood Drive: Follow signs to
Heatherwood School,. 7750 Concord
Drive, 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Satur-
ay.

Figure C3-1
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After the students decided to reestablish the scho61
store, thelr first concern was_raising money to.grubstake
a basic inventory. The previous store had been initially
opened with a $100 loan from the Parent-Teacher Organization
(PTO). We considered this as one possible sOurce, but we
felt that we should also investigate other financial routes.
The students were quite animated during our discussion a$
they brainstormed the following monly-making ideas:

, 1. walk-a-thon or bike-a-thOn
2. car wash
3. another.PTO lpan
4.. garage sale
5. bake sale
6. ponfkrides
7. carnival
8, mowing lawns and other odd jobs
9. selling golf balls (scrounged from the

nearby golf course)

Some ideas wdre quickly rejected; e.g., ponyrides could:
involve legal hassles; no water supply was rdaidly available
for'a car wash. The idea of a carnivalNwas good, they
thought, but it would compete With vario* Mdscular Dystro-
phy carnivals in the neighborhood. The period ended with a
class consensus thatlgarage sales were really popular and
would be good since many students had recently helped their .

families with sales. After a quick vote, the class decided
to aim for a garage sale as their way of raising capital.

For the next three weeks all our attention was focused
on the garage sale and a simultaneous bake sale. I had
first thought that staging the two events at once might be
attempting too much, bui the students' arguments convinced
me it could be done. The class,devised eds for the inter-; .

com, school bulletin, and local newspaper(see Figure C3-1),
made a videotape.ad for other classes, wrote letters to
parents, and made signs and'posters for the school. The
principal gave us permission to hold the sale on the school
grodnds but not to use the buildings. The students prepared
a schedule of workers and made arrangements for pricing and
displaying the items which were donate4 by class. members.

On the Saturday of the sale, we were really surprised
that prospective customers began to arrive even,before our
opening hour. The'baked'goods sold out quickly, just as
the students had predicted. Even though it wee a cold,
&sty day for en outdoor sale, people really flooded in for
the first couple hours.
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The students were marvelous and really in charge of
everything. Because it was the most popular job, the cash-
iers rotated every half hour to give everyone a chance to
work. As the tables became bare, the students quickly re-
stocked them with.books, toys, clothing, and shoes. The
class popcorn makers worked tirelessly to keep up with the
demand. At tile ed of the day, we divided up the remaining:
goods that wete th keeping, and the students began the
clean-up chores. Ftially, we counted the money, a total
of.$111.901 Subtracting our change money and the cost for
the newspaper ad, we had made a profit of $102.90. I was
very exhausted and pleased, in that order.

0 '

When the class met on Monday, we reviewed the sale for
those peciple who had been unable to attend. Even the stu-
dents were surprised that the baked goods had been such
raaway bes,t sellers. They had had no idea that people
would buy an entire cake when it had been cut'into squares,
each marked Sc,) One of the most effitcient setups had been
the change table. One boy had brought two tackle boxes
which had been great far keeping the coins separated. As
we had surpassed our goal of making $100, there was a smile
on every face.

. Because all our funds were in cash, cqz discussed where
j, we should keep the money until we purchased the supplies.

After various safevlaces were suggested, the class decided
that we should open a bank accort. They felt that paying
our bills by check would both provide a record of our ex-
penses and be safer than sending cash through the mail. I

later opened a separate account for the store in my name,
and the students took care'of all the check writing except
for the signature.

With our financial backing established, we started plan-
ning the actual "nuts-and-boltp" setup of the school store.
One of our initial tasks was choosing the items we would
sell. The students first called out various supplies until
someone suggested making a list on the board and separating
the items into categories. The students who had worked in
the previous school store helped us figure out the follow-
ing classifications:

Hot Stuff (good sellers) (I-

"Heatherwood" pencils (specially printed)
"Heatherwood" pens
"Heatherwood" folders
"Heatherwood" backpacks
felt-tip pens primarY pencils

1 9 40
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Moderate Sellers

crayons
paper
erasers
plain pencils

Check 6 itVr-s iho± rulers

spiral notebooks

My students felt that the exPeriences of the previous
store wduld help them set up their store, but they defi-
nitely decided not to have a "repeat performance." They
agreed that many new items could be added to the store in- `
ventory, and the compiled their suggestions into the follow-
ing list:

/(10..qe \C\ Vr\z, ScVi(4
I. S+ap\ecs oncl, cai-044E.5i

3:.HE.CtillifuJocklula or \)EACAN+

3:HErl+hErwood, 5A-1C-ktrIS

4.111ka.cVN'te

5. pE nc I sps5
10.!-\01E,-vuncEcs
rtrin9s -R)c czpai-rnq

e.hcapzr 'uflS
\asVic.covEcs

(\s,c)E._

\\.VieT-r cues
a. mech. pEncts(3)and

c14,ckc1
.\papEc- back boolcs
11. kinq pcnCit shoipccus

\--kzct+hEmooci

gigure C3-2
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Poor'Sellers

scissors

"Htatherwood" buttons
pencil.cases

stapler and staples
"Heatherwood" flag/pennant
school stickers
Big Chief, notebooks

hole punchers
plastic notebook covers

tape .,

paper clips_
mechanical-pencils
paperback bciolig

tiny pencil Sharpeners
patches

When the lists had been completed, we discussed how to
select the items for the stpre inventory. The class de-
cided that it would be best to ask our potential customers

for their opinions. Therefore, our next task was to devise
a survey for the students in other classes.

At our next USMES session, the students decided they
could beat handle the preparations for opening our store by
working in separate groups,-each in,pbarke of one SpecifiC
area: surveying, advertising, security, and ordering sup-
plies. The activities'of these groups are deseribed in,
the following paragraphs.

'Survey Gro4

The Survey Group used the lists of items generated by
the class to devise a questionnaire for all students in
grades four, five, and six. They reasoned that the"older
studepts would probably have more need-for the supplies,
.plus more money tp spend, and they felt that the younger
students might have,difficulty reading the'survey form.
Fifteen items weie listed from which the surveyed students
were to select five that they wanted the store to keep in
stock (see Figure.C3-2).

Because approximately 300 questionnaires were nteded,
the group made three identicardittos, just in case one qr
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two dittos wouldn't clearly reProduce such a large quantity.
A schedule was also made for distributing.the surveys. When
the students had collected and tallied the ?sponses, they
reported their information to the clads.

,

Advertising Group
The Advertising Group.was to develop a campaign promoting

the "Grand Opening" of our store. As their,preliminary
ideas seemed to focus on standard methods of advertising'
(e.g., posters.and intercom announcements),, we held a gen-
era; class brainstorming session to help them think of
catchy gimmicks.

I related a story of a very successful advertising cam-
paign for coffee that had been conducted when I was growing
up in Chicago. For several weeks the ads simply stated,
"I will bring a mountain to Chicago,". Gradually, the Ads
became more specific, untimately announcing the brand, name
of the coffee. The students felt.that the element of sus-
pense engendered_by the coffee company, was mery successful.
Ws'batted around-many ideas for Or seoie ads; some had
merit and some were too obvious, for eXample; poiters
reading "The School Store will be here-soon1" .

Several days later we continued-our discUssion'on adver-
tising, and_some-good ideas started,fo merge.- The class
decifted that they,_too, needed an element,of suspense for. ,

their ads. When one"student Suggested the motto, "It's'
Coming!".as a-phrase7.that might work, the other students
immediately suppOrtedz.the idea.

The discussion then turned to an idea ior. areradamark..
I suggested fhat perhaps Oley could think ofa symbolso
that people would associate the statement "It's Comirigi!"

with the idea that the scnOO1 store woilld be:opening soon.
After further diacussion, one student suggested drawing a
footprint with our motto written inside.

The Advertising Group thenspent several sessions.working
independently to develop a Prototype for the trademark and
to make posters. They first deliberated the kind of foot-
print_they would use. One suggeStion was.to have it re-
semble a shoe's impression. Another suggestion was a baie,
foot; the girl actually traced:her foot for a pattern.
Ano her choice was a sort of abominable snowman type of
"pri . This Iasi idea-proved to be thA most popular, and
our t deiark was thus decided.'

The roup next started work on their advertising signs.
They deèLded that various sizes of the footprint were
needed, but they should all look alike, i.e., be to scale.
They also thought that the school store workers should wear
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small "feet". To make multiple copies, they drew patterns

on a ditto master and duplicated them (see Figure C3-3).
The group spent one entire session industriously cutting

out footprints of all sizes. They alseMade a schedule so
that they could systematically cover each area of the
school with signs and with footprint drawings_An the black-
boards while:the classes were out of theit.rooms. On each

footprint thaatudents wrote "It's Coming!" Two of the boys
also made a very large sign about, eight feet long, contain-

ing a huge footprint and our,mottO. This we called the

"sudden sign" because it was to be used by students who
would suddenly race across the playground,with it during
recess.

When- the Advertisihg Group began displaying their signs,
they were very pleased\to hear other students and even some*
teachers asking, "Whatls coming?" That was the sort of in-

terest we were trying ,to generate:

Security Group
This,group was to design a security system so that the

supplies could be locked up in the display case. (We were

fortunate to inherit two very nice glasadisplay cases
purchased by the previous school store from a local grotery
store that was closing its bakery department.) The memberi
of the Security Group had quite a bit of difficulty getting
organized and deciding whether or not they wanted td con-
struct a burglar alarm for the display case.'

Of all pe groups, the students in the Security Group
,were the moat diverse in their abilities. Twaboyain par-
ticulak were several grades behind in their basic skills,
but the), especially enjoyed the USMES sessions, Not only 4

, did they like talking and Moving about, but also they felt
successful in What they were doing. Working with each other
and the other group members.had a good effect on them. ,They

4.yere forced ts? listen and to evaluate the ideas of,others;
'41key were forced to comprOmise and to interact: ...It waan't

,always easy for them (Or me), but they certainlyaeained
some of the social skills Of dealing with other people.' :

. Some of the initial ideas of the group were rather elab-
tei_e-g.._,_ohtnin A pinball_machine_tiltswitch_tbat

would set off a bell if the case were jarred ot.,:iiimed. One

boy even mentioned a light beam setup similar to museum
seCurity devices. After many delays, they finallrmanaged
to.finish designing and installing a padlock which was -

mounted sd that it closed over the screws fastening it to
,the door frame. They also placed a long rod of wood inside
the sliding door to prevent it from being opened.

When the lock had been installed, the Securfty Group was

L.7
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satisfied that their system would foil any burglary attempts.
Their device was put to a real test in late rlebruary. One
of the students rushed into class and excitedly told how
someone had broken into the school store the previous even-
ing. .He related that during the basketbalLgame some third
and fifth graders had been seen looking through the display
case. Naturally, the news was a big shock to all of us; war
couldn't believe that our locking system had been breachedT

16
As we questioned the boy, we learned that most of his story
wad hearsay. I later talked with.the two boys who had been
identif1ed,1andit turned out that although they had tried
to open the store case, the lock had prevented entry. They
did get into an open bin under the case, but it contained
only empty boxes. This was the extent of the reported
"break-in." We were all pleased that the lock had withstood
the amateur burglary attempt.

Catalog Group

In the meantime, the Catalog Group had been busily look-
ing through various catalogs to check on prices and availa-
bility of possible items to order. Initially they.had been
veri enthusiastic about ordering either small footballs or
pennants printed with the school name. However, when they
read the small print_in the ordering details, they dis-
covered that they would have to order in quantities of 1000
whieh meant a cost of approximately $70. This information
quickly cooled their enthusiasm since they knew we had only
$7.02,tn the bank. They decided to return to,the survey re-.

thjhesdlts and to order the3lost popular items from the survey.
By mid-October the catalog used by the previous school

store group finally arrived. My students started looking
through it right away and soon ran into trouble when they
tried to figure out the terminology.

List Price/Each Price/Doz.
4

4-

Pkg. Case Pkg. Case

Glue 1 4 29C $2.09 $2.00

We had a quick conference with the teacher who had previous-
-,_itworked with the School store group, and she explained:

o package contained one dozen items and onecase contained
fo r dozen items.

The group then did some quick calculations on the board
t find how much money they Could save ii tbey purchased
glue by the ease. They discussed whether it would be worth

4
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investing $8 in glue in order to save 9c per dozen. They
finally decided that because glue was not a quick-seller,
it would tie up too much of their money. The group then re-
viewed their list of items to find which fast sellers could
be purchased by the case. Using a pocket calculator, they,
made preliminary calculations for a total order.

At their next meeting the Catalog Group made an extensive
list of all the items they might order including products
previously sold in the school store and new items thacehad
been popular on the survey (e.g., binder organizers, jumbo
crayons for kindergarten children, mechanical pencils,
stapler kits, and both wide-ruled and.collegiate-ruled.fil-
ler paper).When the students added their order, the total
cost was over $136. They decided that the entire class
should make the decisions about what to order and in what
qtantities. 1.

When we met for a class discussion, the Catalog Group
reported their findings. According to the former teadher
sponsoring the store, we could order supplies and then pay
after a thirty-day billing period. It took quite a while
for most of the students to understand -or even to approve
of this plan; they felt we should pay as we go. When the
Catalog Group explained that our entire order would probably
cost nearly $150, the class was in an uproar. The students
demanded an immediate accounting of expenditures. The Cat-
alog Group then led a diaussion of :tat they had learned
about wholesale and retail prices, a the students con- '

stantly compared the price of each item to those at a local
supermarket (which they all wanted to undersell). By the
end of the period everyone agreed that we should send in our
order without money bu.t then pay as soon after we were
billed as we could.

The next day the entire class again met to determine
which items we would order. After much iiscussion, the stu-
,dents decided the following supplies should form our basic
store inventory:

binder organizers
erasers
jumbo and regular crayons
mechanical pencils.and lead refills
filler paper (wide-ruled and collegiate-ruled)

*scissors
staplers, staples
ballpoint pens
'regular pencils

Because the minimum order for pennants was $33, we decided
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to table this idea for.a while and to assess our financial
situation after the scho61 store had begun operation.

The Catalog Group telephoned our 'order to the supply
company, and the shipment arrived three days later. Since
we were all eager to examine the supplies, We opened the
boxes immediately. The students were very impressed with
the quality of the supplies. They especially liked the or-
ganizers which were all different; some had various colored
leather motifs, and others had photographs of football ac-
tion or a seashell or a flower. Everyone started selecting
a favorite one, and the room was filled with cries of "I
want this one."

As we were examining the merchandise, we discovered that
some "fine" lead had been mistakenly 'ordered as refills foi
the mechanical pencils: The girl who had called in the
order was really distressed because this lead cost $21.
She was relieved to find out that we would get a reflind on
our next order when we returned the lead to.the supply
company. This was the first time she had heard about a
bill being credited for the amount of returned items.,

When the excitement had somewhat subsided, the Advertis-
ing Committee reported to,the class on theirlOest_plans.
They had made a huge sign saying "Grand Opening" which was
to be used with red, white, and blue crepe paper ribbons
extending from the ceiling to the store cpunter toP. One
of their cleverest gimmicks was,an idea for discount coil-
pons. They had placed small pieces of paper (some blank,
other reading "5Q off" or "10Q off") inside balloons which
they distributed to eefy fifth, seventh, and eighth child
in line at the Grand Opening. Theirithird plan was to hold
a raffle with a mechanical pencil as the prize. They used
a ditto master to make entry blanks with spaces for a
child:s name, grade, and:eacher. Two of the girls deto-
rated a box with red and white crepe paper and printed
"Entry Box"!,on the front arid "Deposit Here" by a slot.in
the side.

We next discussed which days,we would hold our Grand
Opening for the approximately 750 students in our qchool.
Because the following Thursday through Tuesday were parent
conference days, the students would be dismissed at
11:30 A.M. each day. The class decided that for those four
days all the classes could be invited to come to the store
on a daily schedule from 11:00-11:30. Three boys who had
been in theSecurity Group made out the time list for-each
class and then 'visited the teachers to make final plans

with them. We spent the rest of this session blowing up
balloons and completing the."feet" buttons while the Grand

4.
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Opening CoMmittee decoiated the lobby;

The final day before our Grand Opening was,ane- of busy

preparation. We determined our sales prices by quickly

looking up the list price of each item, then comparing it to

the suggested retail price, and finally.choosing an amount

between the two. For exapple, the mechanical pencils had a

suggested rebail price of 390 which was-a 40% markup Over

wholesale price.. The students thought that this was too

high and decided to charge 35. Nociefinit profit margin

was establishpd; the students reviewed and priced each item

separately. 1he entire class worked tOgether on only a few

prices because the Catalog Group felt that since" they had.

One all.the work of searching-through catalogs, determining

how much we could buy, and actually phoning inthe order,

they had earned the right to price the items. They decided

to post prices on a large postet which would be'ciearly

visible to customers ai they waited in-line to purchase

t4eit supplies. (See Figure C3-4 for facsimilie of poster.)

From the experience of the previous store, we knew that

we would have to charge sales tax on all purchases. three

students made a tax chart for our cashiers to'use;.,The

chart,Aased on a,state form, contained two coluians, one
-for-the-amount-of-sale-and-one_for_Va_af_the amOunt.that

.had to be added to the total
/
sales price. (See Figure.'

C3-5.) . .

We solved the problem of deciding who would work as store

cashiers by using a humber guessing game. I wrote a number

between i and 100 on a,scrap paper, and each%tudent then

had one chance to guess the nunber. The persop guesaing

the closest numbeir, either above oi below, became a store

clerk. This seemAd to, elimidate all squabbling about 4/ho

would be paired 'as a clerk with whom and during which shift

of six students they would work.
The day of, the Grand Opening of our new Heatherwood

School Store arrived. x? Last minute details were taken care

of Just seconds before our first Customets visited the

store. Most final preparations were'small, such as cleaning

the glass on the store case 4o.that the display would'show .

up. The janitor also helped,us relocate a screw, which .

hadn't been mounted flush by the Security ,ttoup, thereby

avoiding a skinned knuckle for us. ;.pur most preasidg de-

tail was finding money to use-as chahge in'our store. We

were all very ch4rined when we discovered our oveisight.
Fortunately,.howevgr, the class aide, who was also the

lunchroOn cashier, came to our rescue. The Eitudents wiote-

out their first check for $5 and put the'needed silver in

the cashbox.

141
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agTes ThS41 . e display case was locaed in the school lobby with
huge footprints saying "It's Here!" leading up to it. My

,

,
students had placed thpee'strips of maskini tape on the

'..

?Pile Moor to form two lines leading to the storg counter so,
that customers wouldn't crowd ground all at'once. As they

reached the display counter, they were given an opportnniiy

Pi 1-hru. .18 /
, .0 0

to look over the items, ask questions, #nd make purchases.

.

The store cashiers were verY,cooperative with the cus-,

.19 441-4, / 51 .01 tomers, and they also kept a check on each other's work.
\

. SI .1-Vo-u. Si. oa.. One_boy was Plepriman40 by the group because he had been
charging lc tax for sales of 52rXather than 4 tax. An-

.25 *rtt. (AI .C.15 other student let him know that he was throwing ,away the

1.1S -4-1Nn.t. Ihi .05
class's profits. After thip incident all the clerks agreed

to check the sales tax.guidriefore quoting a total sales

1.41 k1Aru. 1. 14 ., .05 price.
Advertisements had encouraged students to,visii the store

'1. ii5 1-1,r% 116 .01 even if they had little or no money*to spend because they

a. 19 1u. ..51 . 02 might still receive a balloon with a discount coUpon. How- --

ever, only those students who made purchases were eligible
for the raffle:--.Most_cuftomers purchased at least one -.

a.ss Kruf IA / 10 item, and by the end of-ou'e Grand Opening, the store clerks
p (noted that we would soon have to reoPder certain supplies,

3.t 9 44ru. 35 1
. . II especially mechanical pencils and lead refills, which were

/
3.5ar .1.3nrcx $.% 4. 13 nearly depleted.* ,

After our successful Grand Opening days-had been cora-

$g5' +Vtri.t. 4. lg. .14 pleted, we met in a large group to discuss the bUsiness

IF.t9 41nr). 4.51 .16 hours and the working schedule for the school store. The

suggestions ranged from "open every Other day" to "open only

11;.5a. iiIrti- itcati. .16 in the mornings before school." The consensus of.the group

Ii.it5 \AM-0.-. S.I8 .11
gradually gravitated toward being open every day, both be-

fore school and during lunch. The-hours established weke

5.1ci khr.i. 5.51 , 19 , 8:00 A.M. to 8:30 A.M. and 12:40 P.M: to 1:10 P.M. Because

5.5.1. ilAra. 5.8t . .a0 of the size of our student body, the-lunch.hours:were stag-
gered.,..-and our store schedule at lunchtime would-accommodate

. ,

5 SS VINTIA. c2.t% .21 only third through sixth grgders. The class decided that

G. 1 ci 1-h.rtt. Co.5I .,.4 ; )....

other students could arrange to visix the store during the

morning hourf. -

G.51 .14rt.L. Qat- ' .1..3 . Each studeht-then selected a working partner, and a list

6 .`a 5 4-hrti. I. 11)
.M"

'was made of eveiNwo-person team. The class deeided that

the bus riders would work at lunch time,and the walkers in'
.1 the morning. This system gave evbryone a chance to work as

a clerk. We also briefly discussed some students',confusion
about when they were supposed to work, and decided that a

Figure C3-5 posted-calendar of schedules would help everyone remember. ,

' amalAa 21 -

I 1') *The students might keep records on sales each day. This

,could be done graphically. See A Composite Log.--ED.
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Several days later we reviewed the operation of the store,
and I mentioned a problem I had noticed. One day after

school I had found the display case unlocked. The reason, I
later discovered, was that several of the students had not
_understood how to place the wooden rod correctly in the door
(i.e., if placed on the edge rather than the flat side, the
door could still be opened). I had also noticed that one
crew of workers failed to lock up a box of pens when they
had departed for the day. So, carelessness was a problem,
and to counteract it, I found that I had constantly to re-
minA the workers to check everything. Many of the sludents
had never before had to accept this type of responsibility,
and even though I felt that I was sometimes negging, they
did seem to feel that my reminders were helpful.

As the operation of our school store continued, we found
that the management was becoming too complidated when welad
to work out all details with the entire class: Corisequent-
ly the students decided to divide the areas of concern into
smaller groups, each in charge of specific responsibilities.
The following committees were formed:

1. Finance Board7-keeping ledgers, determining
order costs, writing checks, paying bills

2. ,catalog/Ordering Committee--keeping inventory
and determining quantities of supplies to
order

3. New Products Committee--looking through addi-.
tional catalogs and making recommendations
for new items to order

4. Consumer Relations Board--dealing with customers
who purchased a defective.product-or who were
disappointed that a purchase was not what they
had expected

The Finance Board members and I ate lunch together that
day, and we discussed how to fill out.the various tax forms
and write checks correctly. They could hardly wait to pay
the bills!

The Consumer Relations Board ?riginated because of a mal-
functioning stapler that had been returned by a customer.
This group was also to be in charge of writing occasional
ads as they were needed.

Later in November when all the student body had had ample
opportunities to make purchases at our store, we held our

I4
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raffle for th.e mechanical pencil and lead refill pack. A
..third-grade'boy won, and, naturally, when I mide a big deal

about handineover the prize, he remarked that he had just
bohght.a mechanical pencil. (Isn't-that just the way it
always is--the guy who already owns a Cadillacyins another

'one at a raffle.)
Several days later the class became involved in a heated

debate over our store prices. SOme students wanted to
lower prices because they felt the store shouldn't be a
"i'ip-off." They wanted the store to make a profit, but they
also wanted other students to think of it'As a service, too.

To resolve the issue of overcharging, we-aecided to cal-
culate the percentage,of profit on several items.. The stu-
dents lecided that they wanted to lower the prices on
staplers and erasers. A profit of 3c was okay for erasers
(wholesale price 12c, retail price 15c) they thought, but
a 25% profit was excessive. They were really shocked when
they discovered that the 25% profit was 3. Prices were
also lowered for mechanical pencils, paper, and felt-tip

pens. This led.Arn discussion of how most businesses
have "overhead" and "labor" charges that must be figured

in the sales price.
The topics of.sales prices and profit arose again when

the New Products Committee reported to the class on the'ir

research. They suggested the following new items for the
class to consider adding to our inventory:

pennants
tiny footballs
spiral notebooks
Glo-balls
small tissue packs
paperback books

rulers .

school glue
bumper s5ickers
protractors
compasses
campaign-type buttons

After discussing various pros and cons, including the cost
of each item? the class agreed to add compasses, rulers,
school glue, and protractors. I was rather surprised but
also pleased when the students insisted that the rulers in-
clude a metric side.

With the items selected, we decided that the.entire class
should work together to.determine the sales prices. We cal-

culated more profit percentages for the items that we were
already selling, and we continued to find large discrepan-

cies. Several students felt that we should do all we could
to make money, but others insisted that the School store
was a service. Although some heated discussions took place,,
a compromise was finally reached between the two groups, and

;r1 4-0
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the new items were priced at a modeiate percentage above

./ cost. The students.then voted to adopt a variable price
structure for pricing all neW items individually instead of
imposing a flat percentage of profit.

The sjiudents continued to restock the store inventory
whenever the display case started to look bare as our orders
were filled within only two days. They-noticed right away
thar the suppty company from which they purchased supplies
alw'ays sent a total cumulgtive invoice of all their orders

with each new order. Rather than keeping a eparate inven-
tory of supplies received, they used Ire cordp ny's invoice
which detailed item amounts, catalog ordering number, price
per dozen, etc.*

When each new'shipment arti:ved, the students again bick-
ered over their retail prices and spent a lot of time soul-
searching for fair prices. Matt times cries'of "Unfair!"
and "Too high!" would.permeate our discussions on pricing.
The minority of capitalists were always outvoted, ind, in
fact, most of the children really began to view the store
as a service for both themselves and their fellow students*,
rather than q money-making endeavor. 4

Sales were good all year, with rhe exception of scissors

and jumbo erayons. Prices of many items were actually clob-
"bered by inflation, in particular, paper, pencils, and felt-

tip pens. Nevertheless, the students held the line on the
retail prices and consequently, didn't realize any great

protits.
.

After eur initial adverrising campaign for the Grand
Opening, we never needed tb advertise formally again. The
"word-of-mouth" messages spread the news of any new items
or price changes with incredible speed. Our most pOpular
item remained the mechanical pencils, and when w6"received
a new shipment, the word went out like wildfire. Within
,two days, frequently/less, they were all sold out:

. Althoughme had posted a schedule of working hours, many
students had been failing to check it. For several mornings
customer's had arrived but the clerks hadn't. Because the
school store was so popular, we were receiving loud com-
plaints from customers who were not being served. After

considering various solutions to our absentee problem, the
students decided to give a reward or bonus of a 35C school
store gift certificate to the best team of clerks for the

0

month. We agreed to use a large calendar to keep track of
the attendance records for workers. Our plan worked so well

'

,

st

*See 4 Composite Log,for a graphical method of,keeping
,

records of sales.--ED.
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that after two months we were able to discontinue the sur-
veillancer .

The December vacation and other school activities inter-
rupted our work on the School Supplies unit until the latter

part of January; Other students coiplained constantly until

Wecwere able to reoiiin the sthoo1 store.
One interesting.thing,did result from our temporary

closing. We received several notices about paying taxes

and finally a notice to aivear in the state taxtffice. I

bccompanied six children on the visit to the taxman who wns

very kind and explained several details to us. It seemed

that even though we had not been oiien for business from
mid-DeCember to the end of January, we Were still required

to file a tax form. The students, who had thotght we were
going to be part of a big court scene, Were a little crest-
fallen, but, I believe,'morb aware pf the real world and

how day-to-day governMent functions.

Recycling
Just before the December vacation the class had become

involved in a-discussion of recycling when I brought in a
booklet illustrating how new items can be made from dis-

carded materials. Throughout several sessions of discus-
sions,,the students decided that there were several reasonf

for recycling: (1) to make money, (2) to clean up the en-

yironment, and (3) to use discarded materials for making -

another item. They also formulated a definition of recycl-

ing, "using something over again." - -

During our d scussions one girl suggested that we could

also use the s ool store as a center for collecting and

dispensing itdns. She added that maybe the class could
use the collected materials to make new things to sell.

Another student agreed with her idea andliouggested an id-
centive program for cbllecting that would entitle a child

who brought in reusablAimaterials to rec;ive a free item

from those already collected.
When, in January, we resumed our dipcusgion of reus ing

discarded items, we applied our thoughts to the questiod,

( '4Ctip we do anything about reeyclinkmateria1s for our':
school?"- Wwthought that recyclingiTat.perhaps not obvious.

-to mott peop4 and,,therefore, neither to us. We talked

about concrete+suggestions, such as collecting old pencils,
and then considered consulting various local industries

.( that might donate4icrap items.

iVe talked about how we wouXd approach the various indus-
.
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tries, and then we realized that We should first ha4d-an . .

idea of the sort of items that were needed. We thought t1,10.,

the lower grades would probably have mote use for the dig7,-)

carded materials, but we didn't have any facts on which to

base our opinion. Someone proposed checkinlyith the first

...graders, and I then suggested that the students would prob-
ably obtain more information if a small group whally spent

a day mbnitoring actiii4es in a first-grade class. We net

up a lottery drawing,to'choose our eight "exchange", students.

Latet the selecied students repotted to the clnss that
the primary students had used paper plates, toothpicks,
computer:cards, newsprint, and tiesue paper. One group

intervidwed a primary teacher and obtained the following

list of items she could use:

cans of different sizes nuts, bolts

newspaper nails '

old puzzles . milkcartons
old socks sandpaper

old books, magazines
A

Most of the month of March was spent designing and making

models of a collettion bin for storing our discarded mate-

rials. In developing the designs, the students agreed to

try to incorporate several needs. For example, the con-

talner had to be readily accessible and easy to open by

both teachers and students. It also needed to be divided

into several sections to separate various categories of

items. Some students also thought that a way of, closing

or securing the bin was needed so that the contents wouldn't

be lost. Other students thoteht that the center should
always be open, and their designs reflected this idea (see
examples in Figures,C3-6 and C3-7).

As the students coipleted their designs, I gnve them

scissors, tape, and a large piece of oaktag to use in build-

ing a model of their design. A few of the children made

their models to scale but most did not. The design shown

in Figure C3-8 was later chosen by secret balloting as the\

one we wOuld construct.
With the design for the bin chosen, we listed on the

board the students' suggestions for our future tasks:

1. actual construction of the bin

2. decorating'it
3. gathering materials to distribute
4. 'training teachers and students how to

the bin (possible reward system)

use
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5. contacting industries
6. parents contributing items from their place

1of work
7. educating parents to our goal of reusing items
8. intercom announcements

Later the students decided to work in groups, and so we
categorized our tasks and delineated the various responsi-
bilities of each group:

I. At Home Recycling--Plan a method for making
each family aware of recycling and create
a plan for recycling activities and a mini-
recycling center at home.

2. At School fraining Program--Set up a presen-
tation to make other teachers and fellow
students aware of the school recycling bin
and how they could participate in its opera-
tion.

r
3. Industrial Involvement Group--Determine which

local_ industries could be contacted and what
scrap products we could obtain from them.

4. Construction Group--Build the collection bin
using the design selected by the class-.

The students selected groups in whiCh:they weVe most in-
terested, and those who expressed no preferences were dis-
tributed among the four groups.

Problems in scheduling our USMES sessions seemed to
plague us throughout the month of April. As a result of
long delays between meetings, some of the students began to
lobe their impetus, and I had to "fire" them up again at
each s'ession. By the end of April, all the four groups had
begun work, but it seemed obvious that our target data of
May 1 would not be met.

At Home Recycling
The At Home Recycling Group first drafted an explanatory

note about our recycling efforts to send home to each stu-
dent's family (see Figure C3-9). They also began designing
a game to increase parents' awareness of recycling. Toisee
how well families would cooperate with us, the group con-
ducted a trial run of their "home minicenter" made from a

A shoebox. (See one student's explanation. in Figure C3-10.)
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Figure C3-11

The group later reported that their experiment had been
a great success. Theirk6milies had all participated, and,
within days, the boxes were filled with the sort of items
we needed: meat trays, paper towels cores; egg cartons,
etc. The group felt that this proved that families could
participate and help gather reusable materials.

At School Training.
The At School Training'Group also felt that their most

serious problem was awareness. They decided to display
aruund school large.posters listing theiteons- the recycling

center could use:

old Christmas
buttons
egg cartons
yarn
old toys

cards' styrofoam packing

41

uice cans
tter tubs

eat trays

Another of their ideas was,--to make and wearbuttons in-
dicating one or two things that were needed.

This group felt that they could also help deVelop aware-
ness by giving a short demonstration to teachers at a staff
meeting and to students in each class. They planned io ex-
_plain the purpose of our recycling box; how each class could
use it, what to put in.it, and how to take care of it.

More progress was Made by the At School Training group
than by other groups. In addition to posters and demonstra-
tions, the students drew up plans for a contest to encourage

children to contribute items. After intercom announcements
challenge0 classes to bring in the largest,quantity of

.0k
items,. mathe group would place sll colleetiOn box in each
homeroom area. At lunchtime roup member would collect4
and sort the items and then 1 st everything, contributed by
each class. A few days later one homeroom would be declared
the winner and awarded some prize, such as Candy. (See one

student's explanation of the contest in Figure-C3-11.)

Industrial InvolVement
FroM their very first meeting the Industrial Involvement 446_

iftroup encountered many difficulties, mainly becausa of two
verydominant group members. I had so many complaints from
the other students about the obnoxious behavior of these
twq that I finally had to step in and say a few words about
respect for other people's opinions. I then gave.the group
a telephone book and the problems seemed td, subside a lit-'

tle. They devised the following, list of localtcompanies
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that they might call and the materials they might be able
to scrounge:

local newspaper--end of paper rolls, cardboard
cores, teletype paper

hardWare stores--packing materials and boxes
drug stores--packing materials
liquor store--boxes and cardboard of various

sizes
church--(unsure of materials)
large department stores--packinkmaterials, shoe

boxes
dry cleaners--hangers, containers
ice cream parlors--gallon ice cream-containers
barber shops--bottles, containers
supermarkets--broken woosien crates
furniture stores--remnants, fabric

Bin Construction
The Construction Group, consisting of nine students with

varied abilities, met in the Design Lab. I expected the boy
who wdn the design,contest to assume command, but he ex-
hibited no real leAdership qualities. The Ei7ip began to
flounder, and I realized that the students had no concept of
how things are constructed. I cast about for examples until .
one boy came up with the ides of a car--the framework, the
body, and the interior. This was a r.eal start, and sudden-
ly the discussion became quite animated as the students
moved to the chalkboard to start sketching their plans.

Next the Students had to consider the actual size of the

bin. Although his plans specified a five-foot square, the
designer now said that what he had agroally had in mind was
a four-foot square. Then the students encountered another
problem--what materials to use?

After much deliberation, they decided to use firring
strips and they listed the materials they would need:
ten 8-ft. firring strips (1" x 2"), tswo 8' x 4' plywood

sheets (one 3/8" thick and one 1/4" thick).
I ftrchased the lumber and brought it to school. Al-

though the students really wanted to keep the fancy curves
as dividers, they acquiesed to needed modifications when
they saw the limitations of the plywood.

They first started work on the bottom frame, or thwe
chassis as they called it, after a great debate on whether
or not to notch the crosspiece. As the Construction Group
continued their work, internal bickering among the students

slowed them down. Finally they did manage to cut the ply-
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wood and glue and fasten the floor of the bin. Then', when

they began to work on the interior partitions, the group
greatly changed their plan to a more simplified one, similar
to the following:

To Make the small divider panels adjustable, the students
inserted two small blocks at the top of the Lutside wall
and two next to the inside partition, thus allowing the
divider to be placed anywhere along the inside of the box.
They devised this plan because it would better accommodate
different amounts of materials that might be collected at
any given time. The modified design also enabled the group
to divide the wark more efficiently. Some students cut the
short blocks from firring strips, while others cut the ply-
wood dividers, and others glued the short pieces to the
sides and middle partitions. Since the construction of the
new design turned out to be yery time consuming, some of the,
students decided to work after school to finish the con-
struction. One student even devised a design for the out-
side of the bin (see' Figure C3-12), but there was not
enough time to follow through on his idea.

. Although most of the students had worked diligently, it
was disappointing for all of us that the school year ended
before we could implement our plans. The students did feel,
however, that another class might be able to continue with
their work.

As the school year drew to a close, we had to consider
what to do with the school store, which had continued opera-

- tion throughout the year. Toward the middle of May the
students reported that the store display case was almost
empty. We discussed whether we should reorder su plies for
the final weeks of gchool, and the general opinions seemed
to be that we should not. The students agreed with one
boy's suggestion that, as we had only small quantities of
items left, we should just give them to the fourth-grade
class that would be in charge of the school store next year.

Finally the class discussed how to spend the profits from

1. 5
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the school store. The students listed many ideas and then,.

debated the pros and cons of each one: They very generously

decided to buy an outside drinking fountain for the school
and were disappointed when the priticipal inforMed us it
would have to be installed through a work Ord& and was
probably too expensive. Because the fountain wasn't pos-

sible, the students decided to pass their profits along to
,tbe fo#th graders so that they would have funds to order
their inventory first thing in the fall.

,
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4. LOG ON soom SUPPLIES

by Sherry Malone* ABSTRACT
Hilsman Middle School, Grade 8 ' After studying a social science topic on conservation,
Athens, Georgia students in this eighth-grade class began work on a ANAeu
(November 1974-June 1975) Supplies challehge. They briefly rasearched the recycling

efforts in their local community and then focused on organ-
izing a school distribution center'to provide teachers with
reusable items that were normallyidiscarded (e.g., plastic
pill bottles, cardboard boxeX, baby food jars, scrap lumber).
While one group of students converted an unused closet into
the storage area for their supplies, other groups talked
with teachers to assess the demand for particular materials
and wrote ietters to local industries requesting overruns
and discarded items, such as carpet ends and lumber scrapi.
The students also scroungedt-unused items from their homes
and from around the schooI. In addition to operating the
distribution center throughout the school year, the students
also sponsored a successful school-wide book exchange. The
class members contributed books for the basic inventory, and
the other students at school then traded in their old'books
for new ones or purchased books for a small charge. The
class donated their earnings and leftover books to the
school library. Although formal USMES sessions on the
School Supplies challenge were discontinued after the re-
cycling center began operation, the students periodically
discussed any problems that arose in their collection and
distribution of discarded items.

el
4. kr, ,J

'I introduced the School Supp ies challenge to eighth-
grade students in an ungrouped social science class while
we were studying the natural resources in Georgia. For
three days we had focused on how the natural resources were
used by the various industries in the state and how short-
ages of certain resources affected industrial production
and, consequently, the people in our state. The idea of
recycling arose early in our class discussions of better
ways to manage resources. During a brainstorming session
on various materials that were sAtable for recycling, I
had an ideal opportunity to pose the question, "What can
our class do to make recycling of discarded items more

*Edited by USMES staff
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useful in our school?" After a time of random discussion

in small conversation groups, I appointed a very able stu-

.dent to be the class discussion leader.
The discussion leader repeated the challenge that I had

issued, wrote it on the board, and then asked the students
for ideas that they ftlt were applicable. I was extremely

pleased that as he listed the suggestions, he twice repeated
the challenge ana refocused the students' attention.when
they seemed to be straying from the subject. Once he re-

marked, "You must think of things the class can do, not what

you can do outside school."
Among the ideas generated by the students were the fol-

lowing:

1. Save rubber bands from newspapers for school use.

2. Save "twisters" from bread wrappings for an
undecided, future use.

3. Reuse posterboard (e.g., a blank side for a new
project; if both sides have been used, uee it
for collages or a sturdy backing for another

project).

4. Solicit old magazines and books from people in,

order to hold a book exchange or to make a

donation to the library.

5. Make recycled goods to sell and then use the

money for a class trip. (According to school

policy, students are not allowed to sell items

for a profit. Therefore, this idea was dropped

from further discussions.)

6. Sponsor a flea market featuring unused items
contributed from home.

7. Find out if light bulbs can be recycled.

8. Find uses for cardboard boxes.

9. Make new electric cdrds from old electric cords.
10. ,Collect items for use for "stuffing" (e.g., 'old

panty hose, old pillows', old furniture stuffing).

11. Collect shoe boxes.

12. Collect wooden crates to use for firewood.

11. Collect items, such as buttons, yarn, carpet
and fabric scraps, to use for art projects.

14. Collect coat hangers to sell at half a cent each.

15. Collect bed sheets to make bedspreads, curtains,

table coverings.

NeAr the end of this session someone suggested placing two

sheets of newsprint on the classroom wall so that any.addi-

tional ideas could be recordea. The students were agreeable
I 1')

t.;



to this plan, and they decided to identify their ideas by
writing their initials after their suggestlehs. (The stu7

dents at this age level are very conscious of being given
"credit" for their workl evaluation was a real problem to

them.)
The following day I used the overhead projector to dis-

play a transparency outlining all the ideas.suggested by

the students. After reviewing the list, the student dis-
cussion leader asked, "What are we going to do about the

ideas we've suggested?" The other students proposed, almost

unanimously, working in small groups because they felt it

would be easier to share their ideas.
As the students met in four groups, I went from one to

the other to listen to'some of their ideas. I Aoticed that

most students were still offering specilic "doing" ideas

rather than ways to fulfill the challenge. Each group had

somehow selected a recorder with no instruction from me or

the group leader. Because all the students were rather ex-
cited about their plans, the room,was filled with the sounds

of many conversations. I found it rather amusing when one

of the students, who generally creates the most noise, com-
mented to some of his classmates, "Be quiet! I can't hear

my own group!"
Although the groups seep4d somewhat hesitant to end their

discussions, after ten minutes had elapsed, the student dis-

cussion leader reassembled tile class. He listed the follow-

ing ideas as they were reported by each group:

0 Group I
Build a bookcase from bottles (they
verbally sketched their plan).
Survey people about recycling, for exampl,e,
jewelry dealers, to find what things are )
really valuable in oar society.
Make Christmas decorations from recycled

goods.

Group I/
Research recycling processes and costs
and pinpoint itato our city.
Gather returnable bottles for money.
Collect litter and determine how we might

recycle it.

Group III
, Sponsor a book exchange or flea market.

1.
L. ka rie'
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Group III (cont.)

Visit recycling plants to see what can
be done and how.

Collect old bottles and cans for recycling.
Find,out what and how local companies
recycle.

Group IV

Determine items needed by various Rlasses,
especially for art and science.

As the list mas written on the board, one student waved
her hand rapidly and said,'"I just thought of an idea. For
art and stuff, we could get things from the textile company,
like material and buttons." Her suggestion led to a mofe
refined idea from the class to investigate the possibility
of securing extra "stuff" from local industries.

After further discussing the various suggestions, the
students agreed to work in groups that would concentrate
on the following ideas':

ResearCh recycling techniques and plan
a visit ta a recycling plant.
Scrounge items for reuse at school.
Sponsor a book exchange and/or flea market.

The students readily admitted that they knew af no recycling
plants in our immediate area, and so I suggested that this
might be their first point of investigation.

At our next meeting the class decided,to elect alchairman
and an executive council to help coordinate their efforts.
It took almost half an hour for.the election of two co-

, chairmen and four executive committee membrers. (I have
never seen such a democratic class; they voted on absolutely
everything: how many people and which ones, whether to
close the nominations, etc. I could see that they had been
greatly influenced both by the recent state gubernatorial
and school elections and by a social studies unit on voting
procedures.) Their election was fair and well carried out.
Interestingly, the people elected represented a cross sec-,
tion of our class in both ability and sex.

At the next class meeting the cochairmen said that, on
the basis of time, the executive committee had conclude&
that the class should first work together on the recycling
aspect, in particular, the recycling of metal, glass, and
paper in our town. They appointed three group leaders andm
listed volunteers to work on each committee.
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We spent the following two sessions investigating these
three aspects and telephoning area companiesAhat might be
involved in recycling. The groups then reported to the

class. -

The Metal Group had located a local company thatlooth
purchased scrap metals and Alould allow our clasi to visit.
(Although our class never made a field trip to this company,
several of the students did visit with their parents.) The

Paper Group, with great frustration, told how they had been
unable to find any nearby center for recycling paper. The

Glass Group had called three local soft drink bottling com-
panies, all of whom said that they'did not collect glass
for recycling; the nearest place was in South Carolina. One

of the group members sald that his mother too,k glass for
recycling to one of the companies,.and he felt that perhaps
the Vtudents who telephoned had not phrased their questions
correctly.

As the groups concludea their reports, I questioned why
they should engage in so many money-making collection activ-

ities. Their reply was for a class trip to "Six Flags Over
Georgia," a "Disneyland" style recreation park in Atlanta.
I reminded the students of the policy, adopted the previous
year by our school board, that'all class field trips be
within a twenty-mile radius of our town and for academic

purposes only.
After a time of pouting and Oaconsolate faces, one'stu-

dent suggdsted that we could use some of the money for de-
veloping a'better school library, especially in the area of
refetence books needed by eighth graders for research proj-

ects. Someone else suggested that we could donate any
money towards a recycling effort in Athens. We all agreed

that both were good ideas that would probably be acceptable
to school authorities because we wouldn't be trying to raise
money for our personal use. The ilass concurred that fur-

ther discussion should be tabled until we actually had money

and needed-to use it.
At this point ble students completely dropped their

money-raising plans to se recyclable goodataacomp.a4i4aar

no one seemed concerned bou whether we had accomplished

the first phase or not. They ecided that we should refocus

our attentiOn on surveying the school to determine,what'
items were needed and then find out where to obtain them.

Just before the period ended, one of tEe girls asked,
"What are we supposed to do about these groups we're in?

s t.-

In our group we don't feel that we're gettint instructions
from the executive committee." Many other'students noaded

in agreement. Our cochairmen made no reply, and with aux4"

t,'`,J
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session coming to an end, I could only suggest tiat tomorrow
they could outline on the board some direction t e class
might take which we could then discuss more full .

The discontentment ,among the students did rouse at least

one cochairman into action. The following day she came to
class with a prepared ditto listing three groups which would
concentrate more on the second phase of our plans--scroung-
ing items for reuse at school. The ditto (see Figure C4-1)

seemed to rejuvenate everyone's spirits, includifielmine.
The students began volunteering for the groups, but only
three people signed up for the,Investigating School Needs
or Survey Group, and so one of'the cochairmen joined. I

felt this was because she readily saw no leadership among
the members who, although enthusiastic, were not academ
ically advanced. 'The Investigating Industries Group was
very lopsided because almost everyone wanted to participate
in this group's activities, and approximately one-third of
the class volunteered to,help set up the store. After some
time, the students did attatn more of a balance in the mem-

berShips of the groups.
For the remainder of November the students worked pri-

marily in the three groups, but we also held periodic class
discussices during which we talked about the items that were
being collected. Each group also reported on the progress
to.date, ,any difficulties encountered, and plans for the

future. A brief description of each group's activities
follows;

Recycle Store Group
Members of this group explained the purpose of our class

activibies to the principtit who gave permission for us to.
house our collected supplies in an unused storage closet.
It was really small and very dirty, but the students were,

/-nevertheless, quite excited.
Before this group could even clean the-storage room for

our usg, they had to find new storage locations and then
move all odd accumulation of materials, including two lawn
mowers, assorted folding chairs, a bird cage, an old kiln,
many 25-pound packages of clay, science lab stools, two old
doors, and lots of junk. The riding lawn mower proved to
be the most exasperating object because of its size and

weight. In spite of concentrated efforts of measuring and
turning it at different angles, the students were unable to
move it through the.partitioned door into,another storage
shed. They eventually had to seek assistance from the jan-
itor who retoved the door'from its hinges.

The students formed an assembly line to transfer the 150
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packages of clay to two top shelves; one student stood on
the floorythe second on a chair, and the thlYdon a shelf
as they passed the clay upward. When the various materials
had been relocated, the group cleaned several inches of
dust from the usable shelves and lined them with construc-
tion paper, They mopped the floor, and at last they were
ready to start moving in the collected items which, in the
meantime, had been sorted by the other groups.

en the final cleaning details were 14ing completed,
sever l members of this group helped with other activities.
.0ne o the boys designed and made a poster showing a "..4ck"
'truck with "Hilsman Recycling Plant" written on the side-
whith herMsplayed on the storage room dopr as our trade-
mark. Recause the students were aware that it was against
school policy to sell items for a profit, everyone seemed
to adopt his poster ideasof calling our recycling store a
"plant."

Several boys from this group also discovered some old
miniature houses that had been built in our shop many years
ago. They dismantled them outside and then moved the wood
to our plant, where they spent several sessipns pulling out
all thSbnails. The wood scraps and even some of the nails
were definitely reusable.

Investigating School Needs Group

This group completed a letter to be sent to every head
teacher, and one of the group members typed it (see Figure
C42). During the same period that the letters were dis-
tributed, the students received one immediate request for
baby food jars. The group's chore was then how to locate
them--ask people, put up posters, contact people with young
children. One girl later wrote a letter asking a teacher
who had small children to save empty baby food jars. She
replied favorably, and our source for baby food jars was
settled.

Although most teachers promptly responded to the letter,
the students found that they needed to write a personal
reminder to several of them (see Figure C4-3). With the
list of needed items growing, the group displayed the re-
quests on posterboard so that the entire class could help
with the collection. The list was reviewed during a class
meeting, and many students.responded with "oh" and "ah" as
if they were aware that some of theme items were.at their
homes.
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List of Needed Items

Carpet samples
Paneling samples
Fabric samples
Buttons
Discarded paint
Rope
!Wire

Thread

Wood scrapsNsawdust)
Boxes of Link silk

Jars of any size
Cans of any size
Material scraps
Construcfion straps
Rejecped proditets

Twine

The students suggested various ways to collect some of

the hard-to-find items. For example, for a request for

telephone books; one student suggested that everyone could

.bring in old ones,from home singe new ones were then being

distributed; for sawdust, someone noted that sweeping the

floor in the shop area would probably fulfill our need.
When one teacher said she was "desperate" for forty-five

stationery-size boxes, the class had an immediate reqUest

to fill. One student suggested that pencil boxes would be

the approximate size to fulfill the purpose, and the class

was able to scrounge the needed boxes from afbynd the

school.
The Investigating School Needs Group next started work-

ing on various other aspects of the collection. One boy

made a container for discarded pencils, and three girls cut

out letters rea,ding "Recycle." Thpy then cellected and

glued on litter from around the school to give their_letters

a three-dimensional effect. Their purpose was twofold: (1)

to attract attention front students and teachers 4nd (2) to

make them aware that many items that were routinely discard-

ed could be reused. Although the girls had originally
planned to hang the sign on a back wall inside the storage
area, the class was so pleased with the final effect that

thty decided to place it'on the wall outside the plant so

that everyone could see it.
After the sign had been up for several days, it, unfor-

tunately, disapReared overnight. The students felt that

none of their schoolmates would take it; their only answer

was that one of the janitors had thought it was actually

litter and had thrown it away.

Investigating IndustriesiGroup
Using the Yellow PageP in the telephone book, this group

selected twenty-five local industries, including textile,

paint,"and lumber,,which they thought might be able to pro-

vide discarded or overrun items. They quite a while

109
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drafting.a form letter with an introduction :isliining what
,m

they were doing and why'they needed the disc dew items.
As they began to refine the leiter, they even asked me for
a copy of a business letter to use as'a guide. 'They also
attache& the'list of items that'had already been requested

Gaines School Rd. so that the industries wogd have an idea of the types of
Athens, Ga. 30601 . materials we could use.

'

When their4letter had been perfected'and neatly copied,
.

ONoVember 22, 1974
by hand, the stvdents wen''t to the principal to'secure ap-
proval for mailing. One of the group members then typed

Gentlemen: the letter on a ditto master (see Figure C4-:'4). It looked
very professional except lor one misspelling ("recycleing"),We are conterne4,8t rade students from Hilsman Middle School.

/ but the group decided to cross it out rather than retype...
We are now.involved in:altecyblXing project. We are looking around the letter. Two studelits learned'to use the ditto 'machine

for discirded t4ems that Chuld be of use to our school. Our teacher and made the needed copies. in the meantime, thesother
students obtained twenty-five.envelopes and addressed.them.

isMrs. Malone,
There was quite a debate over how they should.sign the

Anything your aStAhlishment throWs'out or is of no mare use to letter--their names, my name, Room #41, Hilsman Eighth
, Grade. 'They finally degded to use "Representativeb'Wyou: we would apitreclate. These items can be anything from rejects

Hilsman Recycling Plant" plus the namei of several committee
to .samples.'to Kraps to uhusable material O hl alts. ur scoo can use o

c members.','The*signatures were rotated so that.everyone had
of.these things. the opportunity to-sagn two or three letters.

Another dilemma arose olrer the proper way to fold a busi-Out time is limited so please give us a prompt reply. Tell

ness letter. One student remarked .that in typing class "you
us (if we can) what we can Come and pick.up and when. Seelenclosed fold the.salutation first," but another student disagreed.
list. They finally compromised and folded the letter between the

firseand second paragraphs. With this issue settled, anlySincere.. "4
assembly line quickly formed with three students folding
the letters and iWo stuffing the envelopes.

Figure C4-4 This group'hed been quite concerned about rce ving re-
plies from the.industries. THey deliberated hether to..
endlose a self-addressed envelope or a postc rd or just to
assume that at least some industrtes wotad spond., ,Before
the lettetd were staled, they decided to entlose a stamped,
selfiaddressed.,postcard to facilitate the return of their
requested inforiation. In addition to mailing these let-

,. ters, two students telephoned local businessmen they kneW
and were prpmi/ed that they would be informed if any.dis-
carded items were available.

A

As.the stqdents completed their particular group taska,
theygreadily bound other chores that needed to be done, from'
scrounging materials at school to sorti11144 collected
items:.One of the boylio felf that teachers always
needed extra pencils for students who didn't have them, per-

. sonally set out to collect "lost" pencils from around the
school, especially from tfle front hall; the gym, and Outside

1.

0
1

r the bUilding. He returned with forty-two pencils, most,of

1.f



them collected under gym bleachers.

One student suggested to the class that we collett from
the typing room the paper which had been used on only one
side. Everyone felt that this was a good idea, and the
recycled paper actually became ane of our most requested
items. A student yisited the typing class several times a
week to replenish our supply.

Thd class had originally planned to collect a wide as-
sortment of materials, in addition to those specifically
requested, and then to generate further interest in re-
cycling by publicizing our large inventory. Durfog a class
meeting students suggested collecting plastic rni1 jugs and
plastfc wrappers from newspapers and bread. Thisprompted
a discussion.of the flow of goods, and the class decided
that we shouldn't clutter our plant with available but
useress items. Because plastic wrappers and milk jugs were
not in demand at that time, they decided to postpone cO-
lecting in quantity .any of these items until they were
needed. As the.students considered various items that had
been recluested, they devised the following list of goods
which they felt would be constantly in demand and,.there-
fore, would require a large supply:

.'"

fj '14
f

;
' 0
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1. Boxes
2. Plastic margarine tubs
3. Wood scraps
4. Small jars
S. Cylindrical cans (from oatmeal, coffee, lard)

They decided not to include temporary needs, such as the
sawdust requested by the- art classes for making puppets.

As supplies accumulated, students who had completed their
grbup work sorted, cavegorized, and stacked them on
shelves.* Our inventory included the following items:

Assorted glass jars
Baby food jars
Boxes

.Plastic Bags
Plastic food tubs
Pill bottles
Wire

Scrap
Old mkkl bookcase
Old clot-hes (for fabric)
Rope

Plastic Silverware trays
Tin Cans

Paper bags '

*Th'e students mi1gh also ake a, ow chart,oPthe storage

)

m fl

area to'decide.on the best placement Of materials by
Tracing the most,requested items in the most accessible
jocatlon.--Eb.

111
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Figure C4-5

Scrap wood
Two pie plates
Sponges

Egg cartons
Pencil stubs
Old telephone books

Two, boys became self-appointed inventory-keepers And

shelf-stockers. Every three days they recorded the..items

and quantities on hand (see Figure C4-5). Later they re-

fined their method and used a tally system to record,the

idiventory in ai old ledger.. Using a checkbook method, they

'.eft spaces for adding and subtracting the number of goods

received and distributed so that their inventory sheet for

each item was similar to the following:

Date . In Item Out

4/8/75 01101 Paper Bags Lai 1

4/11/75 WI l.141

4/16/75 Illt 0
4 .

. .
.

Two other boys, who had spent such a long time removing

nails from the scrap wood; drew a rough sketch of plans fdr

more shelves to use in our plant (see Figure C4-6). When

they presented tfiem to the class, other studen s gommented

that the shape was "odd" and that the shelves hould be

larger. The boys gave a vety good' defense of their deaign,

explaining that the dimensions represented the measurements

of the scrap woodthey were using. They felt that in order

to meet their challenge to make discarded items more useful,

they needed to use this discarded wood rather than cutting

up larger pieces. This argument seemed t8 satisfy the rest

Of the class.
When the boys latei,began construction, they found that

they were unable to brace the shelves adequately. There-

fore, they adopted a new design for two separate tables

which, when completed, really improved the appearance of

the plant. It ceased-looking quite as messy because there

was more storage space for supplies.

We had also begun to receive a few replies frop.indus-

tries, but they were generally disappointing. A local

bottling company said that they.collected glass for recycll-

ing and they commended the students for their efforts. We

were also offered free plywood scraps; some measuring as

large as.4' x 6', if we would pick them up in an adjacent

town. One'postcard offered both wood and,carpet scraps,

but the man who had signed it failed to indicate either his'

company'or his Address... Because the students could only

guess which of several companies he might represent, they
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used a telephone.book to find his home number. Unfortunate-

ly, it had been disconnected and no new number wat available.

In spite of their efforts, the students were never able to.:

associate the man with his company.* We,were all extremely

disappointed that so many industries had failed to respo40,

especially because'the students had gone to the tronble and

expense of including the stamped pdstcards with their let-

ters.
From the time that tEe Survey Group had first talked

with the teachers, we had been 'filling their requests. Tht

Survey Group also devised ads for our daily bulletin that

reminded the teachers about oUr supply of materials (see

Figure C4-.7). The students were really elated when they
received'requests Whicli they were able to fill immediately.

.

Sch601 Day

'BUSMAN DAILY BULLETIN

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Nov.22, 1974

An eighth grade:sbCia). studies class is concerned with recycling.
They have opened the Ailsmart Re-cycling Plant on ale lowerohall:

If you have '11,}T items at hoMe that could be used in science or art

:classes, etc., please bring theM to school. We especially need small
.glasEt jars, woodnPcraps, cylinders (such as coffee or oatmeal cans),

plastic food tubs, any siie. Please send these items to Room 41.

AIMUNCEMENTS
64th EchOpl.Day Nov. 27, 1974

Teachers! Do you,hAve any need Sor:py of the following

10:20. to the Re-cycle Store: . .

-sCrap`wood
phone bi5oks .

paper:Ased on one

egg cartons

piper:bags

items? Come between 9:30-

,
mby food jars
ylastic medicine bottles

side ,'tin plates

/ Cans:or.scrap:metal

'and,mani%other items!

glass jars
pencil stubs
plastic bags
butter 6 other plastic

containers

During bne busy day'We"filled)iour separate requests:
;;.fifteen te,lephone bdpics to the--businesb class; tifteen pill

'bottles and sevtral Jars,to sciencei.recyllled palier to two

.
communications classes; an baby foodAars ,to the aft'room.
At times'some requested item9wr noi.in our inyentorg
"(e.., empty foodboxas with marked prices for math qv),
And the Inventory Grew a1erted.41e class to a new need: A

,

*The students.Might number efiC 'eply C.51,d before mailing

1 them, fA list Of,all the indus riea'and.the number of the
, .

.
poatcard assigned to each coUldshen'Ais:used to identify

' each,reply.--ED.
1 8 3la

4
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few requests did cause some real "finding" probleins, such
as a very ,lengthy.request for items including metal disks,
bamboo, and metal cans.

One very interesting request was for a 34 cM'X 50 cm'box.
Because most of the students were just beginning to work
with the metric system, there was quite a disdussion of
exactly what size/box was needed and how many inches were
in a centimeter. To this latter query, the..Students' an-
swers included "a degree," "five inches," "one-hundredth of
a millimeter," and "about three inches." Toobtain the
correct answer, they decided to'ask the math teachers but
found they were all in class.
'As the students were.looking at their standard measure-

ment rulers that they used every day, they "discovered" for
the first time that the reverse side was marked in metric
units. Filth their new-found knowledge, they set out to
measure boxes ranging from file cabinets to pencil boxes but
were unable to find the needed size. One student finally
cut,out a pattern from old newspaper so that they would have
an idea of the approximate size.

When the students were able to visualize the needed size,
they hypotheeized that the box in which notebook paper was
ent to the school office would at least approximate the

s\ze. This proved to be a close guess--the box measured
32 m x 50 cm and was acceptable to the teacher requesting
it. I really felt that this activity involved as many
students in thoughtful, active work as had anyping else to
date. The students really seemed intenton solving this
measurement "puzzle," and I'm sure that their.knowledge
carried over into math class.

The news of our recycling effort seemed to_l)e spreading
throughout our community. One day the mother of a sixth-
grade student, who was nat in any of my classes, brought in
two very large stacks of assorted glass jars, everything
from baby food jars to wine bottles. She explained that
her familp was Verested in helping our class becausa they,
too, felt that recycling was important.

Toward the end of November our student_discusSion leader
surprised everyone by distributing to the class a dittped
sheet which announced new groups for a flea market or hook
exchange (see Figure C4-8). He explained that we needed to
look ahead to another phase because most of the groups had
basically completed their work or were just waiting Ifor
additional information to arrive. There was some confusion
about who would continue to work on the scrounging-phase
and what new groups were actually needed:

With everyone talking.at ynce and offering suggestiOns,()
V 0



the Leader turned to me and said, "I was so organized this
morning and now I'm so confused." He decided it would be
best to list all the needed groups on the board and explain

.the purpose o each.

Scrounging.: Continue to find goods, stock
shelves, keep inventory, and generally main-
tain the functioning of our recycling plant.

Place: Find a location for flea market and/or
book exchange; check with principal for
authorization.

Publicity: Advertise our activities.

Fair/Exchaue: Manage the actual event.

The students understood the thorough explanation, and
volunteers again signed up to work on the committees. One

itudent mentioned that the entire class should extend the
scrounging effort because that part of their challenge had
Rot been adequately fulfilled. Although there was unanimous
agreement on this point, the students felt that until they
received additional requests from teachers and responses
from industries'about new supplies, there was little Oley
could do.

Three girls who volunteered for thd Place Committee were
very concerned that the class could not do a good job of
sponsoring both a flea market and a book exchange before our
agreed deadline, the December holidays, which were only
three weeks away. Therefore, they agreed that the class
sh'ould sponsor only the book exchange with a possible date
set.for Friday, Decembef 13.

Various methods for' exchanging books were discussed, and
one girl said, "Let's not Charge much because everyone
should have.a book if he wants one." They decided that one
book could be swapped for another and that a small fee of
10c would be,charged to anyone who didn't havea book to.
trade. Any money they earned and any leftover books would
be donated to our library. With their basic plans4&ormed,
the girls spoke with the principal, who gave permi-Ssion for
them to proceea with the exchange.

At our next session the girls reported to the class, and
everyone concurred that they had made the right decisions.
The girls aaded that every person in the class was expected
to donate five books for the exchange. The cochairmen 1Qter
organized the students into the following three groups to

115
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work on advertising methods:

1. Make intercoM announcements each afternoon, put
notices in both the student.and teacher
bulletins.

2. Devise and ditto leaflets for the classrooms.

3: Make posters.
f ^

For4the next three weeks the class concentrated on the
arranIfts for the book exchange. However, various activ-
ities- oncerning our scrounging effort and recycling plant,

also co inued as they were needed. The activities of the
threeyub idi'y 'groups7-intercom, leaflets, and posters--are
described in the following 'paragraphs.

The Intefcom Group wrote ads that were read over the
public ad4;phs system fpr three days preceding our sale.
Most were humorous "pbems" and evoked comments--"That's
corny"--from.the students whonevertheiess, enjoyed.them.
This group also wrote announcements for the daily bUlletin.
(See draft of one Announcement in Figure C4-9.)

The Leaflet Committee initially planned to use recycled
paper to print a notice for every studekt in school. /How-

ever, when they found' that they would need 900 le'aflets,
they were so stunned that they amended their plans. In-

stead, they chose to post one leaflet in each classroom.
After completing the draft (see Figure C4-10), the students /

dfttoed their leaflets on recycled paper'and later posted
them in the tifty or so classrooms.

The Leaflet Group then reconsidered their first plan to
give a notice to each student in school. They found that
by spacing five short notices on a single ditto, they could
reduce the sheets of paper needed to'only 180. (See copy

of notice in Figure C4-11.)

Dont forget about the bobk exchange on December 12 and 13!!! Bring
your old boolui and or ten cents. Your teacher will get you to the
library during either of these days.

Hot4ever, while they were duplicating; therstill ran out of
recycled paper from our plant. Because r.yould not let them

) '

I
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interrupt classes to ask for paper, they decided tq try4
using notebock paper. They scrounged an unbelievable quan-
tity of partically used paper just from the members of our
class, and it sufficed for the 'emergency situation. They

used a paper cutter and sorted the. notices into groups of
100 (for approximately 100 students in each of nine teams)
which were then delivered on the day befdre our exchange to

all head teachers.
After unsuccessfully trying to locate used posterboard,

the Poster.Committee resorted to using large construction

paper. When they had completed the thirteen-poster/designs,
they presented them to the class for approval. The commit-

tee also drew a hastily sketched map of the ,;,hool to de-
termine the best locationa for displaying th sters.
4See Figure C4-12.)

In arranging the schedule for the book exchange, the
students felt that they could not easily accommodate all
900 students in one day. Therefore, they decided to hol.0

ehe exchange on two successive days--Thursday, December 13,
for sixth and seventh graders and Friday, December 14, for

eighth graders. They usa a master schedule from thd office
to work out the time plots for each/language ar4 class,
taking both lunch periods and class changes into considera-

tion. Letters indicating visiting times were written .and

delivered to each head communications teacher.
__As the students began to bring in their required five
books, a group formed to code "ReP" (for Recycling Plant)
in red pencil on the title page. They explaineg that this

was to prevent people from "ripping off" their books. All

Rewly traded books were to be coded during the exchange.
Within three days we accumulated approximately 200 books,

and the students realized that they needed to sort them into

categories. Someone from thip grouplseemed to be forever
running out to get Another bok,for a new category they had

just thought up. It also seemed at first that nothing
would ever really be accomplished because the students were
"ahing" over the books they wanted and recalling the ones

they'd read. They finally decided on the following cate-

gories:

ReferenCe
Sports

Mystery
Adventure (fiction and nonfiction)

Animals
Sophisticated (defined, as harder,to read or for

"smarter" student)
Puzzles/Activities, Jokes

1,92
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qv+ bczy mentioned thal with such a low price we could con-

The Sorting Group developed their own system, so to
speak, for categoriting books with which they were unfamil-
iar. Either they asked'ythether anyond had read the book,
they read the jacket flap, or they briefly scanned the pages
at,several intervals. in spite of somt student opposition,
they decided to withhdld from thekr supply four books which
they felt would have too many "X-rated" scenes and also a

.controversial book by,Abbie Hoffman. I thought it was good
tliat the students could decide.without adult prodding that
some books might not be acceptable for a s ool event.

As they looked over the c011ected book7I, the students had
a real change of heart concerning their roposed 10c charge.

,C .0 ceivably sell aLrour books to just one class, thereby dis-t.

1701; . couraging trade and depleting our supply'. When 61is issue
tt.

A
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was presented to the entire class, the students agreed.that
our policy should be Adjustek They decided that 'a pricing
committee should price each book between 10C and 75. Thi,s

change in plans necessitated'a quick revision for the Poster
Group who quickly ammended their signs to read "10c and up"
or."10c 1,'t" depending on available space. Corrections
were also made on the leaflets and bulletins.

The Pricing Committee immediatelY noticed price inconsis-
tencies when all members were individually pricing books.
They reorganized and formed a small assembly line i:rith two
students attaching masking tape price tags,.two marking
prices, and two resorting. Although the class had set an
upper limit of 75, there were still several books for which

'they just couldn't charge such a low price. One was a sin-
gle encyclopedia volume which the libraw couldn't use. The
group'priced it at $2.00 and laughingly told me, "There is
always an exception to the rule." Another exception was a
new $6.95 hardcover book, The NFL Today, Tpich they priced
at $1.50.

Because the students were afraid that fheir supply might
be depleted before all classes hal an opportunity to visit
the exchange, they decided to lim t each.customer's, pur-
chase to three books. They agreed to place no restrictions

.on the number of books traded.
MakAng tokens for traded books was the next undertaking,

of the Price Group. They asked theclass for advice on )-

what materials to use, and the following ideas were sug-
gested:

Marked bottle caps
Poster or construction paper cu,touts
Play Money 1..

.....

Rubber stamp to marl( customer hands
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For one reason or anothera.each
suggestion seemed to credte

another pKobkm. The cueobts and bottle caps were too

easily duplicated or destroyed; the rubber stamp, was messy;

no one hed any play money. The final suggestion was to see

wheeher anything in our plant could be used.

The group did find the makings for theA tokens id our

plant. They used heavy cardboard cylinders which had come

from the centers of wrapping paper. After measurihg the

length of the Cylinders and marking thirty equal portions,

they cut them out with an "X-Acto" knife. The plain card-

board ones were used for Thursday's exchange and the yellow

ones for Fridayls,',just in case there Was any problem. They

were not sure what problem might developbut they wanted to

be prepared for various possibilities.

The class obtained permisdion to hold our book exchange

in one area of the library. A group of students investi-

gated the layout and drew-a rough traffic flow diagram

cating a proposed setuR and flow of customert. (See Figure

C4-13 for a later, refined version.) BecAmse other students

would be simultaneously using the library and because my'

students. were concerned about securieSr, separating our area%

was a reai concern. The group finally secured foldidg

screens from' the Home Economics department. Signs were made

...to indicate the traffic enory and exit routes andalso the

took categories. The students measured a table in my room

and took off the removable legs so that it wt.d.lbe easier

to move to the exchange area. We then had thr e tables for

displaying 'books. Areas were designated for exchanging

tdkens and for making payments. One girl used contact paper

to decorate an/old jewelry case whO.ch Was used as our money

box because it/could be locked...,Students brought in $3.

worth of 'dimes And nickels to use for making change.

Another major activity involved the scheduling of student

.workers. The group that had planned the physical layout

decidedsix workers were needed: two'people to check in and

check out books, tokens, and/or money; one person to work at

each of the three display cables; one person to be the "se-

curity patrol:" and to oversee the entire operation. Every-

one was very eager to work, but I did put on one restriCtion:

each worker must have a signed note from the teacher of`the

class from which the student would be excused; anyone fail-

'ing A class or in danger of failing would not Be permitted

'to miss, that class. This did dampen the spirits of several

students who had anticipated missing a particulaY class. '

However, everyone in the flase was able to work at least one

shift. One of the students made sa master list of workers

and responsibilities which wits dietributed to everyone .

(see Figure C4-14). A master schedule was posted in our

1
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room, and names were checked off'as the students returned

the notes signed by thelr teachers.
On the day before our first exctlange, we held a class

discussion to go over last minute detiails.. One student dis.,

.cussion leader reviewed the various respon&ibilities of the
workers and drewa diagram A the exchange layout so that
everyone would better understand where they were to be lo-

-cated. ,The question was raised whether one or two people
would stay on the exchange staff all aay to provide some

continui of organization. Moly volunteers imilediately

. offered to assume this duT We were fingillyable to choose

keks as roplc triterdIrie you yoiheic Wkaild able to attend the exchanie for most of the day.

CK cbcpj c foken .lou wilisctlso }Ake up On the day of our exchange I picked up several students

Ycv so that we'mould arrive at school early enougt. to prepare
yn a Money -foker), They have money

J. Checkna Pecnle- we. need one (1) person in -hake up . two students with no press ng class activities who(would be

,rnoncy culd Ive evezything for the arrival of the first class. 1,3ecause I
4 \144. nee() (I) person ho LIke up tokens as they ratItheck ,

had classes to teach, the actual running of the exchange was

di naliyo and"the students were permipted to come to my room
i+el'r book, to rna) sure. +hey ar t f1af. lIhrar/ kooks.

let? enSirely to the students.' I was ableto look in occa-

if they eerienced overwhelming difficulties. They did
-2.14t1p People - nee3 Otle (1) at each table to make sve.

visit, three times: (I) to get ghange for a $5.00 bill; (2)

tNey 1-1) off (steal) a book P+15°)VIelP lionto find a to find a substitute worker for one whia had-become ill; (3)

k)ook..
to ask if they could go to \1.unch in pairs rather shan one

Wc need ont (1) person 4 , rx\-(01 °A0113
When I first looked in on the exchange, it was apparent

at a dine.

ckd malt su(e a pefson doe5not steal a)1brary book. .that we had not prol.rided'a large enough area fbr our custom-

*eciAso I jt 6)i*i 00-Of 600k EICX ami,sort tilt-14000 ers to browse through the books. In such an open Space as

in our library, it was very difficult to have the'flom of

people that we had desired, and security was impossible;
jThe workers reported that the first class had purchased
cheap books which they then gave tofriends to exchange-for

more expensive books. This, coupled with lost books, 'meant

that me were trading many of our.own books.during the first

few hours. The students.themselves correqed this situation

by refusing to accept any boolss which contained our coded

ReP. As one of our books was bought or sold, the check-out

person drew a line'through ourcode and initialed it.

Afterwards, we had no further problems of this nature.

Although the tudents triecd to keep a tally of the number

of books traded td purchased,-they found it difficult be-

cause at times thiuigs were moving ve y quickly, and the

change lz shifts increased the likelihood of inconsistency.

The students had prepared a survey twassess the effective-

ness of their different advertising methods, but they found

it almost impossible to administer.- Some customers didn't

have pencils, and those who did crowded around the checkout

table and caused confusion for the worlqrA. Some of the
JL
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Figure C4-14
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workers forgot to distribute it, and finally the Survey '

Group decided that the results would be so inaccurate that
they discontinued it.

During the first day of the exchange,,the students noted
that the teachers accouttted for the largest quantities of
purctiases and, therefore-, for the most sales. The sixth
graders,bought more juvenile books and didn't seem to be
particularly interested in the sports category. Many of the
eighth graders-ere 'so excited'about the-exchange that they
kept floating into'our area, even Olough they weren't sched-
uled to attend until the second day. Finelly the workers

made a list on the bottom of their tal4 of those students
'who kept pestering theth. They also made a list of problems
(see Figure C4-15) that they had encountered or had observed

By the end of the first day we haa traded ov\e,r 200 books

and had sold 76 books. (See tally'in Figure C4-16.) The

workers were reaily exhausted, OS,they made 4 very good

suggestion: "Do one grade each day by themselves." They

were also concerned that they would have neither the quan-
tity nor the 3higher reading.level Of.ibooks needed fOr the

eighth graders. An SOS was sent tp all members of our clas
to bring additional books for the next day.

For the second day of the exchange, the students widened
our area so that both the customers and the workers would
have more room. .Our class brought in over forty additional
books, some of which were the best we had obtained. They

were quickly priced and categorized.
The news of our exchange had really spread, and the older

students were literally bringing in sacks of books; one boy
brought fouiteen good, eighth-grade level books to trade.
As our first day had been such a hit with,the sixth and
seventh 'graders, many of them brought in books that,they
wanted to trade the second day. We had to make a quick pol-

icy decisidn regarding returning cvstomers. My students
felt that because eighth graders had not yet had an opportu-
nity to visit our exchange, they shodld rightfully have
their day without'disturbance from the lower grades%

The second day was much calmer in all respects, and the
workers had no need to lisy problems. Over 130 books were
.traded and 75 were sold. "the students observed thaç the
science fiection books were again the most popular, *ith

mysteries a close second. Novels went,well but could not
be adequately. judged because the number donated was small.
Old high schdol and college texts did not move well either
day, andfonly a very few juvenile books were traded to the
eighth graders.

By the end of our two-day exchange we had earned $27.85

0.7.11
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from sales, and there were still Approximately two and

one-half boxes of leftover books. We really.felt that the

book exchange had been a huge success, and the students
were very pleased when they were able to donate the funds tp

our library.
'Because of so many student requests, we considered sPon-

soring a secon4 exchange in the spring, but it never really

got off the ground. It seemed that all my students had COR-
tributed so many,books the first time around that we.could
not colleCt enough books for another basic inventory. We

finally rpsorte4 to our original 'Slap donating leftover

books eb the library. The librarian selected approprtate

ones and returne1 the others to us. The students used these

to set up a."freebie" table from which anyone in school
couldIselect;freebooks to keep for personal use.

"After the.holidays we scheduled no further formal USMES

sesiioVis forthe School.Supplies unit. However, work did

continue throughoutthe sdhool year in an indirect manner

relating to. the col cio.11 and distribution of meterials.
One,ofthe problwencountered was an oversupply of

items.. The studentS.: 'Theen po reliable &put collecting
materials that_oul-'iety ling plant seemed to,be overflo ng.

During a clasdiscusidn one student suggested writing a
letter to the visiting 4 director of three nej.ghboiing
elementary schools, offering our supplies for her use. The

director was delighted ..end telephoned one of the students

to request many items wrapping paper, egg cartons,

various coloré of string and yarn, burlap, buttons, and jars
in assorted sizes). ,Because we had so many egg cartons in

stock,'this item was easily obtained. In fq,ct, the students

started collecting them,agein and kept sending her so many
that-eile.4inally had to call back to say, "Stop!" The jars

were also readily supplied.'
It took more thoug4 to.obtain the batons, yarn, and

string. One group of fodr students got in touch with people
at several textile plants who had not replied to our letter.

The students felt that they would have more leverage in
their second requests when they mentioned the lack of re-

sponse. Ohe company dtd offer string, but it was so tan-

gled on the rolls that it appeared useless. The students

dtcided to accept it anyway, just in case it might be used.
oth yarn and overrun buttons were sold by two firms

,../through their outlet gtores. The students felt that even

though these materials were not free, the prices were very,

reasonable. They decided that the knowledgt they had,found

was so ustful that they passed it on tolteachers at our

school and at the elementary school.

232
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The students were also eZ;led to learn that our,art'
teacher bought bulk carpet yarn from her hometown about
seventy-five miles away. The students felt that tile savings
were,so substantial that our entire district would benefit
from sending a representative there twice a. year to make

purchases for our system's art needs. Although they never
followed through on their idea to inform the school board,
they 'did tell our second art teacher and the visiting ele-

.

mentary art director.*
Although. the students tried to find burlap from feed -

companies, none was available. The elementary teacher,
nevertheless, seemed very appreciative of all Our efforts.
I felt the students had done a lipf service, and they were
able t9 make further use of d#vlarge inventory.

In our own school the art aepartment continued to request
)ars and bottles. AB of March 29 we had.supplied fifty-
seven bottles to use'in,makiligcollage vethes. A,request

from the science classes for ptescription-type medicine
, bottles resulted in almost 100 being collected in less than
a week. The students were really surprised that people
woul& consume so many pills. ThiS led to a very serious
discussion of our society's escapellechanisms.

Near the end of the school year we discussed what we
should do witli remaining sepplies. The students decided
that some items, including over 100 plastic milk jugs,
should be thrown away at the county dump. Other materials
that still had some value were saved or offered'to students.
Items that could be recycled were taken to appropriate lo-
cations and either donated or sold by the students.. We
felt very hesitant about disposing of some things, such as
paper bags from grocery stores. Our intuition did pay off
in this instance; our bags became OWE "luggage" for carrying
school supplies and gym clothes when the students cleaned
out their lockers.

Our recycling101ant had fulfilled many needs during the

year. Perhaps one of the least impressive but most success-
ful functions of our plant was to provide old ditto paper
for reuse on one side. The students became so conscious of
waste that they were shocked when one teacher printed a
memo on clean paper leaving nearly three-quarters of each

*The students might become interested in investigating the
supplies purchased by the school to see whether substantial
savings coUld be made by buying different items or the same
items from different sources.--ED.
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sheet unused. This teacher must surely have been an excep-
tion because many others told me that the awareness brought 4'

to them and their students by our efforts was very, impres-
sive and meaningful.

s
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D. References

1: LIST OF "HOW TO" ARDS Below are'listed 'the current "How To"Xard titles that
studenté working on the Schobl Suppae challenge might find

useful. A complete listing of both the ','How To" Cards and

the Design Lab 'tHow To" Cards is containedtinthe.USMES
Guide. In addition, the Design iab Manua? contains the last
of Design Lab "How To" Cards..

. GRAPHING ' GR 1 How to Make a Bar Graph Picture of Your Data ,

GR 2 How to Show the Differences.in Many Measurements or.
i Counts of the Same Thing by MAking a Histogram%

, GR 3 How to Make a Line Graph Picture,of.Your Datil

. GR 4 How to Decide Whether to Make a Bar Graph Pitliture or

a Line Graph Picture of Your Data .

. GR 5 How to Find Out If.There is Any Relationship 4etween
Two Things by Making a Scatter Ghiph

1
, GR 6 Ha/ to Make,Predictions by Using a Scatter Graph

/---

GR 7 How to Show Several Sets of Data.on One Gra6 '
1,

r
MEASUREMENT

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING

M 1 How to Use a Stopwatch
M 2 How to Measure'Distances 4

M 9 How to Make a Conversion Graph to Use in Changing
Measurements from One Unit to Anothei Unit ,

M 10 How to Use a Conversion Graph to Change Anyieasure-
ment in One Unit to4Another Unit

PS 2 How to Record Data by TalTing
PS 3 How to Describe Your Set of.Data by Finding the

Average
PS 4 Haw to Describe Your Set of Data by Using the Middle

Piece (Median)

PS 5 How to Find the Median of a Set of Data from a
Histogram

-

R 1) How to Compare Fractions or Ratios by Making a
Triangle Diagram*

R 2 How to Make a Drawing to Scale
R 3 How to Make Scale Drawings Bigger or Smaller

*Now called slope diagram.
0.
4. u
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New'titles to be added:

How to Round Off Data
How to Design and Analyze a Survey

kow to Choo e a Sample
How to Desi4n an Experiment
Mow to Make and Use a Cumulative Distribution Graph

A cartoon-style set of "How To" Cards for primary grades

* is being developed from the present complete set. In most

cases titles are different and contents have been rearranged

amovg the various tit/es. This additional set will be avail-

able in 1977.
,

k
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2. LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS

DESIGN PROBLEMS

GRAPHING

GROUP DYNAMICS

.w

As students work on MOS challenges, teachers may need 7
background information that is not readily accesiable else-

where. /Me BaCkground Papers fulfill this need and often
include descriptions of activities and investigations that

istudents might carry out
Below are listed titlee of current Background Papers

that teachers may find pertinent to School Supplies. The

papers are grouped in the categories shown, but in some
cases the categories overlap. For example, somelpapers

about graphing also deal with probability and statistics.
The Background Papers are being revised, reorganized, kW

rewritten. As a result, many of the titles will change.

DP 13 People and Space by Gorman Gilbert

GR 3 Using Graph6 to Understand Data by Farle Lomon

GR 4 Representing Several Sets of Data on One Graph

by..4etty Beck )

GR 6 Using Scatter Graphs to Spot Trendeby Earle'tomon

GR 7 Data Gathering and Generating Graphs at the Same Time
(or Stack 'Em and Vaph 'Em at One Fell Swoop!)

by. Edward Liddle-

1

GD 2 A Voting Procedure Comparison That MaY Arise in USMES

Activities by Earle Lomon

MEASUREMENT _M 3 Deterbining the Best Instrument to Use for a Certain.

' Measurement by USNMS Staff *

)
;

V 1 .

.

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS PS 1 Collecting Data in Sets or Samples by UNES Staff.
.:'--

. PS 4 Desigh of.Surveys and Samples by Susan J. Devlin and

4 Anne E. Freeny .

, -PS 5 Examining One and. Two Sets of Dati,Part I: A General

Stilegy ahd One-Sample Methodi by Lorraine Denby and

i1 t James Landwehr

As, (a ,:.)

,t

,

.r
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,/. Tvls, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING

oe
3.. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NON -ITMES MATERIALS
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1 Graphic Compara on of Fractions by Merrill Goldberg

.2 Geometric Compa ison of Ratios by Earle Lomon ,

3 Making and Usin a Scale Drawing by Earle Lodon

The following are references that may be.of &some use

during work on School Supplies. The teacher is advised to

check directly with the publisher regarding current prices.

A list of reDerences-on general mathematics and science

tOpics can be found in the USMES Guide.

American Paper Institute. "Things te) Do at Home." .260

Madison Avenue, Ngw York, New York 10016.
*

. "How You Can Make Paper." (One pamphlet free an

request.)
Instr6tions for making small quantities of recycled

paper from tissues. Also contains a brief explanation

of different substances used tct make paper and paper-

board. 1d

The Children!s Museum, Resource Center, The Jamaicaway,

Boston, Massachusetts 02130. lecycle Notes. ($1.30)

An illustrated booklet with many ideas and instructions

on how to use recycled materials for education and craft

projects. Among the ideas presented are various games,
simple musical instruments, masks, equal arm balance,

water microscope, ant farm, weaving looms, and simple

ways to print.

Workshop for Learning Things, 5 Bridg Street, Watertown,

Massachusetts 02172. Paper Making t. ($68.00)

All needed materials and instructions ok a sitple method

of making small quantities of paper. A more complete de--

scription is given in Our Catalog ($1.00) available from

Workshop for Learning Things.

\ ,

1,
4, 4. 1.
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4. GLOSSARY

0

The following definitions may be helpful-to a teacher
whose class ia investigating a School Supplies challenge.
Some of the words.are included to give the teacher /an under
standing oftechnical terms;.others are included because ',

they are commonly used throughout the resource book.
These terms may be used when they are'appropriate for the

children's work. For example, a teacher may tell the chil
dren that when they Conduct surveys, they are collecting
data. It is.odot necessary for the teacher'or students to
learn-the definitions nor to use all of these terms while
working on their challenge. Rather, the children will begin

r-F to use the words and understand the meanings aathey become
involved'in their investigations.

a N..

'.Accounts Payable, A curren liability reptesentihg obligations to pay g cred
itor, usually'a Supplier.

4
Accounts Receivable A current asset representing obligations owed to a company,

usually by its customer's.

Asset'. Anything owned that is mee§urable in terms of'money.

Average The numerical value obtained by dividing the sum of t e ele
ments of a set of data by the number of'elements in'that set.
Also called the mean. ,

Barter To exChange one piece of merchandise for another.

Bookkeeping A system for recording business transactions.

Comparative Shopping A method for determining the best'buy(s) by comparing the
costs, quantities, and qualities of different brands of
products.

Consulter A person who buys or uses goods or services.

Conversion

Correlation

`)

A change from one,form to another. Generally associated in
mathematics and science with the 'change from one unit of
measure to another or the change froth one form of energy to
another.

A relationship between two sets of data.

4 j



Cost

Cost Accounting

Data

Discount

131

The amount of money needed to produce or to purchase goods

or services.

That form of accounting designed to prravide man4gement with '

cost information.

Any fa,cts, quantitative information, or statistics.

A reduction in the price of products or services, often
stated as a percentage of price. This is done (1) fon cus-

tomers who buy in large quantities or (2) in order to gen-

erate a greater volume of sales.

Distribmtion The spread of data olier the range of possible results.

Dividend Payment in either cash or stock,to the holders of a com-

pany's stock.

Economics A social science concerned chiefly with description and
analysis of the production, distribution, and cppsumption

of goods and services.
(-

\

Event

.9

A happening; an occurrence; something that takes place.

Example: a step in the produetion process.

Frequency Ir The number of times a certain event occurs in a given unit
of time or in a given total number of events.

$
,

Graph A drawing or a picture of one or\several sets of data.

Bar Graph

A

'y

A graph of a set of measures or counts whose sizes are rep-
resented by the vertical (or horizontal) lengths of bars of

equal widths. Example: ehe number of cfildren who would

buy certain items from the school store.
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Conversion Graph

Cumulative Distribution Graph

A line graph that is used,to change one unit of meaststkisent

to another. For exampl-STChanging meters io feet or vice

'versa.

Mete 1-3
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A graph that can Ize constrUcted from a histogram by comput-
ing running totalssfrom the histogram data. The,first run-
ning total is the'first value in the histogram data.(see
table of values). The second rdnning total is the sum of
the first and second values of the histogram, and so ons.
Th1Lhorizontal scale on the graph is similar to that of the
histogram; the vertical scale goes from0 to the total numr
ber of events observed (in.the example, total number of
weeks recorded). Each vertical distance on the graph shows
the running total of the number of observations that are
less than or equal to the value shown on the horizontal
scale; thus the graph below indicates that in ten weeks (or
about 80% of the weeks) twenty notebooks or less were sold.
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Histogram

Line Chart

rep,

A type of bar graph that shows the distribution of the num-
ber of times that different measures or counts of the samp
event have'occurred. -A histogram always shows ordered nu-

merical data on the horizontal axis. Example: number of

weeks that different numbers of noteboOks were sold. .
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A bar graph that is represented by circles, crosses, or tri-
angles.with lines connecting them so that it_has the appeat-

ance of a line graph. (See Line Graph.) Ihis is a useful

representation when two or more sets of data are shown on

the same graph. Example: number of students in primary

and in intermediate grades who would buy certaintems.
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Line Graph

Scatter Graph

A graph in which e'smooth line or line segments pass through

or near points representing members of a set of data. Since

the lina repreients an infinity of points, the variable on

-il
the horizontal axis must be continuous. ample: number of

customers in a day vs.famount of sale 0--. The approximate

amount of sales for a twenty-customer day can be found from

the graph, even though there were not exactly twenty cus-
tomers recorded on any day.

A

0 N AMENEMAKKA
INAMMMMOMM.

A graph showing a scatter of points, each of which repre-

sents two characteristics of the sdme thing. For example,

in the graph below, each point represents the number of

pencils sold in theogtore and the number of pencils supplied

by teachers in a certain week.
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Slope Diagram*

Gross Profit

Histogram

Hypothesis

Inference

,

Interest

'Inventory

Investment

Liability

135 I

A graphical means of comparing fractions or ratios. To

represent the ratio a/b, plot eke point (b,a) and draw a,

line from (b,a) to the origin, C0,0). The slope of this'

line represents the ratio a/b. By comparing slopes of sev-

eral lines, different ratios can be compared; the less steep

the line, the smaller the ratio. For example, the diagram,

shows the ratio of price to weight for different brands of

glue. The ratio of price to weight for Brand Z is smallel

than that for Brands X or Y, and therefore, Brand Z costs

the least per ounce.
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See Profit.
*As

See Graph.

A tentative conclusion made in.order to test its implica-

tions or consequences.

An assumption derived from facts or information considered

to be valid and'accurate.

A charge for borrowing money; generally a percentage of the

amount borrowed.

The quantity of goods or materials on hand.

The outlay of money for a f.t.pre financial return.

A debt or obligation.

2 1
*Formerly called triangle diagram.
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(

Marketing

Market Research'

'-

Matrix

le,an

Median

Merchandising

Mode

The study or implementation of the bitat profitable and ef-

ficient methods of directing

4

goods from manufacturer to.

cpnsumer.

The compilation of statistical information concerning con-
sumers or purchasers.

A Chart of data arranged in rows or columns.

See Average.

The middle value of a set of data in which the elements have
been ordered from smalle§t to largest. The median value has

as many elements above it as below it.

Identifying and meeting market needs in terms of products
and subsequently stimulating a demand for preiduc..ts through

advertising, promotion, aTd delling.

The element or elements in a set of data that occur most

often.

Net Income Profit for a given period.

Ordered Set A set of data arranged from smallest to largest.

Per Cent Literally per hundred. A ratio in tilhich the denominator is

always 100, e.g., 72 per cent = 72/100 = 0.72 = 72% , where

the symbol % represents 1/100.

Percentage ,

A part of a whole expressed in hundredths.

Population

Profit

Gross Profit

Profit Margin

Any group of objects (e.g., people, animals, items) or
events from which samples are taken for statistical measure-

ment.

The excess of monetarr returns over expenditures; the excess
of the selling price of goods over their cost. (Often

called net income.)

The profit reported before deduction of the indirect costs

of doing business.

Profit expressed as a percentage of total sales revenue.

;



Proportion A statement of equality of two ratios, i.e., the fiiSt term

divided by the second term equals the third term divided by

the fourth term, e.g., 5/10 = 1/2. Also a synonym for ratiO:

when two quantities are in direct proportion, their ratios

are the same.

Quartile

First

Third,

Interquartile Range

Range

Ratio

Recycle

Reta41 Price

Sample

Sample Size

Scale

The first quartile is the value of the quarter-way piece of
data in an ordered set of data.

The third quartile is the Value of the three-quarter-way
piece of data in an ordeied set of data.

The range or length of the middle 50% of an ordered set of
data;'the difference between the first and third quartile.

Mathematical: the difference between the smallest and the

largest values in a set of data.

To order the members of a set according to some criterion,

such as size or importance. Example: to put pieces of data

from smallest to largest. ,

The quotient of two denominate numbers or values indicating
the relationship in quantity, size, or amount between two'

.7

diffe ent things. For example, the ratio of the number of
chil ren working on the assembly line to the number of items
completed by them might be 12 children:17 items or

12 children .

17 items

N t

To process a discarded item for reuse, either for its orig-
inal purpose or for a new purpose.

The price level of goods sold in small quantity to ehe con-

sumer.

A representative fraction of a population studied to gain

infortilation about the whole population.

The number of elements in a sample.

A direct proportion between two sets of dimensions (as be-
tween the dtnendions in a drawing of a lab and the actual

lab).

137.



Scale Drawing A drawing whose dimensions are in direct proportion to the

object drawn.

Scale Model .

A three-dimensional representation constructed to sCale.

Set

Slope Diagram

Statistics

A collection of characteristics, persons, or objects. Each

thing in a set is called a member or an element.

See Graph.

The science of draWing conclusions or making predictions

using a collection of quantitative data.

Stock A share in a company'S assets arid earnings.

Subcontractor

Tally

Wholesale Price

Work

-

A company or a person who accepts part of a total contract

or project from a general contractor or from a company that

cannot do all the required work.

A visibleTecord.used to keep a count of some set of data,

especially a record of the number of times one or more

events occur. Example: a tally of survey results on cus-

tomer preferences for three different desigris of a product. 41

'The price level of goods sold in large quantity to a mer-

chant for resale.

Work is done when a force is exerted through a il.stance.

Work is the product of the force exerted and the distance

moved.



E. Skills, Processes, and Areas of Study Utilized in School Supplies

The unique aspect-of USMES is the degree to which it pro-
vides experience in the process of solving real problems.

Many would agree that this aspect of learning is so impor-
tant as to deserve a regular place in the schobl program
even if it means decreasing to some'extent the time spent
in other important areas. Fortunately, real problem solving
is also an effective way of learning many of the skills,
processes, and concepts in a wide range of school-aubjects.

On the following Pages are five charts and an extensive,
illustrative list of skills, processes, and areas of study
that are utilized in USMES. The charts rate School Supplies

according to its potential for learning in various catego-'
ries of each of five subject areas--real problem solving,
mathematics, science, social science, and language arts.
The rating system is based on the amount,that each skill,
process, or area of study within the subject areas is used--
extensive (1), qederate (2), Some (3), little or no use (-).
(The USMES Guide contains a chart t t rates all USMES units

in a similar way.)
The chart for real problem solving p esents the many as-

pects of the problem-solving process tha students generally

use while working on an USMES challerige.J A number of the
steps in the process are used many timeA and in different
orders, and many the steps can be rformed concurrently

by separate groups of students. Each aspect listed in the
.chart applies not only to the major problem stated in the-
unit challenge but also to many of the tasks each small
group undertakes while working On a solution to the major

'problem. Consequently, U§MES students gain extensive exper-

ience with the problem-solving process.
The charts for mathematics, science, social science, and

language arts identify the specific skills, processes, and
areas of study that may be'learned by students as they re-
spond to a School Supplies challenge and become inyolved
with certain activities. Because the students initiate the
'activities,,it is impossible to state unequivocally which

activities will take place. It is possible, however, to .

document activities that have taken place in USMES classes
and identify those skills and processes that have been used
by the stUdents.

'Knowing in advance which skills and processes are likely
to be utilized in School Supplies and knowing the extent
that they will be used, teachers can postpone the tteaching

"4
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of those skills in the traditional manner until later in
the year. If the students have not learned them during
their USMES activities by that time,'they can study them in
the usual way. Further, the charts enable iteacher to in-
tegrate USMES more readily with other areas of classroom
work. For example, teachers may teach fractions during math
period when fractions are also being learned and utilized in
the students' USMES activities. Teachers who have used
USMES for several successive years have found that.students
are more motivated to learn basic skills when they have de-
termined a need for them in their USMES activities. During
an USMES session the teacher limy allow the students to
learn the skills entirely on their own or from other stu-
dents, or the teacher may conduct a skill session as the
need for a particular skill arises.

Because different USMES units have differing emphases on
the various aspects of problem so/ing and varying amounts
of possible work in the various subject areas, teachers each
year might select several itssible challenges, based on
the6 students' previous,work in USMES, for their class to
consider. This choice dhould provide studenti with as ex-
tensive a range of problems and as wide a variety ofkills,
processes, and areas of study as possible during their years
in school. The charts and lists on the following pages can
also help teachers with this type of planning.

Some USMES teachers have used a chart similar to the One
given here for real problem solving as a record-keeping tool,
noting each child's exposure to the various aspects of the
process. Such A chart might be kept current by succeeding
teachers and passed on as part of a student's permanent
record. Each year some attempt could be made to vary a stu-
dent's learning not only b), introducing different types of
challenges but also by altering thespecific activities in .
wiiich each student takes part. For example, children who
have done mostly construction work in one unit may be en-

s couraged to take part in the data collection and data analy-
,

sis in their next unit.
Following the rating chaits are the lists of explicit ex-

amples of real problem solving and other subject area skills,
processes, and areas of study learned anccutilized in School
Supplies. Like the charts, these Ilists are based on docu-
mentation of activities that have taken place in USMES
classes. The greater detail of the lists allows teachers to
see exactly how the various basic skills, processes, and
areas of study listed in the charts may arise in School

Supplied.

I
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The nu4ber of examples in the real problem solving lisi
have beeelimited because the lis.,itself would be unreason-
ably long if all the-examples were listed for.some of the .

categories. It should also be noted that the example(s) in
the first tategory--Igentifying'and Defidng Problems-jhave
flten limited to the major prohlem that is hg focus of tfie '

-(

unit. During the course of their work, the students' will
encounter and,solve many ot4r, secondary problems, such as
the problem of how to display.their data.or howkto draw a
scale layout.

,

Breaking down an interdisciplinary curriculum like USMES
into fts various subject:area components is a difficult and
highly inexact procedure. :Within USMES the various subject '

areas overlap significantly, anka4 subdivision must:he to
some extent arbitrary. F6r exampley where does measuring
as a mathematicalskill end and meabqrdment qs science an0
social Science process begin?'.. Itow does one aistinguistis : '
between the processes of real problem solving, of.rscience,
and of social science? Even iaithin one suhlect area, the
problem still remains--what is the daference between graph..
ing as a skill and graphing as an area of study? This prob-
lem has been partially so14ed by judicious choice ofex-e,
amples and extensive crossreferencing.

Because'ofithis overlap of subject areas, there are
clearly other outlines that are equally valid. The scheme
presented here was developed with-much.care and thought by
members of the USMES staff withlhelp from others knowledge-:
able 4in the fields of mathematics, science, social science,
and language arts. It represents one method of examining
comprehensively the scope of USMES and in no way denies the
existence of other methods.
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REAL PROBLEM SOLVING Overall
Rating

Identifying and defiriing problem.

Deciding on information and'investigZtions
neede4.

Determining what needs to be done first,

setting priorities.

Deciding on best ways to nbtain'informa-
tion needed.

Working cooperatively in groups on tasks.

Making decisions as needed.

Utilizing and appreciating basic skills and
processes.

Cartying out data collection procedures--
observing, surveying, researching,
measuring, classifying, experimenting,'
consActing.

Asking questions, inferring:

Distinguishing fact from opinion,
relevant from irrelevant don,
reliable from unreliable sources

REAt PROBLEM SOLVING
Overall
Rating

Evaluating procedures used for data
collection and analysis. Detecting
flaws, in process or erro data.

Organizing and process
tion.

or informs-

Analyzing and interpreting dat or informa-
tion.

Predicting, formulating-hypothes s, sug-
gesting possible solutions bas on data
collected.

Evaluating proposed solutions in terms ot
practicality, social values, efficacy,

-aesthetic values'

Trying out vvious solutions and eValuating
the results, tgsting hypotheses.

Communicating and 'displaying data or
information.

Working to implement solution(s) chosen
by the class.

Mskinggeneralizations that migL hold true
1

-under similar circUmstances; applying
problem-solving process to other real .

.

problems.

KEY: 1 extensive.use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use., - = little or no use

1

1

1

1

1



MATHEMATICS -Overall

Raing

LaSic Skills

Classifying/Categorizing 1

Counting 1

Computation Using Operations
Addition/Subtracti 1

Multiplication/DiV ion 1

Fractions/Ratios/Perc.entages 1

Business and Consumer Mathematics/
Money and Finance 1

Measuring 1

Comparing
go

2.

Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off 1

Organizing Data 1

Statistical Analysis
Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques 2

Graphing 1

Spatial Visualization/Geometry 2

Areas of Study

Numeration Systems 1

Number Systems and Properties 1

Denominate Numbers/Dimensions 1

Bcaling 3

Symmetry/Similarity/Congruence
Accuracy/Measurement Error/

EstimationtApproximation 1

StatisticsOandom Processes/Probability 1

Graphing/Functions 1

Fraction/Ratio 1

Maximum and Minimum Values 3

Equivalence/Inequality/Equations 2

Money/Finance 1

Set Theory 2

SC I ENCE
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'Cverall

Rating

Processes

Observing/Describing
rdeassifying

ntifying Variables
pefining Variables Operationally
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting
Designing and Constructing Measuring,

Devices and Equipment
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling I

Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, Displaying Data
Generalizing/Applying Process to New

Problems

Areas of Study

Measurement
Motion
Force /

Mechanical]. Work and Energy

Solids, Liquids, and Gases
Electricity
Heat
Light
Sound
Animal and Plant-Classification
Ecology/Environment
Nutrition/Growth
Genetics/HeredieY/PropagatiOn
Animal and Plant'Behavior
Anatomy/Physiology

1

2

3 ,

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

3-

2

3

KEY: 1 extensive use, 2 moderate use, 3' some use,, - little or no 'use

fl
6.1
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SOC IAL SC I ENCE Overall

Process

1

1

3

1

2

'2

2

,

,

Observing/DesOribing/Classifying
Identifying.ProbleSia, Variables
MOnipulating, Controlling Variables/
'Experimenting
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses

Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data.
Communicating, Displaying Data 2

Generaliiing/Applying Process to Daily Life `.1

,
.,

Attitudes/Values

Accepting responsibility for actions and
results

,

1

'Developing interest and involvement in
human Affairs 1

Recognizing the importance of individual
and group contributions to society 1

Developing inquisitiveness, self-reliance,
Arid initiative 1

Recognizing the values of cooperation,
group work, and division of labor 1 '

Understanding modes of inquiry used in the
sciences, appreciating their power
and precision 1

Respecting the views, thoughts, and
feelings of others 1

Being open to new ideas and information 1 1

Learning the importance and influence of
values in decision making 1

Areas of Study

Anthropology -

Economics 1

Geography/Physical Environment i,- -

Political Sae:ice/Government Systems 1

Recent Local History 3

Social Psychology/Individual and Group '

.

Behavior 3

Sociology/Social Systems 2

LANGUAGE ARTS Overall
Rating

Basic Skills

Reading

Literal Comprehension: Decoding Words,

Sentences, Paragraphs
Critical Reading: C mprehending
Meanings, Interpre tion

Oral Language
Speaking
Listening
Memorizing

Written Language
Spelling
Grammar: Punctuation, Syntax, Usage
Composition

Study Skills
Outlining/Organizing
Using References and Resources

Attitudes/Values,

Appreciating the value of expressing ideas
through speaking and writing

Appreciating the v ue of written
resources

Developing an interest in reading and
writing

Making Audgments concerning what is read
Appreciating the value of different forms

of writing, different forms of
communication

worPt

1

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

2

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use,
3 = some use, - = little or no use

a
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REAL PROBLEM SOLVING IN SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Identifying and Defining Problem Students decide that there might be a need for a place
in school where students and teachers can buy things
they need.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems, +

Variables.

Deciding on Information and4
Investigations Needed

Determining What Needs to. Be

Done First, Setting Priorities

Deciding on Best Ways to Obtains
InforMation Needed

Woxking Cooperatively in Groups
on Tasks

Students decide to find out what things people would buy,
whether they can get permission to operate a school
store, hew much different items would c t, and where
they can get money to start the store.

Students decide to find out what things people would buy
and to determine costs of various items before ask
permission from the principal.

Students decide to desigand distribute-i written survey:
to obtain information about things students and teachers
would buy.

Students decide to phone school supply outlets to obtain"
catalogs Auickly.

Students form groups to (1) design survey, (2) check catt;
,alogs for prices of supplies,'and,(5) investigate pos-
sible locations tor the store.

Making Decisions as Needed Students decide tlo give the survey to five students in
each class, determining specific students by picking
every fifth name from each class.list: .

V 0

Students decide that the best Olace for the store is in

40 the corridor outside their roore.
tSEudents.decide to try to obtain a loan from the PTA for

their first order of supplies.
. 4

Students decide on quantities of supplies to order based
on plans for paylent.

z
o.Students decide on plans to operate store.

.

Students decide to_present eir findings to the principal

when asking for permis 'on.
.

t.___;......___

4, J.1
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f

Utilizing and Appreciating Basic
Skills and Processes

Carrying Out Data Collection
Procedures --Opinion Surveying,
Researching; Measuring, Classifying,
Experimenting, Constructing

Asking Questions, Inferring

...
4

Students tally results of sUrvey and make a bar graph to

show the results/clearly. 7

OP Students calculate cost per unit, price they will charge,

and profit realized.
Students design a display,case and a scurity system for

the case.
Students recognize that people's needs and tastes vary:
Students find tfiat comparative shopping is worthwhile.
Students discover that questions on a survey must be

worded'clearly and must elicit the type of information

they need. °

Students present their findings to the principal and to

the PTA.

,Students conduct.a survey to determine which items stti-

dents will buy.
Students collect data on costs from three catalogs.

4 Students measure wood available for display case.
Students classify results of survey according to grade

level.
Students keep records of sales in order to determine

future orders of supplies.
Students construct a display case.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing;

Measuring.
See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifying;

Manipulating, Controlling Variables/Experimenting;
Designing andiConstructing Measuring Devices and Equip-

ment; Measurihg/Collecting, Recording Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

,
Classifying; Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting; Collecting, Recording.Data/Measuring.

Students ask whether the results of the survey reflect the
intentions of the whole school. They infer that they

do from,the similarity of results among the same grade

level class&a.
Students ask *hither students in a grade levels would

buy the aame items. They infer from the survey results'
that pend are more popular in upper grades than in lower

grades.

See,also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Dieting Hypotheses/Modeling.1
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predict /

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.
o1/4) r)."

(



Distinguishing Fact from Opinion,
Rl vant from Irrelevant Data,
Rel1able from Unreliable Sources,

EValuating Procedures Used for.Data
Collection and Analysis, Detecting
Flaws in Process or Errors in Data

Organizing and Processing Data

Analyzing and Interpreting Data

Predicting, Formulating Hypotheses,
Suggesting Possible Solutions
Based on Data Collected

147

Students recognize that results from a survey are better
than their own opinions about what people would buy.

Students recognize that information on costs of large
quantities from catalogs is more relevant than costs
in,local stores.

Students evaluate procedures for keeping track of receipts
and determine that there is a better way.

Students determine that errors have been made in calculat-
ing total costs.

Students determine that the inventory has to be diecked
each week and compared with sales.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Estimating/Approximating/
Rounding Off.

Students record prices from the catalogs on a chart.
Students make graphs of survey.data.
Students record purchases and sales on an inventory chart.
Students record payments and receipts in an acc6tnt book.
See also MATHEMATICS list:. Organizing Data.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Organizing,

Processing Data.

Students determine from their graphs which items to sell.
Students determine by comparison of costs and discounts

available which school supplier to use.
Students determine from their survey results and inventory
what quantities of each item to order.

Students determine which items they need to advertise in
order to promote sales.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing;
Maximum and Minimum Values.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL'SCIENCE lists: Analyzing/
Interpreting Data.

Students hypothesize that sales of certain items will be
heaviest in certain months.

Students suggest thqt the store be open for a half-h ur
every morning based on restrictions in school sch ule.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferrinq/Predicting/Formula ing,

Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

()
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1

Evaluating Proposed Splutions in
Terms of Practica/ity, Social
Values, Efficacy, Aesthetic Values

Trying Out Vailous Solutions
and Evaluating the Results,
Testing Hypotheses

Communicating and Displaying Data
or Information

Working eo Implement Solution(s)
Chosen by the Class

Making Generalizations That Might
Hold True Under Similar Circumstances;
lpplying Problem-Solving Process to
Other Real Problems

1') ,, )

Students decide that operating a small store is the best
way to make a few needed items available to students '

and teachers.
Students agree that everyone should have a chance to work r

in the store but that certain people should be in charge),

of keeping records:
Students feel that-it is important to have an attractive
,display case.

Students run the store for a month and evaluate procedures,

items purchased, and profits.
Students contict a survey to find out if there is a demand
for continang operation of the store and which items
should be added to or maintained on the store inventory.

See also SCIENCE list: ,Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Students report to the class about their findings and
progresdin-tlieir jobs.

Students prepare graphs and written reports of their stbre
operations for the principal and PTA.

,

Students sell items needed by students and teaclItrs in a
school store for the whole year.

4

Students appl dkills acquired in determining cosis and

in buying an selling to similar activities in their
daily lives.

Students apply scientific inquiry process learned to

other real problems.
See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process

to New Problems.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying

Process to Daily Life.



ACTIVITIES IMSCHOOL,SUPPLIES UTILIZING MATHEMATICS

Basic Skills
4

Classifiring/Categorizing

Countinp

CoMputation Using Operations:
Addition/Subtraction

Computation Using Operations:
Multiplication/Division

Classifying available sUakies according to characteris-
tics.

'I-Classifying results of opinion surveys according ta grade

level.
Categorizing objects in more than one way, eip., for more

than one purpose.
Using the concepts of sets (subsets, unions, intersections,
set notation) e.g., set otstudents, set of supplies.

Counting and tallying survey data, questionnktp data on
preferences for particular supplies.

Counting number of items in inventory; number of,orders -
received, number of people who attend opening of store.

Counting to read scales on measuring instruments, such as
rulers, weighing scales.

Counting by sets to find scale for grapil axes.

Adding one-, two-, or three-digit whole numilers to find
total tally of items in stock or total measurement of
dimensions for display case.

Adding minutes and seconds when timing length of oral'
advertisements, announcements for school supply center.

Subtracting to find differences between predicted ahd
actual demand for supplies.;

Subtracting one-, two-, pr three-diiit whole nuMbers to

find range ofcmeasurements,or counts.

Multiplying and diViding to determine.preference ratings

from a survey.
o Multiplying to find total amount of supplies needed, total

dimensions of space needed for storage or eales areas.
Multiplying or dividing to convert one unit of measure

to another, such as inches to feet.
Dividing to calculate averages such as average order re-

ceived per week.
Dividing to find ratios, fractions or percentages sucli as

percentage of certain responses to survey according to

grade level.
Multiplying or dividing to find scale for graph axes.

(24 3



Computation Using Operations:
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages

Computation Using Operations:
Business and Consumer Mathematics/
Money and Finance

Measuring

Comparing

Using mixed numbers to performcalculations, such as de-
termining amount of Tri-Wall needed for display case or
storage containers.

Changing fractions to higher or lower terms to perform
operations.

Using fractions in measurement, graphing.
Calculating percentages from survey data, percentage of

supplies used per week, per month.
Using slope diagrams to compare ratios, such as number of

items per package.

40.

Adding and subtracting dollars and cents to perfn cost
analysis, to figure profit or loss for.various i ems
sold in school store.

-000.

Multiplying to find total cost of supplies ordered.
Dividing to find unit cost, such as cost per pencil, while

buying a gross or some other large amount. or

Using slope diagrams to compare unit costs.
Comparing prices of items listed in different catalogs.
Calculating percentage of profit. .

Calculating sales price according to percentage of dis-

count.

Using different standard units to measure sizes of mate-
rials received, such as sizes of carpet pieces, card-
board scraps.

Measuring size of storage area, display case, and smaller
storage containers.

Timing oral announcements.
See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording

Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording

Data, Measuring.

Using the concept of "greater than" And "less than" in
making comparisons, e.g., the sizes of collected goods,
such as bottles, boxes.

Comparing data sathered from various soureessuch as sur-
vey data from different grade level's.

Comparing estimated and actual requests for particular
items, estimated and actual number of items collected.

Making graphic comparisons of fractions and ratios.
Comparing number of items sold before and during a sale on

an item, before and af0r advertising the school store.
10 it?
go 4 J



Comparing (cont.)

Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off

Organizing Data

Statistical Analysis

Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques

Comparing survey results before and after a numerical
preference rating is calculated ,sor each item.

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting

Data.

Estimating error in sutvey data on customer preference
for t'articular

Estimating the number of people who will request a.product,
who will donate discarded items, who will be needed for
storing supplies.

Determining when a measurement is likely to be accurate
enough for a particular purpose.

Rounding off measurements according to accuracy required.

Tallying results of survey on bar graph form.
Ordering survey results on types of supplies that students

and teachers prefer.

Ordering standard Units of measure in'terms of size, such
as inch, foot, yard or centimeter, meter.

Ordering numbers on graph axes.

Ordering quantities of different items sold.
See also SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing Data,.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing Data.

Interpreting graphs.

Calculating average number of various items sold or dis-
tributed per week, per month.

Determining maximum and minimum space needed for storage.
Assessing the accuracy of an estimate based on a sample

survey or on a short period of operation of the school
store.

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting
Data.

Conducting opinion surveys on items that people would buy
from school store, items that would be requested from
recycling center.

Defining makeup and size of sample.
Devising method to obtain quantitative information (pref-

erence ratini) from opinion surveys.

217
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Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques

(cont:)

Graphing

Spatial Visualization/Geometry

/1 , ,

1/4)

Evaluating survey: questions aSked, size and makeup of

sample.
Evaluating accuracy of survey results.

See also SCIENCE list: AnalYzing, Interpreting Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting

Data.

Using alternative methods of displa)iing data, such as

charts, graphs.,,,

Making a graph form--dividifig axes into parts, deciding

on an appropriate scale.
Putting data on graph forms.
Obtaining information from graphs..

Bar graph--number of students who would buy

certain items vst items on survey.
Histogram-number of notebooks sold in a week vs.

number of weeks.
Line graph--number of customers in a day vs. A

amount of sales.
Line chart--number of students in primary and in

intermediate grades Who would buy certain items.

Conversion graph--inches vs. feet.
Scatter graph--number of pencils sold in-school

store each week vs. number of pencils supplied by

school during those weeks.
Cumulative distribution graph--number of notebooks ,

sold in a week vs. a certain number of weeks-or less.

Slope diagram-cost of items vs. number in package.

See also SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying

Data.

Constructing and using geometric figures, ior example,

triangles, circles, to use in construction of storage

containers, advertising posters.
Using geometric figures to understand and utilize rela-

e tionships, such as area, volume, similarity, congruence;

when describing properties of collected materials.

Deriving information from maps of sChool.

Making flow diagram for distribution or sales area. ,
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Areas of Study

Numarition Systems Using 4cimal system in measuring length (m, cm).
Using fractions in measuring length (parts of inches,

feet, or yards).
Using decimal system in calculating costs, profits,

losses, etc.

. Number Systems and Properties See Computation Using Operations.

Denominate Numbers/Dimensions See Measuring.

caling . Using maps of school to decide on areas for storage and
sale.

Recognizing relationships among units of measure, e.g.,
inch,foot, yard or centimeter, meter, kilometer.

Symmetry/Similarity/Congruence 4, See Spatial Visualization/Geometry.

Accuracy/Measurement Error/
Estimation/Approximation

Statistics/Random Processes/
Probability

See Measuring and Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off.'

See Statistical Analysis.

Graphing/Functions See Graphing.

'Fraction/Ratio

Maximumaand Minimum Values

See Computation Using.Operations: Fractions/Ratio0/
Percentages.

Finding the shortest daily time for school store operation
for maximum benefit.

Maximizing profit by considering both price and number
that can be sold at a given price.

Maximizing sales by trying out various alirangements of
items in display case.

Using slope diagram to find minimum cost per item.

153
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Maximum and Minimum Values (cont.) Maximizing sales by trying various locations,for school
store.

Minimizing storage space by trying out various arrange-
ments of supplies.

Equivalence/Inequality/Equations See Comparing and Computation Using Operations.

Money/Finance

Set Theory

r)4 )t..

See Computation Using Operations: Business and Consumer

Mathematics/Money andTinance.

See Classifying/Categorizing.

v

4,



Process

ObserVing/Describing

Classifying

Identifying Variables

ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOL S

155

UPPLIES UTILIZING SCIENCE

Observing that many supplies are needed and not available
forprojects in different classes, e.g., bottles, bags,
bexes, egg cartons, trays, yarn.

Observing and describing various areas for storage Or for
. location of school store (or recyclini center).
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

Determining which supplies are best, usable, or of lit le
use for certain purposeq.

Determining allocation of supplies according to need,
alternative uses.

See also MATHEMATICS list.: Classifying/Categorizing.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

Identifying variables of size, shape, type of material,
availability, durability, storability in determining
possible uses for supplies. '

Identifying variables of location (accessibility), amount
of space (length, width, heNit), in choosing storage
area for supplies".*

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems/
Variables.

Defining Variables Operationally Defining'accessibility of sorage space as disthnce from
entrances where supplies would arrive, distance from
classroom for easy supervision, and availability to
other classrooms.

Defining amount of space in possible stOrage as number of
, square meters of wall space for storage and number of
'square metees of floor space for sorting materials.

Defining various sizes and shapes needed for specific useb.
Defining various types of materials in terms of need as

for holding liquids and sdlids, for tieing transparent,
for durability, flexibility, absorbency, etc.

25,1
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Manipulating, Controlling Determining, by testing, size and shape of supplieteusable
Variables/Experimenting for certain purposes.

Determining, by testing, degree of transparency of differ-
ent materials.

Determining, by testing, amount of durability, flexibil-
ity, absorbency, etc.

Using the same:amount of material, the same time period,
the same weight, etc., in-each-test.

Trying different arrangements of storage area to determine
most efficient in terms of space used and availability
of items frequently requested.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Controlling,
,p Variables/Experimenting.

Designing and Constructing
Measuring Devices and,Equipment

Constructing shelves for storage area.
Constructing counter for entrance to storage area.
Constructing test equipment to determine durability, flex-

ibility of items.

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating, Inferring from tests that c.ertain materials are good for
certain uses.

Predicting that certain supplies-will be needed more than
others. .

Hypothesizing that eNcertain arrangement of materials will
make them fit more cOmpactly in a certain space; trying

Testing Hypothesei/Modeling

Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data

,out several possihle arrangements and determining amount
'of space used.

Making a diagrdm of supply area showing flow of materials.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list:, Inferring/P,redicirig/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Collecting data on supplies received and distributed.
Timing oral announcements using a'stopwatch.
Measuring stOrage area to determine space available.
Measuring durability, absorbency, transparency of items.
Reading measuring devices accurately.
Recording data in chart form.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring. .

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording
Data/Measuring.

1
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Organizing, Processing Data
-

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Communicating, Displaying Data

Ordering repeated measurements from smallest to largest.
Recording on inventory sheet amount of supplies obtained

and amount distributed.
Recording measurements of space on sketch of storage area.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.
See also spun SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing

Data..
,*

Finding the median of repeated measurements.
Determining which supplies are best for certain purposes

according to test data and graphs.
Determining from inventory chart when more'supplies will

be needed.
Determining best arrangements of supplies in storage area.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing;
Maximum and Minimum Values. °

Drawing graphs and floF diagrams to communicate data.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Commmnicating, Displaying

Data.

See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

V Generalizing/Appling Process to Applying skills learned to problems arising in operating
New Problems a school store or determining which supplies a.school

should buy.
Applying inquiry process learned to other types of prob-
'lems.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Appdying
Process to Daily Life.

/.

Areas of Study

Measurement

,

Using standard units (e.g., meters) and nonstandard units
. (e.g., children's feet) to measure size of sales area

or storage area.

Using standard and nonstandard units to measure volume,
durability, transparency, etc., of items.

Reading measuring devices accurately.
See also Designing and Constructing Measur1ng Devices and

Equipaent.
See also MATHEMATiCS list: Measuring.*
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Motion oe"

Speed/Velocity, Observing that the speed of an object affects the amount

/ bf impact- the object has on another object when dropping
objects from different heightsito test durability of

materials,. .

i

Force o Observing that force must be applied to hammer nails into

wood.
Observing that machines multiply the force that is exerted,

e.g., a lp.mmer multiplies the force exerted by a person.

Weight Observing that items differ in weight.
Observing that weight is a force due to phe gravitational

pull of the earth on objects.
Observing that strength (of items, o shelves, etc.) can

be determined as resistance to anot er force (weight).

Friction Observing that some supplies roll more easily on tilted

surfaces than others.

Mechanical Work and Energy

Solids, Liquids, and Gases

States of Matter

Properties of Matter

4.
Noting that work is done and energy expended when nails

are pounded into wood.
Observing that electrical ent Orgy is converted.into the

mechanical energy of saber saws, Alectric drills.
Observing that sanding wood generates heat as mechanical

energy is transformed into heat energy.

See also Motion and Force:

Observing that glue is available in solid and liquid forms

with different properties.
o-Observing that heat from a hot glue gun changes a so1id

stick of glue into liquid glue.

Observing that different materiala (bottles, boxes, string).
have different propexties that make them'useful for dif

ferent purposes.



Observing that glue guns, saber saws, and electric drills

generate heat as electrical energy is transformed into

mechanical energy and heat energy. %

Observing that signs promoting use of school store or dis
tribution center are more easily read if placed in well.

lighted areas.
Observing that supplies are difficult to see if placed

against backgrounds with a similar color, but easy to

see if placed against a background of a contrasting

'
cqlor (e.g., yellow olijects against a blue background).

Observing that a glare is produced when a light source
shines directly on a display case.

Observing that light passes through certain materials that

are transparent and does not pass through materials that

are opaque.

Observing that some of the electrical energy supplied to

saber saws and power drills is transformed into sound

energy (noise).



Process

ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOL SUPPLIES UTILIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE

1

Observing/Describing/Classifying Observing dist students'forget to bring to school:dings
that they need, such as pencils, notebooks, eralers,

folders.
Observing that sometimes the right kind of paper ts not

available for class uSe.
Classifying groups of people according to similaritie4

(age, sex), in order to choose a stratified sample fr,r

an opinion survey.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifging/Categorizitng.

See also SCIENCE list: Observ,ing/Describing; Clai5ifying.

Identifying Problems, Variables Identifying problems in setting up a school store: ielems

to sell, place for store; permission; store hours, etc.
Identifying variables of need, cost, and money availabl.e

in detertining items to buy for school store.
Identifying problems in researching kinas of supplies nsed

in school and-kinds of supplies wasted.
Identifying variables ehiLt affect the results of an opitt-

ion survey, e.g., gradt level of students, day of weelol

habits of students.
See also SCIENCE list: Identifging Variables.

r-

Manipulating, Controlling Variables/ Designing opinion surveys for both students and teachers

Experimenting to determine need for supplies.
Collecting information on survey about variables that

affect survey results, such as grade level of students.

Using stratified sample for student survey.
Checking various sources to determine costs of supplies.
Investigating possible sources of money for supplies.

.See also SCIENCE list: Identifying Variables.

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses

Ace

Inferring from two samples of students that the results
of the survey reflect the opinions of all students.

Hypothesizing that certain items will be sold faster than

others. Keeping and analyzing records of sales.
Hypothesizing that less paper will be wasted if the type

available fits tile need.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
TeTting Hypotheses.



Collecting, Recording Data/
Measuring

Organizing, Processing Data

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Communicating, Displaying Data

Counting and tallying votes to set priorities.and deter-

mine action to be taken.
Recoiding results of opinion surveys.
Recording data on costs of supplies from different sources.
Recording data on amount of modey available from different

sources.
Recording dhta on amount and type of paper used add wasted

by each grade.
iSee also MATHEMATICg list: Counting; Measuring.

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording

Data.

Ordering results of opinion survay from most popularlitems

to least popular.
Ordering costs of supplies from most expensive source to

least expensive source.
OrderinePaper usage and wastage according to grade level.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data. .

See also SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processift Data.

161

Analyzing graphs of data from survey on items needed.
Comparing survey data obtained from different groups of

people or from samples of different size.
EvApating the way the survey vas administered, the

size and makeup of the sample.
Assessing the accuracy of the survey results.
Analyzing paper wastage according to grade level and use

'of paper.
Deciding on best source of supplies and money according

to data Collected.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Siatistical

Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing;
Maximum and Minimum Values.

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

Making charts or graphs that can be easily understood and

have maximum impact on audience.
PAsenting data to principal, school board.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.

See also SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying Data.

See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.
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Generalizing/Applying Process to

Daily Life

Applying one's knowledge of comparative shopping and

marketing to_help solve other problems in daily life.

Using ones knowledge about opinion surveys to conduct

other surveyse
See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process

to New Problems.

Attitudes/Values
'4

Accepting Responsibility for Actions Making sure that various tasks (e.g., collecting data,

and Results

Developing Interest and Involvement

in Human,Affairs

Recognizing the Importance of
Individual and Group Contributions

to Society
1

-Developing Inquisitiveness, Self-
Reliance, and /nitiative

sorting materials) are done.
Arranging schedules with other classes for convenient

times for surveys, for.school store hours.
Scheduling personnel for school store, recycling center.

Scheduling and giving presentations of plans to principal,

teachers, school board.
Being responsible for aqions during trips to stores,

visits to other classeh, operation of school store and/

or recycling center.

Setting up school store to provide items students and

teachers need.
Recognizing that students will be more interested in

school activities if adequate materials are available.

Recognizing that Many individual and group efforts are.

required to operate a school store or recycling center.

Finding awn solutions to problems encountered.
Dealing with people in obtaining supplies.

1

Finding different ways to obtain and, convey information,

e.g., writing letters, telephoning.

Conducting group sessions and reporting to class on group

work.
Choosing the best way to present plans to principal,

school board.

Recognizing the Values of Cooperation, Finding that group work proceeds smoothly when everyong,- .

Group Work, and Division of Labor cooperates. / -*

FiAding that various jobs in the school store or recycling

center need to be done by different.people or groups.



,
Understanding Modes of Inquiry Used Recognizing the importance of obtaining inforhation from

'in the'Sciences, Appreciating Their others.

Power and Precision 4101
Recognizing that schedules can be made, items otdered,

and recommendations made based on information collected.
Recognizing thatothers are more open to ideas if adequate

information is given.
See also MATHEMATICS and SCIENCE lists. '

Respecting the Views, Thoughts.,

and Feelings of-Others

Being Open to New Ideas and
Information

,

Conducting opinion surveys to.ditermine need for items:

vp, Considering all' suggestions and assessing their merit.

Recognizing th4 people's opinions vary.

Considering alternative ways of doing specific tasks.
Asking other members of class for ideas and suggestions.
Writing, visiling,"or calling various busihesses.

Learning the Importance and Recognizing that Preferences for varions iteths reflect

Influence of Values in Decision individgal needs'and tastes.

Making Recognizin that school store hours are determined by
the value plased by students and teachers on certain
times of aay and on the need for supplieth.

Areas of Study

OEconomics Gaining experience in comparative shopping for materials,
record keeping, figuring profit ma gin, inventory

control.
Using economic Conceppr,.and terms for example, cost,

profit, advertising cost, wholesale price, discount,
retail price', etc., when purchasi,pg school supplies

in quantity.
Analyzing variables affecting consumer purchases, commer

cial sales.
Investigating economics of production and marketing; cost

analysis.
Gaining experience with finance: sources, uses, andlim

itations of tevenues for the purchase of school supplies.

Assessing preferences, characteristictOetc., of possible

consumers through surveysv,questionAaires.
Investigating costs of materials needed for display case,

storage containers, advertising campaign vs. use of

materials and budget restrictions.

(si)ev
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Geography/Physical Environment

Political Science/Government Systems

Recent Local History

Social Psychology/Individual and

Group Behavior

Sociology/Social System

Making and using sketches of school to determine best
location for school store or recycling center.

Investigating differences in costs of materials due to
location of manufacturer/supplier.

4

Obtaining permission to operate a school store, recycling

center.
Working with school authorities to determine better man-

agement of school supplies.
4, Determining need for rules and regulations when school

supplies center is open for business.
Investigating regulations and policies affecting a planned
course of action, such as charging tax for supplies sold

in school store.
Getting,in touch with and working with school authorities,

local industries concerned with reuse of discarded

materials.

Investigating previous methods used to make needed sup-

plies available to studerits and teachers.
Investigating previous attempts to make supplies available

by means of a school store or recycling Center.
Investigating previous school orders for paper, other

supplies.

Developing a gimmick to advertise school store opening.
Recognizing and using different methods to approach dif-

ferent groups such aq students, parents, principl,

; school board.
Recognizing varying abilities of individuals for vatious

roles within groups.
Analyzing the effects of a small group making decisions

for a.larger group.
Assessing the effects of group action in making recommen-

dations about redistribution of school supplies.

b.vising a method to work cooperatively in small and large

roups. _

ill Considering the integral nature of school as a factor in

obtaining and distributing supplies.

f)



ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOL SUPPLIES UTILIZING LANGUAGE ARTS

Basic Skills

Readi Decoding words and sentences when reading catalogs of

Li 1 Comprehension--Decoding school supplies, drafts of letters and surveys, Yellow

Words Sentences, and Paragraphs Pages of telephone books, reports on work progress.

Reading: Evaluating drafts of letters, surveys, reports.

Critical Reading--Comprehending Following directions#when filling out an order form.

Meanings, Interpretation ?,

Oral Language:
Speaking

Oral Language:
Listening

*o

Oral Language:
Memorizing

16

Reporttng group activities to class; responding to criti

cisms of activities.
Responding to questions from principal, PTA, customers.
Preparing effective oral presentations of survey questions,

methods, findings, and suggested solutions.
.1 Offering suggestions and criticisms during small group

workNuld class discussions on problems and proposed

solutTons.
Using the telephone properly.Ad effectively.

,Using rules of grammar in speaking.

Listening to group reports.
,Listening to answers to oral survey questions.

Listening to customer inquiries, orders, complaints.

Following spoken directions.

Memorizing portions of oral presentation.'

Written Language: Using correct spelling in writing.

Spelling

Written Language
Grammar--Punctuation, Syntax,

Usage

Using rules of grammar in writing.



Written Language:
tom.osition

Study Skills:
&dining/Organizing

Study Skills:
Using References and Resources

Attitudes/Values

Apprecfating the Value of,Expressing
Ideas Through Speaking and Writing

. . _Appreciating the Value .of

'Written Resources

Developing an Interest in
Reading and Writing

Wilting letters to school authorities to obtain permission
to establish a supply center, letters to school,supply

.outlets and manufacturers to obtain supplies.
, Writing opinion surveys, devising questions to elicit de-.

sired information, judging whether a question-is clear.

Writing posters, flyers, public'address announcements
"about school store or recycling center.

0

* Taking notes.
Developing opinibn survey; otganizing questions.

's Outlining data.collection-gchemes, presentations, drafts
of letters, reports.

Researching regulations and factors affectin pur-

chases of supplies from catalogs, the sale of supplids
in d school store.

*
Inyestigating effect of different forts of communication

on people (public'address system announcements, posters, .

flyers, ads in schonl eewspaper or bulletin).
Using."How To".:materials for information on graphing,

measuring skills,.etc.

.-
0601°

1.Finding that a letter or
response from people, e
suppliers.

'Fir:cling that a newsletter

-or recycling center is
ing.with other people.

phone conversation evokes a
.g., principal, Manufacturers,

4.

.item or report on iChbeil-aeofe---
an effective way of communicat-

Finding that desired information Can be found,in telephone
bdoks, catalogs, magazines, etc.

Seeking out wtitten resources that will hSlp

,problems.
Reading'with interest catalogs, advertisements, informi-t,e

tion on paCkages.
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Making Juckaments Concerning Deciding on reliability of information: what the basia; 49
,..

What is Read is for facts or opinions stated. . W 1'

.

.,,

. ' .

Appreciatipg the Value of Different Finding that the best method for conveying (or communicat-

Forms of Writing, Different Forms .ing) information is determined inTart by the audience

of Communication to Whom the message is directed.
f

A Find* that cetain data or information can be test con-
. veyed by writing it doV7n, preparing graphs or charts,'

,
; erc. , , .

tInding.that certain data or information should be written

4 4k4e
down so that it can be.referred to at a later time.

Finding that spoken instructions are'sometimes better than

. written-instructions, ..and vice veebe.

1
4.4
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